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Študij populacije spektroskopskih dvojnih zvezd z enojnimi črtami v
pregledu neba Rave
Izvleček
V desetih letih opazovanj je pregled neba Rave pridobil vrednosti radialnih
hitrosti 451,788 zvezd. Večina zvezd je bila opazovana le enkrat, vendar zadnja,
končna objava podatkov vsebuje 37,664 zvezd (8.3 %), ki so označene kot običa-
jne enojne zvezde, ter imajo več kot eno meritev radialne hitrosti. V tem delu
smo preverili, ali morebitna spremenljivost radialne hitrosti večkrat opazovanih
zvezd kaže na to, da ima zvezda nevidno gravitacijsko vezano spremljevalko. Z
uporabo verjetnostne funkcije za zaznavanje spreminjajoče radialne hitrosti smo
identificirali 3838 takih dvojnih zvezd.
Med 3838 zvezdami je 406 pripadnic glavne veje, z masami podobnimi masi
Sonca. Te zvezde so bile izbrane za oceno orbitalnih parametrov kot so peri-
oda, ekscentričnost tirnice, razmerje mas in sistemska hitrost. Izmerjene vred-
nosti radialne hitrosti posamezne zvezde so primerjane s teoretičnimi, za različne
vrednosti parametrov, ki določajo obliko krivulje spremembe radialne hitrosti.
Zanesljivost metode je preverjena na testnem vzorcu zvezd, z znanimi orbitalnimi
parametri iz kataloga spektroskopskih dvojnic.
Čeprav so zvezde iz te študije bile prvotno razvršene med običajne enojne
zvezde, je podrobna študija čokatosti in asimetrij v profilih spektralnih črt kalci-
jevega tripleta v nekaj primerih nakazala prispevek svetlobe spremljevalke. Prib-
ližek vrednosti fizikalnih parametrov obeh komponent je pridobljen s primerjavo
spektra s teoretičnimi sintetičnimi spektri. Najdene dvojnice z dvojnimi spektral-
nimi črtami (SB2) imajo krajše orbitalne periode, velikostnega reda nekaj ted-
nov ali mesecev, ter večje razlike radialnih hitrosti, ob tem pa podobne mase, kar
pomeni podoben izsev, zaradi česa lahko opazimo vpliv sekundarne komponente
v spektru.
Skupni katalog pregleda neba Rave in Gaia vsebuje 450,646 zvezd z vrednos-
timi radialnih hitrosti izmerjenih v obeh raziskavah. Čeprav je Gaia do sedaj ob-
javila samo povprečne vrednosti radialnih hitrosti in so zvezde s spremenljivimi
vrednostmi bile izključene iz objave podatkov, se je izkazalo, da je med njimi
27,716 kandidatov za dvojnice. Ta številka je za velikostni red večja od števila
dvojnic odkritih le v okviru projekta Rave ali kateregakoli drugega spektroskopskega
pregleda neba doslej.
Ključne besede: dvojne zvezde: spektroskopske, raziskave; metode: analiza
podatkov

Population study of single lined spectroscopic binary stars in the Rave survey
Abstract
In the 10 years of observations, Rave survey obtained radial velocities (RV) of
451,788 stars. Most of the stars were observed only once, but in the final Rave
data release 6, 37,664 of them (8.3 %) are classified as normal single stars that
have multiple RV measurements. These objects were selected for this study. A
probability function for the detection of RV variations is used for identifying 3838
single lined binary (SB1) candidates.
From the 3838 SB1, 406 main sequence dwarf candidates with Solar like
masses are selected and the estimation of orbital parameters (period, eccentric-
ity, mass ratio and system velocity) is performed by matching the measured RVs
with theoretical velocity curves sampling the orbital parameter space. The relia-
bility of this method is verified by studying a mock sample from the The Ninth
Catalogue of Spectroscopic Binary Orbits.
Stars from this study were originally classified as normal single stars. Study-
ing the boxiness and asymmetry of their calcium triplet spectral lines points out
some possible SB2 candidates. Matching their spectra to a synthetic library indi-
cates probable properties of their components.
Joining Rave and Gaia DR2 yields 450,646 stars with RVs measured by both
surveys. Although Gaia published only median values of measured RVs, and stars
with variable RVs were excluded from DR2, it turns out that 27,716 of them are
SB1 candidates. This is an increase by an order of magnitude over study per-
formed with the Rave DR6 data only. It is obvious that larger time span between
these two surveys will in the future enable detection of even more binaries, espe-
cially those with longer orbital periods. The study of SB1 from joined Rave and
Gaia surveys is of a great importance for the interpretation of the Gaia ongoing
measurements, which will be published in the Gaia DR3, 1 year from now.
Keywords: binaries: spectroscopic, surveys; methods: data analysis
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Chapter 1
Introduction
While the term double star was in use since Greeks described the appearance of
close pairs of stars, term binary star was first used by Sir William Herschel in
1802 when he explained that binary star is: "a real double star - the union of
two stars that are formed together in one system, by the laws of attraction". First
confirmed double star which is also a binary system was ξ Ursae Maioris (Mizar),
discovered in 17th century by Father Giovanni Baptista Riccioli in Bologna.
Distances to stars are generally hard to measure. Two stars may seem to be
very close in the sky, but in reality they are far apart and in fact just two single stars
coincidentally lined up. On the other hand, the distances to the two components
of a binary system are always nearly the same, even if they are orbiting around
their common barycenter with a very long period.
Discovery of a binary or multiple star is not always simple. Some binaries
were known centuries ago, like Alcor and Mizar in the constellation of Ursa Ma-
jor. Today we know that both Alcor and Mizar are themselves binary or multiple
systems. One of the closest stars to the Sun, 1.35 pc distant, α Centauri is known
to be a binary star since the 17th century. Proxima Centauri, the closest star to the
Sun, was discovered one century ago, and since then, it was unknown if Proxima
and α are gravitationally bound. In 2016 it was discovered that it is in fact a triple
system. With high precision radial velocity (RV) measurements, it was shown that
they orbit each other with period of ≈ 550000 years and an eccentricity of 0.50
(Kervella et al. 2017). Such discovery wouldn’t be possible without numerous
measurements over longer period of time.
Multiple stars are everywhere and come in a wide variety of mass, brightness,
separation and orbital period. 40 years ago it was discovered that more than 50%
of Solar like stars are binaries, which would make our Sun a special star, as it
has no stellar companion. If we look at more massive stars, percentage of binaries
increases up to 100 %. A significant fraction of binary stars, widespread in Galaxy,
makes them interesting and worth studying. Besides that, eclipsing binaries can
13
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be used for distance determination. Another important property of binary stars is
their identical chemical composition, since they were born at the same time and
lie on the same isochrone. The study of binary or multiple systems can provide
information on the characteristics of these stars, their orbital parameters, and as
an outcome we can acquire and improve theory of stellar structure, evolution, and
even Galaxy formation.
1.1 Methods of detection
We can classify binary stars according to their specific observational character-
istics. Different methods of detection favor different type of stars and geometry
of systems. It might be that a binary is composed by two stars of identical spec-
tral type, orbiting around the centre of the mass with high velocity on a relatively
small distance from each other, but we can also find a pair of very different stars,
like a hot dwarf star and a cool subdwarf. It is very rare and valuable to observe
the same system with different methods which allows determination of almost any
orbital and stellar parameter.
1.1.1 Visual binary stars
Visual binaries are the ones whose angular separation is large enough so that both
stars can be resolved independently. Because of constraints on angular resolution
and parallax angle, only nearby binary systems with well separated stars can be
resolved. Usually, the angular separation between the two components is of the
order of arcseconds. This method itself does not give us much information on
orbital parameters of the system, except for the constraint on the orbital period,
which is probably very long, due to the wide separation between the components.
Parallaxes, multicolor photometry and spectral characteristics of both stars can be
obtained. Wide binaries, where separation between components reaches 20,000
AU 1 , have long orbital period and one would have to measure their positions over
a long time span to be able to calculate orbital parameters. The sum of the masses
of the two stars can be determined from Kepler’s third law
G(M1 + M2) = 4π2a3/P2 (1.1)
where G is the universal gravitational constant, M1 and M2 are masses of the
primary and the secondary component, a is the semi-major axis and P is the orbital
period.
1AU - an astronomical unit is the average distance between Earth and the Sun, 150 million
kilometers.
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1.1.2 Astrometric binary stars
The luminosity of the star depends strongly on the temperature of the star and its
radius. A pair of stars is rarely composed by two identical stars. More often, stars
have different masses, radii and temperatures, and consequently, their luminosity
differs so much, that one star is much brighter than the other one. In such sys-
tems, where only one, significantly brighter component can be observed, we talk
about astrometric binary stars. The combination of the motion around the centre
of mass and the proper motion of the star gives rise to a wobbling motion on the
celestial sphere. Such systems, also like visual binaries, can be detected only at
small distances. It can be seen that the primary star, where the primary star is
defined as the more luminous one, wobbles around a point in space, but with no
visible companion. The position of the star must be carefully and repeatedly mea-
sured in time in order to observe that its position varies and is not consistent with
a straight motion. These periodic shifts in position are indicators of multiplicity.
Sometimes the position of the photocenter 2 does not coincide with the posi-
tion of the primary component of a binary system. Stellar spots of active stars can
change the position of the stellar photocenter and that can mislead into claiming
a discovery of a binary star. Also, the photocenter can be displaced if secondary
star contributes with a fraction of the light, and the trajectory has lower amplitude.
1.1.3 Eclipsing binary stars
In the case of binaries which have orbital planes oriented along the line of sight
towards the Earth, eclipses can happen. Blocking the light of the eclipsed compo-
nent, periodic variation in the amount of light can be observed. These light curves
not only reveal a binary system but can also provide information about relative ef-
fective temperatures and radii of each component. The light curve of an eclipsing
binary is characterized (in its simplest form) by constant light with periodic drops
in intensity. From the study of the light curve, period and the relative sizes of the
individual stars can be determined. Eclipsing binaries have been used to deter-
mine distances, compute fundamental stellar parameters and test stellar evolution
models.
Hipparcos was a satellite of the European Space Agency (ESA), launched in
1989 and operated until 1993 devoted to accurate measurement of the positions of
celestial objects on the sky. The result of this mission was Hipparcos Catalogue of
more than 118,200 stars published in 1997. Ultra high-precision space photome-
try, such as that provided by CoRoT and Kepler, has revolutionized the study of
stars and planets beyond our Solar system.
2Photocenter is the weighted center of light intensity
15
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The CoRoT (Baglin et al. 2006) space mission was dedicated to stellar pho-
tometry, combined with ground-based spectroscopy. A 30-centimeter space tele-
scope was launched in 2006 and operated for 7.5 years. The telescope had two
parabolic mirrors with a 1.1 m focal length and square shaped field of view of 2.7
◦ x 2.7 ◦. The main goal of this mission was to provide stellar oscillation data
(frequencies, amplitudes, line widths) for stars of various masses and chemical
compositions (mainly main sequence Solar type stars and δ Scuti stars), but it also
allowed to study eclipsing binary systems.
The Kepler space mission (Borucki et al. 2010; Batalha et al. 2010), devoted
to finding Earth-size planets, had a large, 105 square degree field-of-view pointed
to the Cygnus-Lyra region. The region is rich with stars, it features over 156,000
stars that were observed continuously during the period of four years, to detect
and characterize planet transits. The survey contains magnitudes of 4,414,002
sources in one or more of the UBV filters with limits: U ∼ 18.7, B ∼ 19.3 and
V ∼ 19.1 and systematic errors 0.02 magnitudes in U, 0.023 magnitudes in B, and
0.017 magnitudes in V . For each object in Kepler Eclipsing Binary Catalog it has
been provided its Kepler ID, morphology type, physical parameters (Te f f , log g,
E(B−V)), and principal parameters. For the detached and semi-detached binaries
the computed principal parameters are the ratio of the temperatures ( T2/T1 ), the
sum of the fractional radii (ρ1 + ρ2 ∼ R1 + R2/a where a is the semi-major axis of
the orbit), the radial and tangential components of the eccentricity (esinω, ecosω)
respectively, where ω is the argument of periastron, and the sine of the inclination
(sini) (Prša et al. 2011; Slawson et al. 2011; Matijevič et al. 2012; Conroy et al.
2014).
The Hipparcos mission (Perryman et al. 1997) had all sky coverage with me-
dian photometric precision of 0.0015 magnitudes for ∼ 13 ·106 measurements
of its ∼ 100,000 principal targets and somewhat lower precision of more than
a million stars of 0.012 - 0.1 mag for ∼ 130 · 106 measurements, but had limited
sampling for stars brighter that magnitude 8. Hipparcos produced two major astro-
metric catalogues, the Hipparcos Catalogue (118,218 stars with magnitude limit
12.5 mag) and the Tycho Catalogue (of more than one million stars with magni-
tude limit 11.5 mag), that include a large quantity of very high quality astrometric
and photometric data. These catalogues revealed many new binary systems. Sys-
tems with separations less than 0.1 - 0.15 arcsec or whose components differed by
more than 4 magnitudes, which is a factor of 40 in brightness, were at the limit of
what could be recognized as non-single star (Prša et al. 2011).
1.1.4 Spectroscopic binary stars
Many binary stars have such small angular separation that we can’t detect two sep-
arate stars even with the best equipment and atmospheric conditions. However, the
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spectrum of the system can reveal that there are two stars. The stars are orbiting
around their centre of mass, so their radial component of velocity changes peri-
odically and as a result we can observe a periodic Doppler shift of spectral lines.
If both components have a similar luminosity, both can be observed resulting in
a double-lined spectroscopic binary (SB2). Masses of both components in binary
system are rarely exactly the same. Luminosity of a star depends strongly on mass
and this is why in most cases the more massive star overshadows the less massive
component and only a single set of spectral lines is then observed. This star sys-
tem is referred to as a single-lined spectroscopic binary (SB1). In the case of SB1
repeated spectroscopic observations of the system are needed. Spectral analysis
provides useful information on the star’s surface temperature, gravity and chem-
ical composition. This can be achieved by comparing the observed spectrum of
SB1 with computed synthetic spectra. Spectrum of SB1 can be taken as one of a
normal single star, radial velocity is the only parameter that changes during time.
For less massive star its chemical composition, upper mass and luminosity limit
are the only variables that can be determined. For the star of a certain temperature
and assuming that the star is on a main sequence, absolute magnitude can be es-
timated from the Hertzsprung-Russell diagram. By comparing this value with the
apparent magnitude and correcting it for interstellar extinction, we can determine
approximate distance. Using mass-luminosity relationship (MLR), which is valid
for main sequence stars, brighter star mass can be estimated. Nowadays, with the
Gaia data, we can use parallaxes to calculate distances for even more distant stars.
While visual and astrometric binaries can be detected only in the Solar vicinity,
in the case of eclipsing binaries we are limited to detecting systems with orbital
plane close to the line of sight only, and therefore mostly systems with short or-
bital periods and small separation between stars. Spectroscopic binaries can be
observed even if the system’s plane is not close to the line of sight. The only un-
favorable position is the one where the system’s plane is nearly perpendicular to
the line of the sight.
1.1.5 Other methods
Telescopes with larger mirror diameters which are not limited by atmospheric
blurring can achieve a higher spatial resolution, and higher ability to see finer
details. One can go even further and combine light from separate telescopes. The
idea of the interferometry is to combine light from two or more telescopes, with
known separation distances. When light from multiple telescopes is combined, the
result is a fringe pattern. This pattern differs if we have two sources of light instead
of one, as is the case in a binary system. The ability to discover binary stars with
interferometry is therefore limited only by the diffraction limit of the telescope
system, thus allowing to discover binaries with components at very small angular
17
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separations.
Sometimes, a composite spectrum shows very clearly, that the object is binary
because the spectrum can be explained only with a contribution from sources with
very different temperatures. Such an example are symbiotic binaries, long-period
interacting systems of variable red giants and an accreting cool star that can be a
white dwarf, subdwarf, or low mass main sequence star. Orbital periods of such
stars are typically between 200 and 5000 days. So far, about 200 symbiotic stars
are known.
If one of the stars in the system explodes as a supernova, the outcome may be
neutron star or a black hole orbiting its companion. Many of these close systems
have the strongest emission in the x-ray region of the spectrum. The origin of
x-rays is material with very high temperatures, that is falling toward the collapsed
star. These binaries are detected by observing periodic variations in luminosity
that peak in the x-ray region.
Another special type are pulsating binaries, which include a compact pulsating
component. Typical value of a very well defined pulse period is between 0.25 s
and 2 s, with an average of 0.79 s. The analysis of the pulsations can reveal binary
stars. If the pulsating component is in a binary the pulse arrival times vary along
the orbital period which allows an accurate measurement of orbital parameters.
1.2 The history of binary star detection
Since majority of stars exist in the multiple systems, many studies were dedicated
to multiplicity among different types of stars. It has been studied among dwarfs
and subdwarfs (Duquennoy & Mayor 1991). They studied 164 G-dwarf stars dur-
ing 13 years and measured radial velocities. They concluded that around 60 % of
G-dwarfs are in binary systems, orbital period has unimodal distribution with a
median of 180 years. In their study, different methods have been used. Short pe-
riod binaries were mostly spectroscopic and visual, while long period binary com-
panions were mostly found by common proper motion measurements. These sys-
tems have very wide separation between components, somewhere between 1000
and 200 000 AU, and using Kepler’s third law, periods of such systems can be
derived.
Due to the tidal evolution effects, short period binaries, up to 11 days, have
circular orbits while longer period systems have non zero eccentricity. They also
showed that most binaries do not have equal masses. The study of K-dwarfs by
Mayor et al. (1992) investigated dependence on the mass of the primary star, age
and environment and showed that percentage of binaries is higher for more mas-
sive stars. Fischer & Marcy 1992 derived multiplicity rate to be 34% - 42% and
investigated relations between multiplicity and the physical parameters of stars,
18
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Figure 1.1: Mass-ratio - period relation for binaries (plus signs) and multiple sys-
tems (triangles for triplets and squares for quadruple systems). This is a complete
sample within 25 pc from the Sun, as observed by Hipparcos and analysed with
different methods. Only main sequence stars with properties similar to the Sun
(i.e. with luminosity between 0.1 and 10 Solar luminosities) are considered. Note
that most of the objects have (very) long orbital periods. Many systems have more
than two components, but long-term stability implies hierarchical separations of
components. Each triple system is thus plotted with two points: one for the inner
pair and the other for a more distant component vs. the inner pair. Dashed lines
are drawn just to mark subdivision for analysis. For more details see Raghavan et
al. (2010).
19
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Figure 1.2: Period-eccentriciy relationship for 127 pairs of spectroscopic binaries
in the same volume-limited selection sample as in Fig 1.1. Binary components
are plotted as filled circles, triplets as triangles, and quadruple systems as open
squares. Vertical dashed line represents 12-day period, which corresponds to pre-
vious explanation on a zero-eccentricity due to the circularisation. 1.5 M is taken
for the average value of the mass-sum for all the pairs, and the dashed curve rep-
resents a boundary at which pairs approaching periastron will pass within 1.5 R
and are likely to collide (Raghavan et al. 2010).
20
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Table 1.1: Fraction of multiplicity by spectral type from Raghavan et al. (2010)
Spectral type Temperature [K] Fraction of multiplicity
O > 25000 over 75 %
B and A 7500 - 25000 over 70 %
F6 - G2 5800 - 6600 50% ± 4%
G2 - K3 4800 - 5800 41% ± 3%
M - dwarfs < 2700 - 3800 34 - 42 %
L and T (brown dwarfs) 750 - 2600 10 - 30 %
such as mass. Raghavan et al. (2010) presented results of binarity among 454
Solar-like primary stars, with 0.5 ≤ B − V ≤ 1.0 on a distance of 25 pc from the
Sun. Multiple systems are hierarchical, so we can talk about SB1 or SB2 bina-
ries, even if there is a very distant third component. Unlike previous studies, he
showed that ∼ 54 % of Solar like stars are single. With agreement to other stud-
ies, he concluded that more massive blue stars are more likely to be in multiple
system, than red, less massive ones. Also, he presented the mass-ratio - period re-
lation for multiple stars (Figure 1.1). Binaries with lower mass ratio tend to have
shorter orbital periods. His orbital-period distribution was enlarged in comparison
with Duquennoy & Mayor, and peak was now set to 300 years. Figures 1.2 shows
period-eccentricity relationship for spectroscopic binaries (circles), triplets (tri-
angles) and quadrupole (squares) system. Dashed vertical line separates objects
with periods shorter than 12 days which have circularised orbits, from the longer
period ones.
Studies of binarity in the pre-main sequence (PMS) by Simon (1993), Ghez
(1993), Reipurth & Zinnecker (1993), Leinert et al. (1993) and Mathieu (1994),
showed that binary pairing has to occur early, most probably when the stars form.
Multiplicity of binaries among more massive stars was subject of Mason et al.
(2009) and Sana (2009), where they showed that percentage of binaries among
massive couples of O+OB stars is ∼ 75% and more. They obtained compara-
ble results of multiplicity rate, mass-ratio and period distribution for two clusters
(NGC 6231 and NGC 6611) with different age and structure.
Lada (2006), showed that most of the stars in the Galaxy are faint, dark ob-
jects, red dwarfs, and, unlike PMS, main sequence and giant stars, most of them
are single stars. Estimates for the lowest mass stars and brown dwarfs suggest
that only 10% - 30 % have a companion. All of these studies revealed that the
multiplicity of stars is a function of a primary star type.
There were several surveys dedicated to the search of spectroscopic binaries
(e.g. Latham et al. 2002; Griffin 2006; Mermilliod et al. 2007). The Geneva-
Copenhagen Survey (Nordström et al. 2004) marked a milestone in size of the
21
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sample, as it presented ∼ 5 RV measurements of 14,139 F- and G-type dwarfs
drawn from a kinematically unbiased magnitude-limited sample, painstakingly
observing one star at the time. A landmark result of this effort was a realization
that spectroscopic binarity can be detected in 19% of the observed targets, while
the fraction of binary stars of all types reached 34% in agreement with earlier
results of Duquennoy & Mayor (1991).
Classically, the spectra of stars have been obtained using spectrographs with
an entry slit which allowed only a narrow stripe of light from the sky to enter
the instrument. This way, one object can be observed at the time which is very
time consuming if one would like to collect spectra of thousands or hundreds of
thousands objects, needed to make a study of stellar population.
A great benefit for the astronomy was the development of optical fibers. The
application of optical fiber is to transport the light from the focal plane to a spec-
trograph, and each fiber can focus on isolated target within the field. This was
the basis for the emergence of the multi-object spectroscopic surveys that obtain
a hundreds of thousands of spectra in total. Light from tens or hundreds of optical
fibers can be lined up in a line which resembles an entry slit. So the spectrograph
can stay as before, but now with many objects being analysed simultaneously.
1.3 The motivation and the goal
The last decade is marked by much larger ground-based spectroscopic surveys
which cover large parts of the sky and use fiber optics to obtain spectra of tens or
hundreds or more stars at a time. The result are not only RVs but also spectro-
scopically determined values of stellar parameters, including chemistry. On the
other hand, the scientific focus is shifting from stellar kinematics to Galactic ar-
chaeology, so the goal is to observe as many stars as possible. This means that
most targets in such surveys are observed only during a single night, with a ma-
jority of repeated observations consisting of two visits per target scheduled days
to years apart. So any statement on binarity from these spectroscopic surveys is
based on a large number of targets with a small number of visits. These prop-
erties are typical for the Rave (Radial Velocity Experiment) survey (Steinmetz
et al. 2006), but also for GAIA-ESO (Gilmore et al. 2012), APOGEE (Apache
Point Observatory Galactic Evolution Experiment) (Holtzman et al. 2015), LAM-
OST (The Large Sky Area Multi-Object Fibre Spectroscopic Telescope) (Liu et
al. 2017) and GALAH (The GALactic Archaeology with HERMES) (De Silva et
al. 2015) and Gaia (Gaia Collaboration et al. 2016b) surveys. Basic properties of
each mentioned survey is given in Table 1.1. Different surveys focus on different
types of stars, cover different parts of the sky, wavelength ranges and magnitudes,
but have one common goal, to reconstruct lost stellar substructures of the early
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Table 1.2: Spectroscopic surveys and their main characteristics: number of ob-
served targets, resolving power (Eq. 2.2.), wavelength range (Å) and magnitude
limit.
Survey Nr. of targets Resolving power Wavelength Magnitude limit
Segue I, II ∼ 400,000 ∼ 1800 3850 - 9200 14 < G < 20
APOGEE 263,000 22,500 1514 - 1696 7 < H < 13
RAVE ∼ 500,000 ∼ 7500 ∼ 8420 - 8780 9 < I < 11
LAMOST 10 million 500, 1000, 1500 3700-9000 R . 17.8
Gaia - ESO 100,000 17,000 6440 – 6810 R = 17-18
Gaia (RVS) ∼ 30 million 11,500 ∼ 8420 - 8780 2 < G < 20.7
GALAH 1,000,000 28,000 - 50,000 4718 - 7890 12 < V < 14
Galaxy and to obtain information about its formation and evolution.
In this work the focus is on spectroscopic binaries that can be identified in the
Rave survey. Variable velocity is taken as criterion for binarity. So the primary
goal is to identify single-lined binaries (SB1) which are much more common.
SB2, where both sets of spectral lines can be identified are quite rare, as they im-
ply a very similar mass of both components. Another major reason why SB2 are
rare is that geometry needs to be rather favourable for us to see the line split. Ap-
proach is based of an earlier study by Matijevič et al. (2011), where binary stars
were identified among objects with multiple observations using variable radial ve-
locities. The method is described in more detailed in the Chapter 4. In comparison
with previous work of Matijevič, this work has three important upgrades:
1. analysis is based on the final and complete set of Rave spectra (Steinmetz
et al. submitted) which approximately doubles the considered sample,
2. RVs derived by Rave are matched to those of ESA’s Gaia space mission
(2018) which increases the sample with multiple measurements by an order
of magnitude.
3. We also consider physical characterization of binary systems and their com-
ponents using distances from Gaia and values of stellar parameters as de-
rived from the observed spectra.
A number of orbital properties cannot be conclusively derived from available
observations, so a Monte-Carlo approach is used to infer physical properties of
identified SB1 binaries. Their spectra are also searched for presence of light from
a secondary component.
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1.4 Thesis content
This thesis is divided into several chapters. Here is a brief summary of each:
• Chapter 2. It describes different types of binary systems depending on the
degree they fill their critical Roche lobe. Then we introduce the geometry of
the detached binaries and how do we get radial velocity curve. Radial veloc-
ity curve is defined by 6 parameters and from the multiple re-observations
of the object, these orbital parameters can be estimated.
• Chapter 3. Details of the Rave survey are given in the Chapter 3. The Rave
survey was a magnitude limited spectroscopic survey, which targets were
drawn from the Tycho-2 catalogue (Høg et al. 2000) and the Supercosmos
Sky Survey (SSS Hambly et al. 2001) in the magnitude range 9 < I <
12. Targets were selected uniformly over the Southern hemisphere, and
for magnitude I < 11 are kinematically and chemically unbiased. Some of
the Rave targets were observed more than once, and these object are of the
interest for this work.
• Chapter 4. After we selected these object with repeated observations, using
radial velocity variability criterion, we detected single lined binary candi-
dates. Physical properties of the primary component are also described in
the Chapter 4.
• Chapter 5. For the main sequence dwarf we calculated masses of the pri-
mary components and than obtained most probable values of the orbital
parameters: period, eccentricity, system velocity and mass ratio.
• Chapter 6. Spectra of the single lined candidates were classified as spectra
of the normal single star. The goal is to check with the deeper analysis of
spectral lines, if some double lined binaries can be found. For the systems
where components are of the similar luminosity, spectral lines of both com-
ponents can be seen, under the condition that their radial velocities differ
enough.
• Chapter 7. 450,646 objects from the Rave survey has also been observed
with the Gaia, in the same wavelength range and with the comparable radial
velocity precision. For this reason we can consider them as one dataset.
Gaia has significantly enlarged time span between re-observations of the
same object which is especially important in the search for the single lined
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binary stars. Although Gaia made multiple observations for some targets, it
has reported only median values of radial velocities by now. In the Chapter
7 it is described how Gaia increased the number of binary candidates. Also,
we checked how measurements of Gaia radial velocities match solution of
orbital parameters obtained by Rave data only.
• Chapter 8. TGAS (The Tycho-Gaia Astrometric Solution) complemented
the Rave data with accurate 3D position and velocity measurements. Using
this information and the galpy procedure, we studied the galactic orbits of
single and double candidate stars.
Conclusions at the end are followed by two appendices: Appendix A contains
full table of the estimated values of mass of the primary star (M1), mass ratio (q),
orbital period (P) in days, eccentricity (e), and system velocity (γ) in km s−1, with
lower and upper quartile limits, for main sequence single lined binary candidates
in the Rave survey. Appendix B contains full table of estimated values of mass
ratio (q), orbital period (P) in days, eccentricity (e), and system velocity (γ) in
km s−1 with lower and upper quartile limits for the main sequence single lined
binary candidates obtained with the combination of Rave and Gaia surveys.
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Geometry of a binary system
In the Chapter 1, binary systems were classified according to their method of
detection. There is another classification of binary systems, with respect to a
dynamical stability of the components. Gravitational force and centrifugal force
due to orbital motion of the system influence matter in a binary system.
In most of the systems, the separation between stars is so large that they have
a negligible impact on each other, and their shape is nearly spherical. If the sep-
aration is roughly equal to the diameter of the larger star, then one or both com-
ponents of the system may have their outer layers gravitationally deformed into a
teardrop shape. This teardrop shaped regions of space bounded by equipotential
surface are called Roche lobes. System where one star expands enough to fills its
critical Roche lobe is called a semidetached binary. The star that expands and fills
its Roche lobe is the secondary star. It can happen that both stars fill their Roche
lobes, and such a system is called a contact binary. In the case of semidetached
and contact binary stars mass transfer can occur from one star to another. Another
reason for the mass transfer are Solar winds, so the total mass transfer can be even
larger (Warner, 1995).
It is expected that contact and semidetached systems are rare in SB1 systems,
as they imply short orbital periods which are rather uncommon (see Fig. 1.1). So
only detached systems will be studied in more detail in this work. Components
of the SB1 systems were born together and have the same composition. It is also
possible, that they are in fact multiple system of higher-order hierarchical systems:
triple, quadruple, and other (Čotar et al. 2019). It is important to point out, that the
third component of such systems usually has much larger period and is far apart
from the other two components, and therefore it does not have significant impact
on SB1 candidates that are subject matter in this work.
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2.1 Stellar spectra
Most of the information about stellar physical parameters come from detailed
spectral energy distribution of stars. Light is then dispersed by wavelength in
spectrographs into a spectrum. How much information can we get from spectra is
limited with signal-to-noise and resolving power. Signal-to-noise ratio (S/N) per
pixel is the ratio between a signal and noise
S/N =
Psignal
Pnoise
, (2.1)
and it depends on the photon regime of the observation. While resolving power
(R) is a function of the spectrograph
R =
λ
∆λ
. (2.2)
where ∆λ is resolution or width of the smallest unit of wavelength which can
be distinguished around λ. It varies from R ∼ 500 (low-resolution where the
main result is a general spectral energy distribution d j/dλ, where j is intensity
and λ is wavelength); R ∼ 5000 (medium-resolution spectroscopy where strong
spectral lines can be observed); up to 20, 000 & R & 100, 000 (high-resolution
spectroscopy where narrow lines and their shapes can be studied).
When radiation from the star passes through stellar atmosphere, atoms and
molecules transit between two energy states. These transitions leave traces in the
stellar spectra in the form of emission and absorption lines. Each parameter leaves
its signature on the stellar spectrum, and from the analysis of sharp and prominent
lines we can get physical parameters of the star: its effective temperature, surface
gravity, metallicity, rotational velocity, and also radial velocity.
To measure the radial velocity, the spectrum of an object must be obtained and
wavelengths of spectral lines are compared to a theoretical spectrum of a star at
rest. If the stellar lines are shifted from their rest values, the radial velocity can be
calculated by:
v
c
=
∆λ
λ
(2.3)
where c is the speed of light and v << c is radial velocity. Here we assume
the measured wavelength shift is due to motion of star along the line of sight,
neglecting the net effect of any motions in the stellar atmosphere or gravitational
redshift of light as it travels from stellar atmosphere towards the observer. Such a
simplified treatment is justified as in this work we are mostly interested in changes
of radial velocity with time, while the above mentioned effects are expected to be
constant with time.
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Measuring radial velocity is not always a simple task as it seems from this
equation. Early type stars have broad and diffuse spectral lines as an effect of high
temperatures, high rotational velocities and Stark broadening of spectral lines. On
the other hand, late type stars have numerous spectral lines, close one to another
and blended together. The shape of spectral lines is mostly driven by effective
temperature, surface gravity, metallicity and rotational velocity and quality of a
spectrum is determined by its signal to noise ratio.
In the process of obtaining radial velocity from spectrum of a binary star, two
problems might occur. If the plane of the system is in the line of sight, spectro-
scopic binary might be also an eclipsing binary. In that case, primary star can be
partially eclipsed by a secondary and spectrum can give us a wrong measurement
of radial velocity. When binary system is double lined, it might be, that spectrum
is taken in the phase when spectral lines of components approach each other and
blend in one spectral set.
In the practice, we do not calculate velocity curve with given orbital elements
but we do directly the opposite. We measure radial velocities during time, try to
disentangle the velocity curve and determine the orbital parameters of the system.
More measurements of the radial velocity, distributed evenly along the orbital
period, allow us to determine orbital elements better.
2.2 Orbital elements
Binary stars orbit around common barycenter in elliptical orbits, so to derive or-
bital elements of binary stars, first we need to study the geometry of an ellipse
(Goldstein, 1980). In Figure 2.1 we plot an elliptical orbit with the semimajor
axis a.
We choose a barycentric coordinate system, and define relative separation of
the two stars as r = r1 + r2 and M = M1 + M2, it can be shown that r is:
r =
l
(1 + e cos θ)
(2.4)
which is the parametric equation for an ellipse. All variables are defined on
the Figure 2.1 In the elliptical orbit we define:
• point of the closest approach or the periastron at θ = 0,
• point of the maximum distance or the apastron at θ = π,
• semimajor axis a or half of the long axis which is also the sum of the apas-
tron and periastron distances,
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Figure 2.1: Relative elliptical orbit of a binary star. Yellow circles represent the
primary and the secondary star. The ellipse is the orbit of the secondary star with
respect to the primary component at the focus. (Figure is from Goldstein, 1980)
which can be expressed as:
rmin = r(0) = l/(1 + e) (2.5)
rmax = r(π) = l/(1 − e) (2.6)
a =
1
2
(rmin + rmax) = l/(1 − e2)⇒ l = a(1 − e2). (2.7)
Now we can express periastron and apastron in the terms of the semimajor
axis:
rmin = a(1 − e) (2.8)
rmax = a(1 + e) (2.9)
The focus of this work are Rave observations of single lined candidates, where
we have a few measurements of radial velocity. To obtain orbital period it is
necessary to express the position of the star as a function of time. We get that
from Kepler’s equation and geometry of an ellipse.
Figure 2.2 shows the ellipse and the auxilliary circle, defined as the circle with
its centre on the ellipse’s axis (O), and which contains the two vertices (A and Π).
Following elements are defined in Figure 2.2:
OΠ = semimajor axis = a (2.10)
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Figure 2.2: Geometry of an ellipse with the auxiliary circle. (Figure is from Gold-
stein, 1980)
S Π = a(1 − e) = periastron (2.11)
OS = ae (2.12)
and
the angle θ is true anomaly
the angle E is eccentric anomaly.
The goal is to express the time dependence of the angle E. In the Figure 2.2 it
can be seen that:
r cos θ = −RS = OS − OR = a cos E − ae (2.13)
r sin θ = PR = (
√
1 − e2)QR = a sin E
√
1 − e2 (2.14)
r =
√
PR2 + RS 2 (2.15)
r = a(1 − e cos E) (2.16)
From the trigonometric identities from Equations 2.13 and 2.14, we can write:
tan θ =
√
1 − e2 sin E
1 − e cos E
(2.17)
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Now we use new equation for the specific angular momentum:
r2dθ = Ldt (2.18)
where L is the angular momentum per mass, L = J/µ and J = µr2θ̇. µ is
defined as (M1M2)/M. Combining these equations with 2.18 we can write the
expression for θ:
d
dE
sin θ = cos θ
dθ
dE
(2.19)
Using
sin θ =
a
r
sin E
√
1 − e2 =
a sin E
a(1 − e cos E)
b
a
=
b sin E
a(1 − e cos E)
(2.20)
and differentiating it with respect to E gives:
dθ =
bdE
a(1 − e cos E)
(2.21)
and
cos θ =
−(e − cos E)
a − e cos E)
(2.22)
it can be written that:
dθ =
bdE
a(1 − e cos E)
(2.23)
(1 − e cos E)dE =
L
ab
dt (2.24)
Integrating this equation we get:∫
(1 − e cos E)dE =
L
ab
∫
dt (2.25)
E − e sin E =
L
ab
t + k. (2.26)
Now we have to determine the integration constant k. First, we define that T
is the time of the periastron passage, where E = 0.
k = −
L
ab
T (2.27)
From Kepler’s second law we have:
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Figure 2.3: Different angles for the orbital elements of a binary. The line of the
sight from the observer to the binary system is along the z-axis, viewed from the
z = −∞. (Figure is from Goldstein, 1980)
∫ 2π
0
1
2
r2dθ = πab =
1
2
LP⇒
L
ab
=
2π
P
= n (2.28)
E − e sin E =
2π
P
(t − T ) (2.29)
where P is the orbital period.
This equation can be solved using numerical technique Newton - Raphson.
All of the expressions above were written in the term of relative separation be-
tween components (r). That can easily be rewritten in the term of the separations
between each component and the barycenter of the system, r1 and r2, where r1 and
r2 are:
r1 =
M2
M
r (2.30)
r2 =
M1
M
r (2.31)
2.2.1 The velocity curve from the orbital elements
In the binary system, two stars orbit their common centre of mass. In the case
of the SB1 systems, radial velocity is measured only for the primary star. So,
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following expressions will be written for the primary star and its motion around
centre of mass.
The next step is to express radial velocity with respect to time. Orbits of the
binary system do not lie in the plane of the sky, so to write the expression for
the radial velocity, we need to describe the orientation using the orbital elements,
three angles shown on the Figure 2.3. The line of the sight from the observer to
the binary system is along the z-axis, viewed from the z = −∞.
• i - the angle of inclination is defined as the angle between the line perpen-
dicular to the orbital plane and the direction towards the Earth,
• Ω - longitude of the ascending node is defined as angle from a positive
direction of x-axis, to the direction of the ascending node (N). Node is the
line defined as the intersection of the orbital plane and tangent plane (xy
plane), and the ascending node is the one where the secondary component
passes the celestial sphere in the direction outward.
• ω - longitude of the periastron is angle between the ascending node and
periastron, measured along the orbital plane.
Radial velocity depends on whether the star is moving towards us or away
from us, and is measured in terms of rate of change of the distance along the
line of sight. If the star is moving away from us, the distance increases and the
radial velocity is positive. On the opposite, if the distance is decreasing, the star
is moving toward us, and the radial velocity is negative. Total radial velocity of
the primary component is the sum of its radial velocity vs. barycenter and of
barycentric radial velocity, which we can write as:
vrad,1 = ż1 + γ (2.32)
From the orbital elements, it can be seen that z-component of the radial veloc-
ity is given by:
z1 = r1sin(−θ + ω)sini (2.33)
and
ż1 = sini[ṙ1sin(−θ + ω) + rθ̇cos(−θ + ω)] (2.34)
The angular momentum per unit mass of the primary star is r21θ̇ =
√
GMl1
where M = M32/(M1 + M2)
2. For SB1 binaries inclination, masses of each com-
ponent, or their mass ratio can not be determined, but if we put all this together
in M sin3 i, we define a mass function. If the mass of the primary star is known,
mass function is useful for estimations of secondary mass and inclination.
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The orbital period P is given by
P2 =
4π2
GM
a31 (2.35)
and the mean motion in n = 2π/P and n2a31 = GM. Now angular momentum
can be written as r21θ̇ = na
2
1
√
1 − e2.
Using equations r1 = a1(1− e2)/(1 + ecosθ) and r21θ̇ = 2πa
2
1
√
1 − e2/P we can
calculate their derivatives and substitute these two equations into Equation 2.34,
so we find:
ż1 =
2πa1sini
P
√
1 − e2
[cos(−θ + ω) + ecosω] (2.36)
and so the total measured radial velocity is:
vrad,1 =
2πa1sini
P
√
1 − e2
· [cos(−θ + ω) + ecosω] + γ (2.37)
and
a1 =
3
√
P2GM1(1 + q)
4π2
·
q
1 + q
(2.38)
where M1 is mass of the primary star and q = M2/M1 is the mass ratio and M2
is the secondary mass.
Due to the kinematic motion of binary components around barycenter, and if
the system’s orbit is not perpendicular to the line of sight, radial component of
velocity periodically changes. The maximum or minimum radial velocity of a star
will occur when the star is at the ascending node or at the descending node. If the
star has a circular orbit, the radial velocity curve is a cosine curve.
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Rave survey
The RAdial Velocity Experiment (Steinmetz et al. 2006; Zwitter at al. 2008;
Siebert et al. 2011; Kordopatis et al. 2013, Kunder et al. 2017; Steinmetz et
al. submitted) is a medium resolution (R ∼ 7500) spectroscopic survey of the
Milky Way which has obtained over half a million stellar spectra. The survey
has collected a vast amount of spectra on a variety of stars and provides a useful
tool for studying Milky Way dynamics, its composition and origin. Rave is based
on UK Schmidt Telescope and 6dF multi-fiber instrument of the Anglo-Australian
Observatory in Siding Spring, Australia. It is capable of recording up to 150 stellar
spectra simultaneously. The typical signal-to-noise ratio (S/N) of the measured
spectra is ∼ 40 pixel−1.
Ravewavelength range covers ∼ 385 Å wide spectral band in the near infra red
range from the ∼ 8420 Å to ∼ 8780 Å). The reasons for this wavelength region
are numerous.
As a precursor of the Gaia survey, Rave covers the same wavelength region,
which allows us to join measurements of the Rave and the Gaia surveys into one
single dataset.
This wavelength range includes a lot of spectral lines; most importantly the
singly ionized calcium triplet (λ λ = 8498, 8542, 8662 Å), Paschen series of hy-
drogen and Fe I multiplets. Calcium triplet lines are present and prominent in both
giants and dwarfs, and dominate the spectral band over a large range of temper-
atures. They enable the measurement of radial velocities for F, G, K and M stars
even for signal to noise ratio ∼ 10.
Calcium lines vanish in the spectra of hot O, B and A stars, but hydrogen
Paschen lines, He I, He II and strong N I absorption lines are present and make
possible to measure radial velocities.
In the spectra of the coldest stars, a molecular TiO band can be noted. A very
wide molecular band around ∼ 8450 Å with the total width of 100 Å in the Rave
spectral range can cause some problems with the continuum normalization.
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In that part of the spectrum contribution from telluric absorption lines due to
the water vapour can be neglected. The only significant spectral signature of the
interstellar medium comes at the diffuse interstellar band at 8620 Å (Munari et
al., 2008). At this wavelength interval there is low sensitivity to reddening, high
photon budget for late-type stars and good sensitivity of modern CCD detectors.
Past decades were marked by many surveys which goal is to disentangle the
Galaxy formation. Many of those surveys were photometric: Hipparcos (Perry-
man et al. 1997), 2MASS (Skrutskie et al. 2006), APASS (Henden et al. 2012),
SDSS (Alam et al. 2015) or astrometric: Tycho-2 (Høg et al. 2000), UCAC4
(Zacharias et al. 2013) but there were no systematic large-scale spectroscopic
surveys. Geneva-Copenhagen Survey of the Solar Neighbourhood (Nordström et
al. 2004), selected a magnitude complete and kinematically unbiased sample of ∼
30,000 F and G stars with the distance limit of 40 pc and obtained their spectra.
Radial velocities were measured for ∼ 13,500 of them.
The Rave survey was a big leap forward. Not only that it increased the num-
ber of objects, but also it derived chemical abundances and spectrophotometric
distances in addition to radial velocities and physical stellar parameters derived
from its spectra.
The Rave targets are both nearby and more distant stars. Typical distances
for dwarfs is somewhere between 20 and 250 pc, while more luminous giants are
located at distances of 0.7 to 3 kpc. Few very luminous blue variable stars, are the
most distant Rave objects, and those are members of the Large Magellanic Cloud.
The Rave is the first systematic (wide field coverage) spectroscopic Galactic
Archaeology survey. While the survey was ongoing its goals were gradually sur-
passing its original name by supplementing determination of radial velocity with
estimates of effective temperature, surface gravity and chemical properties, in-
cluding abundances of aluminum, iron, magnesium, silicon, titanium and nickel
in stellar atmospheres (abundances are quoted in order of increasing uncertainties
which generally range from 0.14 to 0.23 dex). An inclusive approach has been
used, where information obtained from observed spectra has been supplemented
with complementary photometric and astrometric information, as it became avail-
able.
The Ravewas originally set up as a pilot project that it should have lasted from
2003-2005, but the results were encouraging, and besides radial velocities, it was
found that other relevant information on stellar parameters and abundances can
be derived, so mission was continued for ten years. Since then, 5 data releases
have been published (and 6th was recently submitted for peer-review), not only
enlarging the number of objects, but also with various data on those objects:
• DR1 provided radial velocities for 25,274 spectra of 24,748 stars
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• DR2 provided radial velocities for 51,829 spectra of 49,327 stars and atmo-
spheric parameters for 21,121 stars
• DR3 provided radial velocities for 83,072 spectra of 83,072 stars and im-
proved the quality and validation of stellar atmospheric parameters.
• DR4 provided radial velocities and new pipeline for stellar parameters: ef-
fective temperature, surface gravity, metallicity, chemical abundances of
six alpha-elements, distances, cross correlations with photometric (2MASS,
DENIS, APASS) and proper motion cataloges (UCAC4, PPMXL), flags for
binarity and chromospheric activity for 482,430 spectra
• DR5 provided new calibration for stellar parameters and cross matched
Rave targets with the Tycho-Gaia astrometric solution of Gaia DR1 (TGAS:
Lindegren et al. 2016). Also, new catalogues were added: spectro-photometric
distances, chemical abundances, automated spectral classification, catalogue
of active stars and candidates for very metal poor stars.
• DR6, the last one of the Rave data release papers will provide new set of stel-
lar parameters employing parallax information from Gaia DR2, new chem-
ical abundances and data base of wavelengts calibrated and flux normalized
spectra of 518,392 spectra of 451,788 stars. Also, this catalogue of single
lined binary stars will be part of the DR6.
Most objects are observed only once with only ∼ 10% of all stars repeatedly
observed. Reduction and analysis of data is designed to provide radial velocities,
physical atmospheric parameters and chemical composition of stars. Values of the
RVs are given with a respect to the barycenter of the Solar system.
Recording a large number of randomly selected stars is an advantage of the
project as Rave. More details on selection of the targets will be explained later.
The fact that the stars are randomly selected, gives us a realistic picture of dis-
tribution and proportion of different types of stars in the vicinity. Although the
number of stars observed in the Rave survey (∼ 500 · 103) is much smaller than
the total number of stars in the Galaxy (200 - 400 · 109), it enables scientists to do
research on different topics.
3.1 Instrument
Observations of the Rave survey were performed using the 1.23 m UK Schmidt
telescope at Siding Spring in Australia. It has 6dF multi-object spectrograph (Wat-
son et al. 2000) and a field of view with a diameter of 5.7 degrees. 6dF consists
of an off-telescope robotic fiber positioner, two fiber fields plates with 150 fibers
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Figure 3.1: 6dF Instrument
each and a bench-mounted spectrograph (Figure 3.1). 90 ◦ prism contained in a
"button" at the end of the fiber deflects the light from the target. This button is
magnetic, and its purpose is to allow secure placement of the fiber on the field
plate. Using the robotic fiber positioner fibers with a diameter of 100 µm (which
corresponds to the 6.7” on the sky) can be placed accurately to within 10 µm (or
0.7”) on star positions anywhere in the 5.7◦ diameter field of view. Four bundles
of seven fibers were placed on each fiber plate, arranged in a hexagonal pattern,
for the field aquisition. Althought it had 150 fibers, most of the time, fiber num-
ber varied from 100 to 120. The most common problems were breakages of fibers
while robot was placing it on a plate, deterioration of fiber throughput or problems
for the robot picking up fiber buttons.
The spectrograph is placed on an optical bench on the floor of the telescope
dome. Such placement prevents flextures within the spectrograph due to the rota-
tion of the telescope when pointing to different directions on the sky. The spec-
trograph used volume phase holographic transmission grating for high efficiency
in I photometric band. Its 1700 lines/mm grating provides a resolving power of ∼
7500.
The CCD instrument was an Macroni CCD47-BI detector that features 13µm
pixels and 1056 x 1027 pixels, and has quantum efficiency of 30−40 % in the Rave
wavelength region.
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Figure 3.2: Projection of the Rave targets. Yellow line represents celestial equator.
Targets are color coded by their heliocentric line of sight velocity. Green and
bluish colour is for the velocities lower than -50 km s−1, while red is for velocities
larger than 50 km s−1. Blue and red colour make a dipole which reflects the motion
of the Sun with respect to the local standard of rest. (Figure from Siebert, 2012.)
3.2 Input catalogues and the selection function
When Rave survey started in 2002, 2MASS and DENIS photometric catalogues
were not yet available. Rave targets with 9 < I < 11 were mostly picked from
the Tycho-2 (Høg 2000) catalogue and stars with 11 < I < 12 exclusively from
Supercosmos Sky Survey (SSS Hambly 2001). The purpose of both of these sur-
veys were primarily astrometric catalogues, and they only provided approximate
photometry. Position, proper motion and brightness data were taken from these
catalogues. At 2003, the second DENIS data release published I magnitudes and
gave opportunity to compare the input catalogue with I band photometry, with
accuracy better than 0.1 mag. First input catalogue contained about 300,000 stars,
half of them from the Tycho-2, and another half from the SSS. The initial input
catalogue was limited to fields at galactic latitudes of b > 25◦, to avoid unresolved
binaries within a single fibre. For the efficiency reason, the input catalogue was
extended to field with 15◦ < |b| < 25◦ for all longitudes (l). Figure 3.2 shows
observed field, color coded with radial velocities.
After two years of operation, in 2006, a new input catalogue was brought with
an attempt to extend targets to lower galactic latitudes. Targets of a main sample
had |b| > 25◦, but with the new input catalogue, targets were extended to include
more of the galactic disk in the Galactic anti-rotation direction (225◦ < l < 315◦
and 5◦ < |b| < 25◦).
To avoid observing young blue main sequence stars, a mild color cut of J−K >
0.5 was used in this region. Young stars have weak Paschen lines in the calcium
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triplet region, so radial velocities and other stellar parameters would be poorly
determined.
In 2010, the input catalogue was extended to even lower galactic latitudes,
closer to the bulge region, where reddening had to be taken into account. The
degree of reddening is defined by measuring the objects color index (B − V) and
comparing that to its true color index (B − V)0 through the equation:
E(B − V) = (B − V) − (B − V)0 (3.1)
Previously mentioned color cut of J−K > 0.5 is efficient as long as E(B−V) <
0.35 mag. So, newly included fields were at the 315◦ < l < 330◦ and l < 225◦ for
10 ◦ < b < 255◦ and -25◦ < b < -10◦ for l < 225◦, l > 315◦ and l < 30◦.
Besides these field surveys, some observations were performed focusing on
open and globular clusters, which allowed checks on the Rave stellar parameters
and their errors.
Selection function is the relation between the observed objects for which data
were obtained, and the underlying population from which the sample was chosen.
The Rave survey was one of the first surveys whose purpose was to produce a
homogeneous and well defined data set, so the target selection was based on the
apparent I-band magnitudes only. Rave targets, selected from a number of input
catalogues, were selected uniformly over the entire Southern hemisphere, with the
exception of previously mentioned color cut regions (Wojno et al. 2017).
The primary goal of the Rave was to study Galactic dynamics and evolution,
and thus to obtain unbiased catalogue with wide coverage of the accessible sky,
with a high completeness from the brighter to the fainter magnitudes. On the
other hand, some repeats were made for two reasons. First, repeats are necessary
for checks of data quality and coherency. Second, in order to allow search for
binaries, in 2009 about 4000 stars were selected for a series of 4 and more repeated
observations in the clustering at -120◦ < l < 30◦ and b > 30◦. Some of the repeated
measurements were made for quality check ups or just because the object could
be re-observed if there was no unobserved object of higher priority in the fibre
configuration. These repeats make up most of the targets with 2 or 3 visits.
At the begining of the Rave survey and until 31 July 2005, Rave observations
were limited to 7 nights per lunation, because of the ongoing 6df Galaxy Redshift
Survey. After that, Rave proceeded with an observing rate between 20 and 25
nights per lunation. Observations were paused several times for a few months.
3.3 Rave pipeline for radial velocities
To reduce Rave observations, an automated IRAF-based data reduction was built.
The separation between fibers is approximately twice the full width at half maxi-
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mum (FWHM) of their spatial point spread function (PSF) profile. All light within
± 0.7 of a given fibre center is dedicated to this fibre, and contribution from the
neighboring fibers is subtracted. It was estimated, that spectrum in the end of this
procedure contains less than 1% of the flux from other fibres along the slit, re-
gardless of the magnitudes of the adjacent stars. This level of the contamination
is acceptable.
Other tasks performed by IRAF are flat-fielding, as fringing is very strong at
the wavelengths of Rave spectra. Wavelength is calibrated by a low-order polyno-
mial fit to nine Ne arc lines, and observed wavelengths were corrected to the rota-
tion of the Earth about the Earth-Moon barycentre, and the orbit of the barycentre
about the Sun.
Some of the fibres were dedicated to the background sky. The median of these
fibres was then subtracted from the spectra.
The final spectrum with improved signal to noise ratio, and essentially free
from the cosmic-ray hits, was produced as the median combination of a sequence
of five 600 s exposures.
Radial velocities of the Rave spectra were derived with SPARV (’Spectral Pa-
rameter And Radial Velocity’) pipeline. Spectra were matched to a grid of syn-
thetic spectra for different values of Te f f , logg, [M/H] and rotational velocity,
assuming a fixed microturbulence ξ = 2kms−1 based on ATLAS 9 model atmo-
spheres (Munari et al. 2005).
The primal goal of the Rave survey is to derive radial velocities for almost
half a million stars in the Solar neighborhood. Radial velocity in DR6 are based
on the Rave pipeline (described in detail in Siebert et al. 2011b).
1. A rough estimate of RV by matching spectra with 10 template spectra only.
Result is RV with a typical precision better than 5 km s−1, obtained using
a subset of 10 template synthetic spectra covering a wide range of stellar
parameters.
2. The spectra are shifted in the zero velocity frame.
3. A best-matching template is constructed using the full template database
with a penalised chi-square technique described in Zwitter et al. (2008).
The grid of synthetic spectra covers wavelength from 7653 to 8747 A at the
resolving power 8500 ≤ R ≤ 20000, and it is computed for a wide range of
parameters: 3500 ≤ Te f f ≤ 47500 K, 0.0 ≤ logg ≤ 5.0, -3.0 ≤ [M/H] ≤ +0.5,
0.0 ≤ [α/Fe] ≤ 0.4, ξ (micro-turbulence) = 0, 2, 4 km s−1 and 0 ≤ vrot ≤ 500
km s−1.
4. From best-matching template, a final, more precise RV is then derived and
corrected for a possible zero-point shift (due to thermal instabilities of the
instrument) and reported in the inertial frame of the Solar barycenter.
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Figure 3.3: Cross-sections through the multidimensional (Temperature, Metallic-
ity, Gravity (cm s−2), Rotation (km/s), Resolving power) data-cube of computed
spectra, from Zwitter et al. (2004).
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Table 3.1: Radial velocity comparison to external samples by Kordopatis et al.
(2013). Comparison sample comprises data from seven different sources: the
Geneva-Copenhagen Survey (CGS, Nordström et al. 2004b), Chubak et al. (2012)
data and high resolution echelle follow-up observations of Rave targets at the
ANU 2.3 m telescope, Asiago observatory, Apache Point Observatory (Ruchti
et al. 2011) and Observatoire de Haute Provence using the Elodie and Sophie
instruments.
Sample Nstars Nobs <∆RV> σ∆RV
GCS 733 1024 0.28 1.72
Chubak 77 97 -0.07 1.28
Ruchti 314 445 0.78 1.78
Asiago 25 47 -0.22 2.95
ANU 2.3 m 73 203 -0.60 2.87
OHP Elodie 9 13 0.29 0.40
OHP Sophie 34 43 0.83 1.56
Full sample 1265 1872 0.20 1.52
As discussed in Kordopatis (2013) 68% of the Rave observations have an in-
ternal RV error smaller than 1.4 km s−1, while an extensive comparison to other
ground-based spectroscopic datasets yields RV(rave) − RV(re f ) = 0.20 km s−1
for the average shift and 1.52 km s−1 for the dispersion around the mean (Table
3.1). The detection method of binary stars described in the next chapters is based
on radial velocity variability, so it is of big importance that values of RV are reli-
able. Small RV errors can be neglected in this search for single lined binary stars,
because values of RV variability for binaries is expected to be at least an order of
magnitude larger.
3.4 Spectra and spectral clasification
Reliable values of the radial velocities can be obtained only if measured spectrum
has its counterpart in the database of the synthetic spectra. This is not always the
case, so radial velocities of these peculiar stars (binary, chromospherically active,
carbon stars and other) can not be derived properly. Also, quality of the chi-square
fit is not a good method to search for peculiar stars because it is dependent on S/N
ratio.
In the last decades the technology is moving fast forward and mapping of the
sky is producing enormous amount of the data. It is necessary to use a reliable and
automated classification of the spectra to resolve single star spectra from different
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types of peculiar and problematic spectra.
Rave spectra are ∼ 1200 dimensional, each wavelength bin is one dimension.
It is difficult to compare spectra and interpret results in higher dimensions, so
the goal is to reduce this space into 2 dimensions only. This has been achieved
for the Rave spectra by Matijevič et al. (2012) by using the method named local
linear embedding (LLE) (Roweis & Saul 2000). LLE is suitable for classification
purposes. It is a dimensionality reduction method which is able to project the
complex morphology of the Rave stellar spectra onto a two dimensional space,
preserving the properties of the local neighborhoods of spectra. When spectra
are projected on a low dimensional space, their correlations can be studied more
easily. Besides LLE, there are also other classification methods, one of them is
the novel dimensionality reduction technique t-SNE (van der Maaten and Hinton,
2008).
To apply this method to the spectral data, each dimension in the initial D di-
mensional space is represented by each wavelength bin of the spectrum, so spec-
trum can be considered as a point in the D dimensional space. In order to compare
all the spectra and to find the nearest neighbors of each one, all spectra must have
the same sampling points. Geometry of each point is represented by a linear com-
bination of its neighbors. This requires that the space of the data points is well
populated, so that data sets of the linear approximation are sufficiently accurate.
The last step of this method is to find the d dimensional space where d < D onto
which data points can be mapped and neighbors from the original D dimensional
space will remain neighbors.
The goal of LLE classification of the Rave spectra was to:
• provide clean sample of normal single star without any peculiar or problem-
atic spectra,
• identify peculiar spectra,
• point out problematic spectra so they can be reprocessed or discarded.
All spectra of the Rave survey are treated individually in this classification,
no connections between spectra of the same star were taken into account. This
is of a special interest for this work since it is a study of the stars with multiple
observations.
Classification was performed by the following steps. Production of a mean-
ingful and well sampled subset of spectra onto which all other spectra would be
projected. That means, spectra of different morphologies are equaly represented
in the subsample. Classification was made in several steps, repeatedly projecting
the sample onto a low dimensional space and extracting most prominent outliers.
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Figure 3.4: Final map of LLE. Different colours represent different classes of
spectra. Figure from Matijevič et al. (2012).
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With LLE projection, Rave spectra were classified into 11 classes presented in
the Figure 3.4.
1. Most of the spectra belong to normal single stars (∼ 90 - 95%), and for these
spectra, atmospheric parameters were reliably estimated. Normal single
stars are those which can be well explained by standard evolutionary models
and for which is possible to make a good model of stellar atmospheres and
find a suitable counterpart in the library of synthetic spectra. This class is
divided in two subclasses: cooler and hotter stars, where hotter star are the
ones with Te f f & 7000K where presence of Paschen series hydrogen lines
is noted.
2. There is also a significant population of peculiar stars, which do not have
a suitable counterpart in the library of synthetic spectra and therefore it is
not possible to infer their atmospheric parameters by simply finding the best
matching synthetic spectrum. Most populated groups of peculiar stars are
double-lined spectroscopic binaries (. 1%) and chromospherically active
stars (between 2% and 3%). Other peculiars are: TiO band stars, peculiar
giants, carbon stars, other peculiar stars than can not be grouped and prob-
lematic spectra.
The result of the LLE method is the clean sample of Rave spectra. All the
stars with peculiar spectra can now be excluded in the seek of single lined binaries
described in the next chapters.
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In an SB1 binary the contribution of the secondary to the total light is too small
to be detected. So a single spectrum of a SB1 system looks just like the one of
a single star with parameters of the SB1 primary component. With more spectra
available their parameters generally still remain unchanged, except for the radial
velocity which is following the orbital motion of the primary component. The
Rave survey is primarily focused on obtaining a very large sample of stars, but to
verify the quality of data, a fraction of stars was observed more than once, some
up to 13 times.
4.1 Sample selection
SB1 candidates can be identified only from multiple RV measurements of good
quality, so we set some selection criteria in order to detect binaries:
1. to safeguard against systematic problems with measurements of noisy spec-
tra only those spectra with a signal to noise ratio ≥ 20 were selected. We
used signal to noise value from the SNR_avg_SPARV column in the Rave
DR6;
2. peculiar stars are extracted using flags of spectral classification by Matijevič
et al. (2012) described in Chapter 3, so only stars that have all their spectra
classified as normal were selected. Flags of morphological classification are
in the column labeled "flag1" in the Rave DR6, and we selected those with
the value ’n’ (normal single star);
3. only stars with at least two radial velocity determinations were considered;
Median value of the S/N for the Rave spectra is around 40. Lower S/N usu-
ally means that the object was observed during bad weather conditions (e.g. thin
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Figure 4.1: Sky chart in Galactic coordinates of the number of Rave observations
per object. Figure is from the Rave DR6 by Steinmetz et al. (submitted)
clouds) or indicates some problems with the fibre. For such spectra, radial veloc-
ity and other atmospheric parameters were probably poorly determined, and it is
better to discard such spectra from this study. Spectra of peculiar stars differ from
normal single star spectra, so comparison of such spectra with the template can
result in a wrong value of radial velocity. Such stars were also discarded from this
work to prevent detection of false variable radial velocities. Last criterion on the
multiple radial velocity measurements is necessary for detection of variable RVs.
The Rave DR6 consist of 451,788 stars and 518,392 spectra. The first signal
to noise criterion is fulfilled for 414,637 (91.8 %) stars and the second further
narrowed selection to 395,919 (87.4 %) normal stars. The third criterion is more
selective, though unavoidable in a search of SB1 candidates. Only 47,360 stars
(9.1 %) have multiple observations. When applying the other two criteria we end
up with a sample of 37,661 normal stars with repeated observations and spectra
of a good quality.
Some of the targets have been observed up to 13 times (Figure 4.2), but most
of the stars with multiple re-observations have only two measurements of radial
velocities. It can be seen on Figure 4.1 that most of the stars with at least 6 visits
are located at Galactic latitude |b| > 30o and are part of a logarithmic cadence
with observations separated by approximately 1, 4, 10, 40, 100, and 1000 days.
The vast majority of stars with two spectra form a random sub-sample of the Rave
survey and are of primary interest to us in this work. Some of the repeats were
made only days apart but about half of them have a time-span longer than 2 years
as can be seen on the Figure 4.3.
In the following chapters, we will present the method of detection of single-
lined binary candidate stars. The spectra of single-lined binaries do not reveal
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Figure 4.2: Histogram of the number of observations for stars observed more than
once in the Rave survey.
Figure 4.3: Distribution of maximum time span between the first and the last
re-observations of the same object in the Rave survey. Most of the object are
re-observed in the next few days. Median value of the time span is around two
years.
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Figure 4.4: Values of plog from Equation 4.6, as a function of difference RV2−RV1
in the units of σ1. Different type of lines correspond to different values of σ2 in
units of σ1.
secondary star. The only way to recognize the objects as binary is to study its
radial velocity variability. To do that, we need a function that will assign the
value of variability to each couple of measurements, and find the lower limit of
that function that will denote significant variability and mark an object as binary
candidate. Similar work for single-lined binary candidates from the Rave DR4
was already done and explained in Matijevič et al. (2011) so we adopted the
same probability function and lower limit which signalize binarity. This will be
the upgrade of that work, it will cover the complete Rave data set, and also a
combination of the Rave and the Gaia surveys. DR4 which consists of 574,630
spectra belonging to 483,330 stars had ∼ 10% of all stars observed more than
once, and that is 21,730 objects. Out of 21,730 stars, 1333 were identified as
potential SB1 candidates, which represents 6.6% of all multiple observed objects
(Matijevič et al., 2011).
4.2 Quantitative criterion for RV variability
Probability function defined and explained in Matijevič et al. (2011) is a quanti-
tative criterion for identifying stars with variable RV. Following this reference we
proceed as follows. We denoted two RVs and their errors measured for the same
star at two different times as RV1, σ1 and RV2, σ2. The squares of the RV errors
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Figure 4.5: Kiel diagram of SB1 candidates, color coded according to plog values.
The dashed line separates main sequence dwarfs from giant stars. The Padova
isochrones plotted as solid lines have Solar metallicity and ages of 1 - 4 Gyr with
steps of 1 Gyr.
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can be treated as variances of the Gaussian distributions with mean values RVi.
If two samples from each of these distributions would be randomly picked, the
probability that the pick from the second one is greater than the pick from the first
one is equal to
P(2 > 1) =
1√
2πσ21
1√
2πσ22
∫ ∞
−∞
∫ y
−∞
e
−
(x − RV1)2
2σ21 e
−
(y − RV2)2
2σ22 dxdy. (4.1)
The double integral can be simplified by introducing a new variable:
u = (x − RV1)/
√
2σ1 (4.2)
and evaluating the integration over x,
P(2 > 1) =
1√
2πσ22
∫ ∞
−∞
1
2
[1 + erf(
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√
2σ1
)]e
−
(y − RV2)2
2σ22 dy (4.3)
where erf is the standard error function, and by using the following identity:∫ ∞
−∞
e−(ax+b)
2
erf(cx + d)dx =
√
π
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erf(
ad − bc
√
a2 + c2
), (4.4)
we can simplify expression for the probability function and write it as:
P(2 > 1) =
1
2
[1 + erf(
RV2 − RV1√
2(σ21 + σ
2
2)
)] (4.5)
If RVs are the same, numerator of the error function will be zero and probabil-
ity will equal 1/2. For the pair of very different RVs and comparably small errors,
error function approaches 1, and consequently complete probability approaches 1.
In this work the focus is on the detection of binaries, so we search for the signifi-
cant RV variability, where the value of probability is nearly 1, so it is convenient
to introduce the logarithm value of the function P.
plog = −log10(1 − P) (4.6)
For objects with very significant RV variability the argument of the logarithm
can be very small and cause floating point errors, so we limit the value of plog to
14. Another reason for such a choice is the fact that it is hard to believe that any
error behaves as described by a Gaussian distribution so far out in its tail. Next
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we need to decide on the treshold in plog which marks statistically significant RV
variability. SB1s are generally expected to have RV variability > 10 km/s for
orbital periods up to one year. So we adopted the choice of Pourbaix (2005) who
used plog = 2.87 as a lower limit indicating a significant RV variability, assuming
equal RV errors. Such a limit on plog corresponds to RV values that are 4.24σi
apart. Similarly, plog < 2 corresponds to RV values less than 3.3σi apart, so
the variability is questionable. And plog < 1 implies RV differences smaller than
1.8σi, so an insignificant RV variability.
4.2.1 Additional SB1 selection criteria
Detection of RV variability is not a sufficient criterion to identify a SB1 object. It
was checked if RV variability is not caused by surface activity and if the object
shows photometric variability that is unlikely considering long orbital periods of a
majority of SB1 stars. Although it was required that spectra of SB1 candidates are
morphologically classified as those of normal single stars additional cross-checks
were made.
Variable RVs could have been measured for some types of single stars, for ex-
ample, young active stars. Spectra of some of these stars were already detected as
chromospherically active stars, using LLE morphological classification described
in the Chapter 3. Such stars were discarded from this work, because we selected
only those flagged as normal single stars. Žerjal et al. (2013) made a catalogue
of chromospherically active stars, where spectral lines of the Calcium triplet were
checked for the presence of chromospheric emission flux. These young stars often
have high rotational velocity which can be manifested as variable RV.
Most of the stars, especially those on the main sequence do not show photo-
metric variability. Photometric variability is a consequence of the stellar activity,
or indicates on the presence of a companion. Spectrum of a photometric variable
star is not same as spectrum of normal single star, so these stars may have badly
determined RVs. Photometric variability can be identified using the Rave DR5 +
Gaia DR2 photometic variability flag (phot_variable_flag).
These checks do not change our results significantly. Among the 3838 can-
didates discussed in the next section only 3 are known to be chromospherically
active and 17 have a flag for photometric variability, most of them are red giants.
Also, RV variability as a function of time span was checked. Close or semi-
detached binaries that fill their Roche lobe, with periods usually shorter than one
day, have a large RV variability. Among SB1 candidates the majority of objects
have a low RV variability, and 23 objects have maximum RV change greater than
140 km/s for different time spans, from one day up to a few years. That also
confirms the expectation that short period binaries are relatively rare.
As mentioned before, each Rave fiber plate had 150 fibers, but some of them
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Figure 4.6: Histogram of the fiber numbers used for the observations of the spectra
with more than one observation.
were dedicated to observing the background sky. Focus and determination of the
wavelengths, have largest uncertainties at the edges of the spectrographs focal
plane, i.e. for the first and last few fibers. Values of the RVs could have been
badly determined for measurements with these fibres. This is why we checked
the fibre numbers, used for observations of SB1 candidates. The distribution of
fiber numbers shown on the Figure 4.6 is almost flat, so the problem with radial
velocities can be neglected.
4.3 Physical parameters of SB1 candidates
Out of 37661 stars with repeated observations, 3838 (10.2%) were identified as
potential SB1 candidates. This almost triples the number of the SB1 candidates
from the previous catalogue of Rave SB1 by Matijevič et al. (2011), where 1333,
or 6.6% binaries were found among 21,730 object observed at least twice. Median
value of plog for these candidates is 5.36+5.06−1.69 given with lower and upper quartile
limits.
Next we study the physical properties of the primary stars in SB1 candidate
systems. Figure 4.8 shows two peaks in the distribution of the effective temper-
ature, one at ∼ 4500 K for the red clump and giant stars with masses larger than
1.5 M and another at ∼ 6000 K for the main-sequence dwarfs with masses ∼1 -
1.2 M. We can notice that SB1 candidates have a slightly lower metallicity than
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Table 4.1: Number and fraction of SB1 candidates for different values of plog. N
is the number of objects with Nobs observations per object.
Nobs N plog > 2.87 plog > 4 plog > 6
N % N % N %
2 31059 2384 7.7 1694 5.5 1183 3.8
3 2744 394 14.4 273 10.0 166 6.0
4 943 182 19.3 107 11.3 61 6.5
5 1269 276 21.7 166 13.1 102 8.0
6 1015 326 32.1 210 20.7 106 10.4
7 345 120 34.8 76 22.0 43 12.5
8 131 60 45.8 39 30.0 24 18.3
9 53 23 43.4 16 30.2 8 15.1
10 60 33 55.0 28 46.7 16 26.7
11 35 19 54.3 16 45.7 8 22.9
12 7 3 42.9 2 28.6 0 0.0
≥ 2 37661 3838 10.2 2627 7.0 1717 4.6
Figure 4.7: Kiel diagram of SB1 candidates, color coded according to metallicity
[M/H] values.
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Figure 4.8: Histograms of effective temperature (MADERA pipeline), metallic-
ity (MADERA pipeline), magnitude, and signal to noise ratio show distributions
that are generally different for the complete Rave sample (black), for objects with
multiple observations (green), and for SB1 candidates (red).
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Figure 4.9: Histogram of maximum radial velocity changes between measure-
ments for red giant stars (RG), red clump (RC) and main sequence (MS) SB1
candidates shows that RV variability is largest for MS stars, and lowest for RG
stars. MS stars have statistically lower masses, smaller orbits and consequently
larger RV variability in comparison with RC and RG stars which have higher
masses and radii and so larger orbits and smaller amplitudes of RV variability.
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Table 4.2: Representative extract from a full list of SB1 candidates, reporting the
number of observations (Nobs), their time-span in days, and the epoch of the first
and the last observation by Rave. The whole list of 3838 objects is published
electronically (http://vizier.u-strasbg.fr/viz-bin/VizieR?-source=J/AJ/158/155).
Object plog Nobs Time-span Epoch(first) Epoch(last)
J000107.9-412208 4.38 2 1862 2005-08-06 2010-09-11
J000349.3-405352 4.10 3 1564 2003-08-09 2007-11-20
J114037.8-260605 3.05 6 123 2009-01-27 2009-05-30
J114110.6-320837 6.47 7 1167 2006-03-18 2009-05-28
J114155.8-235143 7.00 4 100 2009-02-19 2009-05-30
general population of the Rave stars. This does not need to be a true picture of
SB1 binaries. Figure 3.3 shows how the shape of spectral lines depends on dif-
ferent atmospheric parameters. Due to a small contribution of a light from the
secondary star, spectral lines are somewhat shallower, so this may be the reason
why SB1 candidates appear to be more metal poor. Figure 4.7 shows metallicity
of the SB1 candidates for the different temperatures and logg values. Just like the
single stars, hotter SB1 red giants are more metal rich in comparison to the cooler
ones with the same logg, while massive young main sequence stars are also metal
rich.
The S/N of the re-observed stars and SB1s is higher than in the general pop-
ulation because brighter stars are re-observed more frequently than the faint ones
in Rave. This way, observation time was used more efficiently, because brighter
stars were observed in the dusk and dawn. The same properties can be seen also
in an apparent magnitude histogram. Objects with repeated observations and SB1
candidates have lower magnitudes than the general Rave sample. As shown in
Figure 4.3, the time-span between the first and the last observation of a given
object is around 10 years, so systems with significantly larger orbital periods can-
not be detected. This is demonstrated also on Figure 4.9, which shows that the
most probable maximum RV differences are ∼ 5 km s−1, which at our limit of
plog = 2.87 corresponds to a pair measurements with uncertainties ∼ 1.2 km s−1,
a typical value for Rave. Figure 4.9 also shows dependence of the position of the
most probable RV differences on stellar type. Giants tend to have their RVs mea-
sured with a greater precision, as their spectral lines are numerous and sharper.
The maximal RV differences can reach 60 or even 100 km s−1, which should cor-
respond to rather close systems with short orbital periods.
This chapter is partialy adapted from Birko et al. (2019)
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Main Sequence SB1 candidates
Main sequence (MS) single lined binary candidates are of the special interest.
They are numerous in our sample of SB1 candidates, and allow us to obtain in-
formation on their masses from spectroscopic measurements and further, on their
orbital parameters. In our catalogue of 3838 binaries there are 1923 MS primaries
which is 50% of all SB1 candidates, but in this Chapter we will focus only on
those with at least 4 re-observations, so we could put some limits on their orbital
parameters.
Among 3838 single lined candidates, 406 of them have primaries belonging to
the main sequence dwarfs and have at least 4 RVs measured by the Rave survey.
This makes them suitable objects to attempt an approximate determination of their
orbital periods and other orbital parameters.
5.1 Method
We limited our analysis to the primary stars on the main sequence, so we could
infer their mass M1 from their spectroscopically determined effective temperature
and its assumed position on the main sequence.
We used Padova isochrones by Marigo et al. (2008) with the age of 2 Gyr, and
with the metallicity ([M/H]) range from -1.2 to +0.5 with a step of 0.1 dex. Then
we placed each star on the appropriate isohrone, with respect to its metallicity and
temperature, and from the position on the isochrone obtained its mass. For typical
temperature uncertainties of 100 K, masses are determined to within 10%. Figure
5.1 shows a histogram of the obtained masses of primary stars and it can be noted
that their masses are Solar like.
As described in Chapter 2, radial velocity curve of a binary star is given by the
following equation:
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Figure 5.1: Mass histogram for the main sequence SB1 candidate stars.
vrad,1 =
2πasini
P
√
1 − e2
· [cos(−θ + ω) + ecosω] + γ (5.1)
where i is angle of orbit inclination, e eccentricity, a semi-major axis, P orbital
period, ω longitude of the periastron, γ radial velocity of the centre of mass and θ
true anomaly. Semi- major axis (a) is given with:
a1 =
3
√
P2GM1(1 + q)
4π2
·
q
1 + q
(5.2)
where M1 is mass of the primary star and q = M2/M1 is the mass ratio and M2
is the secondary mass.
All six parameters from equations 5.1 and 5.2 cannot be determined from the
small number of re-observations of a given object obtained by the Rave. But for
objects with at least 4 RV measurements well distributed over time one can at-
tempt a probabilistic approach, with the goal of obtaining approximate estimates
for their orbital periods, eccentricities, mass ratios and γ velocities. Table 5.1 con-
tains ranges of parameters and steps between values taken for calculating the best
match between Rave measurements of radial velocities with theoretical values.
All combinations of these parameters do not occur in nature so we adopted
the following constraints following Duquennoy et al. (1991) and Raghavan et al.
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(2010):
1. main sequence systems with P < 12 days are assumed to have circular orbits
due to tidal interaction in close binaries;
2. systems with a period P > 12 days have a flat distribution in eccentricity
that varies from 0.0 to ∼ 0.8, independent of period;
3. short-period systems (P < 100 days) have q > 0.4.
First step is to split these 406 objects into 4 groups according to the sign of
their RV changes: in the first group are objects where the RV derivative is either
positive or negative throughout (n = 0), and in the other three groups are objects
with one, two, or more changes in the sign of their RV derivative (n = 1, 2, > 2).
The first two groups are well populated while there are only a handful of objects
in the last two groups.
These groups can be used to roughly infer what are likely values of P. Changes
of the RVs were calculated with the probability function mentioned in the previous
Chapter, so only significant changes of RVs with the respect of the RV errors were
taken into account.
For the first two groups (n = 0, 1) where the difference between two consecu-
tive measurements of the RVs is always positive or negative (for the objects in the
group with n = 0) or changes once from the positive to negative sign or vice versa
(n = 1) we assumed that P cannot be longer than 8 times the time-span between
the first and the last observation. For the third group (n = 2) where the difference
of RVs changes twice, we lower the maximum period to 3 times the time-span.
For the last group (n > 2) where RV sign changes 3 times or more times, we can
put constraint on the period to within the time-span. Next we use these limits on
P to compare observed RVs to the calculated ones by marginalizing over other
parameters.
For each of the 406 objects we generated 500 sets of randomized values of in-
clination, longitude of periastron and initial orbital phase and for each of these sets
we checked on all allowed combinations of period, eccentricity, and mass ratio,
as quoted in Table 5.1. Using chi-square test the best combination of parameters
is selected for each of the 500 iterations. Also, in the each iteration, we obtained
the most probable value of the γ velocity.
5.2 Orbital parameters
There are some limitations that have an effect on the discovery of single lined
spectroscopic binaries with very high eccentricities. Such stars spend a very short
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Table 5.1: Ranges of parameters.
Parameter Range Step or Values
Angle of inclination (i) 10 ... 90 deg random selection of its sin i value
Eccentricity (e) 0.0 ... 0.8 0.05
Orbital period (P) 1 ... 3600 days 220 log steps
Longitude of the periastron (ω) 0 ... 360 random selection
Mass ratio (q) 0.1 ... 0.85 0.05
Figure 5.2: Upper panel: semimajor axes - period diagram. Most of the SB1 sys-
tems have period shorter than 2 years. Lower panel: Cumulative period dispersion
distributions for different radial velocity changes trends.
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Figure 5.3: Semimajor axis - eccentricity relationship for main sequence candi-
dates. Value of the semimajor axis is calculated from other orbital parameters.
Most of the objects have separation up to 1 AU.
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Figure 5.4: Examples of radial velocity curves for a few binary systems. Black
dots are RVs measured by Rave and the curve is calculated with orbital parameters
obtained with our method. The objects are J154304.9-122933 (a), J115256.0-
161543 (b), J142501.1-290222 (c), and J021532.1-363260 (d).
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fraction of their orbital period close to periastron orbiting at very high velocities,
and most of the time their velocities are small, close to the γ velocities. Few of
the Rave objects are re-observed 13 times, but the majority less than 10 times, not
systematically over a long period of time but mostly in a range of a few days or
months which is why the probability of discovering a SB1 with high eccentricity
is very small. Having just a few observations, the periastron passage can easily
be missed and the velocities changes may be so small that we even don’t detect
object as binary. Also, because of the short time span between observations, it is
possible to detect only binary systems with periods shorter than a few years.
Figure 5.2 (upper panel) shows that most of the SB1 candidates have orbital
period shorter than a year, and only ∼ 10% of objects have orbital period larger
than 2 years. In the study of Halbwachs et al. (2003), distribution of the SB1
periods shorter than 10 years had two notable spikes at the values of ∼ 20 days
and ∼ 2 years. On the Figure 5.2 (upper panel), similar distribution can be noted.
Primary spike for periods shorter than 50 days, and the trace of the secondary
spike around 3 years. As already mentioned, we are constrained on finding short
orbital period binaries by short maximum time span between re-observations and
small radial velocity changes for long period objects. Obtained values of period
are equally well determined for each of the 4 groups of radial velocity changes,
n = 0,1,2,3 (Figure 5.2, lower panel). For ∼ 80 % of objects, dispersion around
median value of period is less than the most probable value of period. We split
stars in the four groups to check if the constraints on the period somehow affected
the dispersion of the results around median value. But, comparing the results for
all four groups, we can note that the dispersion is similar. Figure 5.3 plots the
semi-major axis - eccentricity relation. For more than 80 % of objects, separation
between two stars is less than 0.6 AU. Table 5.2 contains few objects with the
most probable values of period, eccentricity, mass of the primary star, mass ratio
and semi-major axis. Full table is given in the appendix A.
We also made a check on percentage of the main sequence binaries with re-
spect to effective temperature of the primary star. It was already mentioned in the
Chapter 1, that binarity frequency has been studied by Raghavan et al. (2010),
Duchene & Kraus (2013) and Moe & Di Stefano (2017). These studies showed
that the frequency of the binaries increases for hotter stars. Fraction is around 25
% for cooler stars of about 3000 K, and increases up to 50 % for the stars with ∼
6000 K (Table 1.1). Rave targets are mostly F and G stars with temperatures in
the range from 4000 to 7000 K. Fraction of binaries monotonically increases from
∼ 3 % for the stars with 4500 K, up to ∼ 10% for the stars with 6000 K. Similar
result was presented in the study of Merle et al. (submitted) for SB1 candidates
in the Gaia-ESO survey. Fraction of binaries was also around 10 % for stars with
temperatures ∼ 6000 K, slightly lower (∼ 5%) for G stars (∼ 5500 K) but then
increases again from the G to K-type stars.
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Table 5.2: Estimated values of mass of the primary star (M1), mass ratio (q),
orbital period (P) in days, eccentricity (e), and system velocity (γ) in km s−1. See
text for a discussion of typical errors, in the last four columns the median values,
together with lower and upper quartile limits are reported. The whole table is
published in Appendix A.
Object M1/M q P e γ
J121104.5-354818 1.27 0.45 +0.10
−0.10 61
+68
−42 0.25
+0.30
−0.20 27
+2
−3
J154304.9-122933 1.40 0.80 +0.05
−0.15 77
+48
−59 0.20
+0.30
−0.20 8
+3
−3
J021532.1-363260 1.20 0.65 +0.15
−0.15 49
+15
−30 0.15
+0.30
−0.15 48
+2
−3
J142501.1-290222 1.30 0.80 +0.05
−0.15 4
+4
−2 0.00
+0.05
−0.00 -27
+3
−4
J093202.1-083428 1.05 0.20 +0.15
−0.05 535
+160
−262 0.35
+0.20
−0.20 35
+1
−1
The number of parameters is similar or even larger than the number of data
points available, so we are not in a position to determine their values. Still, likely
ranges of some parameters, such as mass ratio, orbital period, system velocity and
a rough estimate of eccentricity can be judged from our data, so we report these
estimates in Table 5.2. On the other hand the initial orbital phase, longitude of
periastron, and inclination are either completely driven by uncertainties in orbital
period or they are poorly constrained by the RV nature of our data – so we refrain
from reporting them in Table 5.2. For other values their median value and quar-
tile brackets are reported. The uncertainties are substantial, still we believe such
information is useful.
Figure 5.4 illustrates solutions for a few objects. Solid line is the RV curve
obtained with described method, and black dots are values of the Rave radial ve-
locity measurements. For example, it is clear that J142501.1-290222 is a binary
with an orbital period of just a few days and with quite similar masses of the com-
ponents. The system (γ) velocity is relatively well constrained from derived sets
of orbital solutions, so these values may be useful when estimating Galactic orbits
of SB1 candidates.
5.3 Testing the method
In spite of the small number of observations, in this chapter we approximated the
values of the orbital parameters for systems with main sequence primary stars.
In order to check our method, we need a test sample with already known orbital
parameters and for this purpose, we used data from The Ninth Catalogue of Spec-
troscopic Binary Orbits.
The Ninth Catalogue of Spectroscopic Binary Orbits (S B9) by Pourbaix et al.
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Figure 5.5: Left panel: Distribution of the apparent V magnitude for all systems
in the S B9 catalogue. Right upper panel: Distribution of the orbital periods in
days. The thick line represents the period of single lined systems, and thin line
double lined systems. Right lower panel: Amplitude of the radial velocity curve
as a function of the orbital period for single lined binary systems. Figure is from
Pourbaix et al. (2004)
(2004) is the result of calculated spectroscopic orbits over past 50 years. The
latest version of the catalogue contains 3722 systems with their main data (coor-
dinates, magnitudes of the both components, and spectral types of components)
and information on the orbits (period, eccentricity, argument of periastron, perias-
tron passage time, systemic velocity and other). Such catalogue enables various
statistical studies. Objects from the S B9 have a large overlap with the Hipparcos
catalogue, and are spread all over the Hertzsprung - Russell diagram. The vast
majority of the S B9 stars are mid-F to mid-G stars with median value of V mag-
nitude around 6 (Figure 5.5, left panel). Orbital periods are under 10 years with
bi-modal distribution (Figure 5.5, right panel). Due to the limited epoch of the
observations, much longer periods could not be detected. Peaks of the distribution
for SB1 systems are at ∼ 4 days and ∼ 1200 days, while SB2 systems have much
smaller periods, and distinguishable peek at ∼ 0.4 days corresponding to contact
binaries. Lower right panel of the Figure 5.5 shows semi-amplitudes of the RV for
the primary component and how shorter periods correspond to the larger ampli-
tudes. Also, amplitudes for the long period binaries become so low, which makes
them much more difficult to detect.
Described characteristics of the objects makes it a suitable test bed for the
method described in the Section 4. Obtained values of the period for the Rave
binaries are similar to the ones of the S B9 systems.
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In order to better evaluate the precision and reliability of orbital period deter-
mination method, a mock sample of RV measurements was created using orbital
solutions of known SB1 binaries reported in the 9th Catalogue of Spectroscopic
Binaries.
For each Rave SB1 candidate it was selected its counterpart in the catalogue,
matching the effective temperature and dwarf nature of its primary component.
The orbital phase of the first Rave observation was picked randomly, with subse-
quent velocities generated from the orbital solution at the same time-offsets as in
the actual Rave observations. The set was processed in the same way as the Rave
observations, so that the derived orbital period could be compared to the actual
one from the catalogue.
The results of this check are showed in Figure 5.6. 50 % of all objects are
in the gray area, where the dispersion is ± 40 % around the true value, while 90
% of all objects have periods determined to within a factor of 2. The results are
generally acceptable but some systematics can be noted: periods tend to be over-
estimated for short period binaries and underestimated for long-period ones. The
results do not depend on the number of observations or the effective temperature
of the primary (Figure 5.6). Eccentricity and mass ratio is also determined with
the dispersion of ± 40 % around the true value for ∼ 50 % of objects. But in the
case of the eccentricity, we notice greater dispersion for the remaining 50% of
objects. System velocity, or γ velocity dispersion is somewhat smaller, 25 % for
50 % of objects.
This chapter is partialy adapted from Birko et al. (2019)
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Figure 5.6: Comparison of true period values for objects in the 9th Catalogue of
Spectroscopic Binaries and for periods calculated with the method described in
Section 4. The grey area represents offsets from unity of ± 40 % of the period
value. The upper panel is color coded by the number of observations and the
lower panel by the primary star’s temperature. It seems that neither temperature
nor the number of observations have a significant impact on the results.
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Double lined binary candidates
Binaries are of great importance for astrophysics. Calculations of their orbits al-
lows determination of their masses, and estimation of other parameters, radii and
density. The luminosity of a star strongly depends on its mass. Two stars in the bi-
nary system are often of a different mass which results with a different luminosity
and consequently, only brighter component can be resolved in the spectra of a sys-
tem. Such systems were described in the previous chapters. Sometimes, a single
spectra can reveal us if the object is a binary star. If both components of the system
are of similar mass, and thus luminosity, and their RVs differ enough, spectrum
consists of two separate spectral sets. Spectra of the binary system where only
one component can be seen is called single lined binary system (SB1), while those
systems where both spectral sets can be resolved are double lined binary systems
(SB2). Figure 6.1 shows example of SB2 (lower spectra) and SB1 spectrum (up-
per spectra). Vertical lines are positioned on wavelengths of the Calcium triplet
lines, where in the spectra of SB2 binary star, two minima can be distinguished.
Double lined binaries can reveal velocity curves of both components, but inclina-
tion of the system still remains unknown. If the system is also an eclipsing binary,
we can put some constraints on the inclination and derive masses. Also, both
radial velocity curves allow us to calculate masses and other stellar parameters
with better precision. With the evaluation of the binary stars masses, the mass-
luminosity relation (MLR) was obtained. MLR is well-defined for the majority of
the stars, and can be used for determination of single star masses.
6.1 Method
As described in the Chapter 3, morphological classification was obtained for the
Rave spectra by Matijevič (2012). With this automated classification 2861 objects
with the spectra that showed characteristic of SB2, were labeled as binary stars,
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Figure 6.1: Example of the RAVE double lined (lower) spectra
20090827_0001m07_016 with SNR = 51, and single lined (upper) binary
star spectra 20090511_1852m84_137 with SNR = 89. Vertical lines are
wavelengths of the Calcium triplet lines.
and such objects were excluded from this work. SB1 candidates in the Rave survey
have been labeled as normal single stars, which is understandable, as the primary
star is usually much brighter than the secondary one in such systems.
A close inspection of SB1 spectra sometimes reveals a contribution of the light
from the secondary, thus moving the object to the SB2 category. The signature of
the secondary can be searched for in spectral lines. Due to the limited S/N ratios
of the Rave spectra the strongest lines turn out to be the most appropriate ones. In
the Rave wavelength region (∼ 8420 Å to ∼ 8780 Å), the most prominent spectral
lines are those of the calcium triplet (λ λ = 8498, 8542, 8662 Å).
Lower panel on the Figure 6.1 presents an example of SB2 spectra with signif-
icantly spaced spectral lines. Spectrum like this one would hardly be unnoticed in
the morphological classification. We do not expect to find such obvious examples,
but rather look for spectra where a small contribution from the secondary star can
be noticed. Such spectra can also give some information of stellar masses and
temperatures.
The main advantage of the calcium triplet is that those lines are prominent in
the spectra of stars with various temperatures in the range from 3500 - 8000 K.
But at the same time, wide calcium lines can easily hide any contribution from a
secondary star. If the difference between velocities is not large enough, and if the
secondary is much less luminous, spectral lines are blended and difficult to resolve
as two separate components. Paschen series of hydrogen and Fe I multiplet lines
are more narrow and spiky, and it would be much easier to see the presence of
the secondary, but the main disadvantage of those lines is that they are not as
prominent as calcium triplet, and can be concealed in the spectral noise.
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Figure 6.2: Asymmetry and boxiness of the calcium triplet for single stars (black
dots), SB1 candidates (gray dots), and 8 SB2 candidates, each in a different color.
SB1 candidates with at least one spectrum outside the marked circle with a ra-
dius of 0.05 centered on (0.01, 0.3) were visually inspected for the presence of
secondary light in their spectra.
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So we focused on the calcium triplet lines and measured their boxiness and
asymmetry indices shown in the Figure 6.2. Boxiness is defined as the ratio of
line widths at three quarter and one quarter of the line depth, while asymmetry is
the shift of the centroid at half maximum in units of full width at half maximum
(FWHM). The reported values are averages over the three calcium lines. For a
symmetric Gaussian line the boxiness equals 0.456 and the asymmetry is zero.
Calcium triplet lines have broad wings, so one expects somewhat smaller values
of boxiness, but the asymmetry should still be very close to zero for a spectrum
of a single star, with an exception of hot stars where the presence of Paschen lines
of hydrogen contaminates wings of the calcium lines. The combination of these
values points to spectra with unusual shapes of spectral lines that could be double
lined binaries (colored dots on Figure 6.2).
In the Figure 6.2, black dots stand for normal single star spectra. We used these
stars to define area inside circle, where ∼75% of stars have values of boxiness and
asymmetry around median. Then we checked, if percentage of the objects inside
circle changes for the SB1 candidates, marked with gray dots in the Figure 6.2.
Percentage of SB1 candidates inside the circle is slightly lower, around ∼70%,
but with a larger dispersion around median. Color coded dots on the same figure
present our SB2 candidates, spectra of each star is in different color.
The observations of the SB2 candidates were obtained at different orbital
phases, so some of the spectra show characteristics of the double lined while oth-
ers do not. When position of two stars is lined with the observers line of sight,
their motion is perpendicular with the line of sight and their radial velocities are
equal. In such cases, we are not able to notice two sets of spectral lines, and
spectra probably lie inside the circle.
Visual inspection was obtained for 1640 spectra. One would maybe expect
that most of the SB2 candidates will be found far outside of the circle, but those
are mostly spectra with low signal to noise ratio and spectra of hot stars where
Paschen lines of hydrogen have an impact on the shape of calcium triplet lines,
and we could not notice contribution of the secondary star. That is why most
of the candidates were found near the marked circle. After we found candidates
outside the circle, we checked other spectra of the same star, and some of them
were found inside the circle.
6.2 Characteristics of SB2 candidates
Visual inspection of spectra with unusual values of boxiness and asymmetry con-
firmed the existence of 8 double lined binaries where a chi-square fit with two
spectra gave a better representation of the observed spectrum than a chi-square fit
with a single spectrum. List of objects with their most probable values of mass
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Table 6.1: Most probable values of parameters for double lined binary candidates:
mass ratio (q), temperature of primary (T1), temperature of secondary star (T2),
and metallicity [Fe/H].
Object q T1 T2 [Fe/H]
J154304.9-122933 0.55 7500 6750 -0.5
J120432.1-203723 0.5 7250 6750 0.5
J125113.4-202156 0.5 7500 6750 -0.5
J100235.9-093818 0.55 7000 6250 -0.5
J090701.4-142256 0.65 4750 4500 0.0
J203415.1-201303 0.6 6750 6500 -0.5
J045419.4-030709 0.55 6750 6000 -0.5
J161301.0-130342 0.65 5000 4750 -0.5
ratio, temperatures of primary and secondary star, and metallicity is given in the
Table 6.1. Spectra of these objects are shown in Figures from 6.4 to 6.11. The
list of SB2 candidates contains only 8 objects, these are the ones that escaped
detection by the automated morphological classification algorithm by Matijevič
et al. (2012). On the other hand, Steinmetz et al. (submitted) lists 2861 objects
with (some) spectra in the SB2 category, with physical properties of 123 of them
discussed already by Matijevič et al. (2012).
For an object on the main sequence one could expect a moderate increase of
luminosity if the object is not single but SB1 binary system, with an effect even
more pronounced for SB2s. This is an obvious consequence of an increasing con-
tribution of light from the secondary. For most of the Rave objects, Gaia DR2
obtained parallaxes with high accuracy. Using Gaia parallaxes, we calculated ab-
solute J magnitudes. J magnitude corresponds to the infrared wavelengths where
the influence of the interstellar reddening is smaller than in the visible range of
spectrum. Indeed, the SB1s in Figure 6.3 are about 0.2 magnitudes brighter than
single stars, but the dispersion around the median value is the same. The data
pool of SB2 is too small to make the same statistics, but it can be seen that they
are brighter than single stars and some of them approach a 0.75 mag limit which
corresponds to a luminosity of two equal stars instead of one. Positions of Solar
type isochrones in Figure 6.3 demonstrate however that many of the single or
binary objects may be actually evolving off the main sequence which also makes
these objects brighter. The matter is discussed in Čotar et al. (2019).
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Figure 6.3: Absolute magnitude - color diagram for single, SB1, and SB2 candi-
date stars. The blue lines are 2 and 4 Gyr Padova isochrones from Marigo et al.
(2017) with a metallicity set to the Solar value. Gray dots are Rave single stars,
red ones are SB1 candidates, and black ones SB2 candidates. The black solid line
is the median value of the J magnitude for single stars and the gray area indicates
the σ around median. Similarly, red solid line and shaded area are medians for
SB1 candidates.
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6.3 Comments on each SB2 candidate
Spectra and fits of the objects listed in the Table 6.1 are presented in the Figures
6.4 to 6.11. For all objects the top panel shows all the spectra of the same star,
middle and lower panels show results of a least-square fit to the double-lined spec-
trum using both RVs, temperatures, mass ratio, and metallicity as free parameters,
with surface gravity constrained by the assumption that both stars are on the main
sequence.
• J154304.9-122933 For this object only the last one, observed at orbital
phase 0.72, shows obvious double components in the Calcium triplet and
also in other spectral lines. This spectra is on the outside from the marked
circle in the Figure 6.2, while all others are inside (dark blue dots). The RV
curve of the same object is presented in Figure 5.4a. The first four spec-
tra in Figure 6.4 were obtained in 2009, while the last one which shows
double-lined spectral lines was obtained in 2006. One would expect more
pronounced double-lined profiles also at the other quarter phase. This may
be explained by the fact that orbital period and phases were adopted as cal-
culated in the SB1 fit, even though a contribution from a secondary com-
ponent in SB2s may alter these values. The goal of this analysis is to point
to possible SB2 candidates, but the number of multiple Rave spectra is too
small to attempt a complete solution anyway.
• J120432.1-203723 All of the spectra of this object have asymmetric Cal-
cium triplet spectral lines, slightly different for each spectra, and all of them
are on the outer side of the circle in the Figure 6.2 (red dots). Both sets are
not as pronounced as for object J154304.9-122933, but the lines are wide
and asymmetric. Fit of one of the spectra is shown in middle and lower
panel in 6.5.
• J125113.4-202156 Lines of all the spectra are widened and asymmetric,
but only four of them are outside the circle, and other two are inside (green
dots). The emphasis is on the last spectrum where two separate spikes of
spectral lines can be seen. Fit of this spectra is shown in the middle and
lower panel in the Figure 6.6.
• J100235.9-093818 Out of 6 spectra, taken in the time span of 3 years only
the last three point out that this object could be SB2. Two of these spectra
are outside the circle, and third is near the inner edge of the circle (violet
dots). Spectra are presented in the Figure 6.7.
• J090701.4-142256 The first spectrum of this object was obtained in 2007,
three of them in 2009. The middle two, taken in the time span of 4 days,
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show asymmetric lines, but only one of them is inside the circle shown on
the Figure 6.2 (yellow dots).
• J203415.1-201303 Spectra of this object are shown in the Figure 6.9. Both
were taken in 2009, with the time span of only 11 days. Spectral lines of
the first spectra do not show secondary components while second one has
asymmetric spectral lines, and this one is outside the circle (pink dots). The
short time span between these two spectra indicates that this object could
have short period, and it could be a good candidate for photometric detec-
tion of possible eclipses. This object has only two radial measurements, so
we did not calculate its orbital parameters.
• J045419.4-030709 Spectra of object J045419.4-030709, shown in the Fig-
ure 6.10, were taken within a time span of 1 year. Similar, as for the previous
object, only one of two spectra shows slightly asymmetric and shallower
lines, and its spectra is outside the circle (orange dots). As explained for
the previous object, this one also has only two observations, so we did not
calculate orbital parameters.
• J161301.0-130342 Time span between re-observations of this object is 3
years. First spectra was taken 2006, other 4 of them 2009. Only the first
spectra, whose fit is shown in the middle and lower panel on the Figure 6.11
looks like it could be SB2, while other four are inside the marked circle
(light blue dots). 3 spectra taken in the 2009 are at the opposite orbital
phase as spectra in 2006, so they do not show nature of binarity.
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Figure 6.4: Top panel: spectra of the SB2 candidate J154304.9-122933 with its
orbital phases labelled. The RV curve of this object is shown in Figure 5.4 a.
Middle panel: Fitted calcium triplet lines for the orbital phase 0.72. Bottom panel:
Fitted spectra for the same phase, using RV1 = −95 km/s, RV2 = 10 km/s, T1 =
7500 K, T2 = 6750 K, q = 0.55, [Fe/H]= 0.5. Black lines are data, blue and red
lines fitted synthetic spectra.
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Figure 6.5: Top panel: spectra of the SB2 candidate J120432.1-203723 with its
orbital phases labelled. Middle panel: Fitted calcium triplet lines for the orbital
phase 0.84. Bottom panel: Fitted spectra for the same phase, using RV1 = 20 km/s,
RV2 = −25 km/s, T1 = 7250 K, T2 = 6750 K, q = 0.5, [Fe/H]= 0.5. Black lines
are data, blue and red lines fitted synthetic spectra.
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Figure 6.6: Top panel: spectra of the SB2 candidate J125113.4-202156 with its
orbital phases labelled. Middle panel: Fitted calcium triplet lines for the orbital
phase 0.21. Bottom panel: Fitted spectra for the same phase, using RV1 = 25 km/s,
RV2 = −35 km/s, T1 = 7500 K, T2 = 6750 K, q = 0.5, [Fe/H]= −0.5. Black lines
are data, blue and red lines fitted synthetic spectra.
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Figure 6.7: Top panel: spectra of the SB2 candidate J100235.9-093818 with its
orbital phases labelled. Middle panel: Fitted calcium triplet lines for the orbital
phase 0.22. Bottom panel: Fitted spectra for the same phase, using RV1 = 10 km/s,
RV2 = −25 km/s, T1 = 7000 K, T2 = 6250 K, q = 0.55, [Fe/H]= −0.5. Black
lines are data, blue and red lines fitted synthetic spectra.
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Figure 6.8: Top panel: spectra of the SB2 candidate J090701.4-142256 with
its orbital phases labelled. Middle panel: Fitted calcium triplet lines for the
orbital phase 0.53. Bottom panel: Fitted spectra for the same phase, using
RV1 = −15 km/s, RV2 = 30 km/s, T1 = 4750 K, T2 = 4500 K, q = 0.65,
[Fe/H]= 0.0. Black lines are data, blue and red lines fitted synthetic spectra.
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Figure 6.9: Top panel: spectra of the SB2 candidate J203415.1-201303. Middle
panel: Fitted calcium triplet lines for the spectra 1. Bottom panel: Fitted spectra
using RV1 = −15 km/s, RV2 = 25 km/s, T1 = 6750 K, T2 = 6500 K, q = 0.6,
[Fe/H]= −0.5. Black lines are data, blue and red lines fitted synthetic spectra.
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Figure 6.10: Top panel: spectra of the SB2 candidate J045419.4-030709. Middle
panel: Fitted calcium triplet lines for the spectra 2. Bottom panel: Fitted spectra
using RV1 = −15 km/s, RV2 = 25 km/s, T1 = 6750 K, T2 = 6000 K, q = 0.55,
[Fe/H]= −0.5. Black lines are data, blue and red lines fitted synthetic spectra.
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Figure 6.11: Top panel: spectra of the SB2 candidate J161301.0-130342 with
its orbital phases labelled. Middle panel: Fitted calcium triplet lines for the
orbital phase 0.43. Bottom panel: Fitted spectra for the same phase, using
RV1 = −10 km/s, RV2 = 40 km/s, T1 = 5000 K, T2 = 4750 K, q = 0.65,
[Fe/H]= −0.5. Black lines are data, blue and red lines fitted synthetic spectra.
This chapter is partialy adapted from Birko et al. (2019)
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Combination of Rave and Gaia
surveys
7.1 The Gaia survey
Launched on 19 December 2013, Gaia satellite started with scientific observa-
tions in July 2014 (Gaia Collaboration et al. 2016b). Gaia continuously observes
objects of magnitude 2 < G < 20.7, measures the position, parallax and proper
motion for more that one billion stars and determines RV for stars with G < 16.2
(Katz et al. 2004; Cropper et al. 2018).
Gaia scans the sky with two telescopes, pointed in directions separated by the
angle of 106,5◦. The scanning of the sky is performed with constant revolution of
Gaia about its spin axis with the period of 6 hours. Spinning allows for a complete
coverage of the sky, which is described in more detail in Lindegren et al. (2016)
and van Leeuwen et al. (2016).
The astrometric instrument of the Gaia collects target images in the white-
light pass band G, which corresponds the wavelength range of 3300 - 10500 Å.
The photometric instrument consists of two prisms. The Blue Photometer
operates in the wavelength range of 3300 - 6800 Å, while the Red Photometer
operates in the wavelength range of 6400 - 10500 Å. The low resolution of the
photometric instrument provides measurement of the source spectral energy dis-
tribution, which in addition gives information on source color.
The spectroscopic instrument, called the Radial Velocity Spectrometer (RVS),
has a resolving power of ∼ 11 500 covering the near infra-red wavelength range
at 8450 - 8720 Å with expected precision 1 km s−1 for GK stars down to G = 12-
13. The spectra region is the same as in the Rave survey, centred on the Calcium
triplet.
So far, Gaia published two data releases. The first data release has been pub-
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lished after 14 moths of observations. It contains two sets of astrometric data. The
primary data set, derived by combining the Gaia observations with earlier mea-
sured positions by HIPPARCOS (ESA et al. 1997 and van Leeuwen 2007a) and
Tycho-2 (Høg et al. 2008b), includes positions, parallaxes and the mean proper
motion of about 2,5 million stars brighter than V = 11.5 magnitudes. The typical
uncertainty of the positions and parallaxes is about 0.3 mas1 , and around 1 mas
yr−1 for the proper motion. The positions of more than a billion additional objects,
brighter that G = 20.7 magnitude, are in the secondary data set. One of the results
of Gaia DR1 is HR diagram on the Figure 7.1 for objects with relative parallax
uncertainties better than 20 %.
After 22 months of operation, in addition to the parallaxes, positions and
proper motion, Gaia DR2 delivered median values of radial velocities for 7 224
631 stars with Te f f in the range 3550 - 6900 K, for stars brighter than G ∼ 12
distributed over the full celestial sphere. The RVS collects spectra of objects with
magnitude down to G = 16.2 magnitude, but with the short exposure time of 4.42
s, and consequently, the SNR of the faintest stellar spectra is low and the derivation
of their RVs will be published only after combining all spectroscopic information
collected over the full mission.
7.2 The Gaia observations
7.2.1 Radial velocities
Radial velocity set in Gaia DR2 contains the median radial velocities for stars
with effective temperatures in the range 3550-6900 K, averaged over 22 months
of observations (July 25 2014 - May 23 2016) with typical uncertainty from 0.3 -
1.8 km s−1 for different magnitudes (Katz et al. 2018).
In order to detect problematic data, some filters on the radial velocities were
included. The most important for this work is that spectra with double line patterns
were detected in order to derive radial velocities of both stars. These RVs were not
included in Gaia DR2. This is planned for the future data releases, together with
atmospheric parameters and rotational velocities. Other stars whose RVs were not
included in the Gaia DR2 are stars with large uncertainties on the right ascension
and the declination, stars fainter than G = 14 mag, stars with RV uncertainties
larger to 20 km/s, emission line stars, stars with effective temperatures higher
than 7000 K and lower than 3500 K, and high velocity stars. All together, around
2.6 million median velocities were not included and published in the Gaia DR2.
The RV published in the Gaia DR2 is the median of at least two observations
of the same object. Spectra flagged as SB2 were not considered when calculating
1mas - milli arc second
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Figure 7.1: HR diagram of the Gaia targets with relative parallax uncertainties
better than 20%. Various colors from dark purple to light yellow show increasing
density on a logarithmic scale. The contours enclose 10, 30 and 50 per cent of the
data. Figure is from Gaia (2016).
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Figure 7.2: Step diagram of Gaia observations. Median value of repeated obser-
vations is 7, while maximum is 151, while Rave survey had maximum at 13 for
only a handful of objects (Figure 4.1).
the median RV value.
Majority of the objects in the Gaia survey have up to 20 re-observations, with
a median of 7 and a long tail up to 201 (Katz et al. 2019). Radial velocities were
obtained by comparison of observed spectra with synthetic ones. In the Gaia sur-
vey, number of observations is correlated with the position of the object, but it is
not expected that the number of re-observations affects the accuracy of derived RV,
except in the Poissonian sense where more observations help to collect more light.
Figure 7.2 shows number of re-observations for Rave and Gaia crossmatched data
set. For the Rave only data set we had maximum of 13 re-observations (Figure
4.1), which is now increased up to 151, and with median 7.
Most of the stars observed also by Rave lie at the faint end of objects ac-
cessible for Gaia RV measurements. For such objects (G ∼ 11.8) the precision
of Gaia RVs is 1.4 and 3.7 km s−1 for an effective temperature of 5000 K and
6500 K, respectively. For the Gaia objects with the magnitudes G ∼ 11.8 Gaia
DR2 reported RVs for the 80 % of the objects with the respect to the full Gaia DR
catalogue (Katz et al. 2019). Gaia RVs data set has a large cross-match with the
Rave data set, so it makes sense to combine these two datasets. The percentage of
the obtained RVs for the cross-matched objects is even higher, since most of the
RVs in Gaia are missing for the objects in the galactic plane where Rave did not
make observations.
It can be noted that these errors are not significantly larger than for the Rave
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survey, so the two sets of measurements can be efficiently combined. Figure 7.3 is
the cumulative histogram of the RV errors for the Gaia (dotted line) and the Rave
(solid line) surveys with median values of 0.46 and 1.2 km/s.
Figure 7.3: Cumulative histogram of the error of the radial velocities for the Rave
(solid line) and the Gaia (dotted line) surveys for the cross matched objects of
both surveys. Vertical lines are median values: 0.46 km/s for the Gaia and 1.2
km/s for the Rave measurements of RV.
7.2.2 Time span
Gaia obtained its RV measurements after completion of the Rave survey, so com-
bining the two datasets increases the time-span of RV measurements and thus
allows a detection of SB1 systems with longer orbital periods. More importantly,
most of its targets have been observed with Rave only once (Figure 4.1), but Gaia
is adding another observation and so allows to test for variability of their RVs. In
fact, Gaia itself observed each object several times, but these observations will be
published only in one of the next data releases and they do not reach the combined
timespan of Rave + Gaia, which stretches up to over a decade (Figure 7.4).
Median Gaia RVs have been calculated from several observations over 22
months. Individual measurements are not available, so in this work it is adopted
an epoch of 15 June 2015, which is at the middle of the observed timespan. It
should be noted that the true median epoch of Gaia RV measurements could be
up to a few months earlier or later. But this has little influence on this analysis,
as the closest Rave observations were obtained at least 2.1 years earlier. Figure
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7.4 shows that the combination of Rave and Gaia RVs extends the maximum time
span from 8 to 12 years, while the median value is extended from 2 to 7 years.
Re-observations were obtained when objects position is opposite of the Sun, and
that happens once a year. For this reason, it can be noted that histogram has peaks
close to integer numbers of years.
We note that the use of median velocity of Gaia favours an analysis which is
separate from the one based on Rave data only.
Figure 7.4: Upper panel: time spans for the Rave re-observations, blue one for
SB1 candidates and black for the single stars. Lower panel: enlarged time span
between re-observations of the same object with the Rave and the Gaia surveys.
Again, blue line is for the SB1 candidates, that were flagged as SB1 with Rave
only data set and also with the combination od Rave and the Gaia. Black line
stands for the objects that were flagged as single stars with the Rave data, but SB1
with the combination of the Rave and the Gaia.
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7.3 SB1s from combination of Rave and Gaia sur-
veys
The crossmatch of the Gaia DR2 and the Rave DR5 data contains 450,646 stars
that have RV measured by both surveys. This is a remarkable increase by over
37,661 stars suitable for SB1 search in the Rave-only survey. These stars were
selected for the following research of SB1 candidates. First, stars that were in-
cluded both in Gaia DR2 and Rave DR5 were split into 3 groups: stars that have
one observation in RaveDR5, normal single stars with multiple Rave observations
and SB1 Rave candidates from the Chapter 4.
Rave single stars (black line in Figure 7.5.) are stars with multiple reobser-
vations in the Rave survey. Probability function used to detect SB1 candidates
categorized these stars as normal single stars. But, when Gaia RV measurement
was added, some of these stars became SB1 with the plog > 2.87. Red line stands
for the stars with the 1 observation in the Rave survey, so we could not calculate
the probability function and determine their binarity nature. Adding the Gaia ve-
locity, ∼ 15 % became SB1 candidates. But, for the majority of the stars, value
of the plog < 2.87 which means that stars do not have variable velocity, and this is
another proof that measurements of RV in both surveys match well. Median value
of plog for Rave + Gaia candidates is 4.35+2.22−0.98 given with lower and upper quartile
limits.
Next step is to repeat the procedure described in Chapter 4, and look after new
SB1 candidates from the combination of the both surveys.
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Figure 7.5: Cumulative histogram of plog values for Rave single stars (black line),
and stars with one observation (red line) in Rave DR5 combined with the Gaia
values of RV: dashed line shows the value of plog = 2.87, which is lower limit of
the the variability criterion. It can be noted that for majority of the stars the value
of plog < 2.87 with the combination of Rave and Gaia RVs. This was used as
another check on consistent values of RVs in the both surveys.
The results are shown in Figure 7.5. 7.7% of the stars with observations in
both datasets are SB1 candidates. This is close to a the fraction of 10.2% that
was obtained based on Rave data only, even though the time-span is much longer.
Among Rave stars with multiple observations that were labeled as single stars
(plog < 2.87) we found almost 10 % new binary candidates after we included Gaia
velocities in calculations. Overall, we were able to identify 27,716 SB1 candidates
in the Rave + Gaia sample, compared to 3838 from the Rave-only analysis. Table
7.1 contains few objects from the full list of the 27,716 SB1 candidates with their
plog values and maximum time span between first Rave observation and 15 June
2015, which is adopted epoch of the Gaia observation.
Extended time span between measurements from these two surveys enabled
the detection of binaries with longer orbital periods. As presented in the Chapters
4 and 5, majority of the Rave objects have a maximum RV variability around 5
km s−1, and orbital periods shorter than 2 years. Figure 7.6 shows radial veloc-
ity variability with the Gaia measurements combined. The black dashed line in
Figure 7.6 shows the radial velocity variability for stars that were classified as
normal single stars, according to their Rave radial velocities. For the vast majority
of objects the RV changes are less than 5 km s−1, so we can assume those objects
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Table 7.1: Representative sample from full on-line list of SB1 candidates obtained
by a combination of Rave and Gaia RV measurements. The table is similar to Ta-
ble 4.2 but it contains a much larger list of 27,716 SB1 candidates. The complete
table is published only electronically (http://vizier.u-strasbg.fr/viz-bin/VizieR-3?-
source=J/AJ/158/155/table6). An epoch of 15 June 2015 for the Gaia observa-
tions was adopted.
Object plog Nobs Time-span Epoch(first) Epoch(last)
J012955.0-623622 5.99 3 2462 2008-09-17 2015-06-15
J135416.6-222607 4.30 3 3758 2005-03-01 2015-06-15
J004904.6-222139 8.91 3 4262 2003-10-14 2015-06-15
J070727.9-480148 11.56 4 3126 2006-11-23 2015-06-15
J051516.8-324737 5.53 3 3423 2006-01-30 2015-06-15
Table 7.2: First quartile, median and third quartile values of maximum RV vari-
ability in km s−1 for the same group of objects as described in Figure 7.6.
Object Q1 Median Q3
R: single observation 3.40 5.21 8.03
R: SB1, R+G: SB1 5.41 8.40 16.00
R: single; R+G: SB1 3.27 4.58 7.07
R: single; R+G: single 1.09 1.76 2.63
R: SB1 5.00 7.42 14.04
R: single 1.28 2.34 3.51
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Figure 7.6: Maximum RV variability for stars labeled as single stars (black dashed
line) and SB1 candidates (blue dashed line) in Rave DR5. Combining RV from
Rave DR5 and Gaia DR2 gave us new binary candidates (black solid line). It
can be seen that for those stars RV have lowest variability and such objects can
be detected only with large time span between re-observations. Maximum RV
variability for single stars with multiple observations in Rave DR2 and one obser-
vation in Gaia DR2 represents green solid line. It can be seen that variability is
very low, for most of the stars less than 5 km/s, and by that we can confirm that
measured RV in Rave and Gaia surveys match.
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Figure 7.7: Cumulative histogram of relative dispersion of period median values
for SB1 candidates with Rave DR5 + Gaia DR2 velocities combined. The results
are similar to the ones with Rave DR5 data only (Figure 5.2). Period dispersion
value is smaller that the half of median period value for more than 70 % of objects.
are long period binaries, impossible to detect without observations over a longer
time-span. After we added Gaia velocities, the resulting RV variability became
significant for some of these stars and we identified new SB1 candidates. Future
Gaia data releases will probably reveal even more binary candidates. First quartile
(Q1), median and third quartile (Q3) values of maximum RV variability for each
category is reported in the Table 7.2.
Next we repeated the computation of orbital parameters (Chapter 5), now
adding Gaia velocities. The results are shown in Figure 7.7. The results are
very similar as for the Rave-only dataset. This is a consequence of the similar ac-
curacy of RV measurements in both samples (Figure 7.3). Median values together
with lower and upper quartile limits are reported in the Table 7.3. More than 90%
of objects have all of the derived parameters with combination of the Rave and
Gaia velocities in the interquartile range (between upper and lower quartiles) of
Rave-only dataset.
For a vast majority of objects labelled as single stars in Rave their Gaia RV is
matching closely (green solid line in Figure 7.6). This demonstrates that a small
zero point offset between these two datasets estimated at 0.3 km s−1 by Katz et al.
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Table 7.3: Estimated values of mass ratio (q), orbital period (P) in days, eccen-
tricity (e), and system velocity (γ) in km s−1 with lower and upper quartile limits
for the combination of the Rave and the Gaia surveys. The whole table is in the
Appendix B.
Object q P e γ
J121104.5-354818 0.45 +0.15
−0.10 92
+52
−73 0.25
+0.35
−0.25 -19
+2
−2
J154304.9-122933 0.80 +0.05
−0.15 77
+48
−59 0.40
+0.25
−0.35 6
+3
−4
J021532.1-363260 0.65 +0.15
−0.15 49
+15
−30 0.15
+0.25
−0.15 49
+3
−2
J142501.1-290222 0.80 +0.05
−0.15 4
+4
−2 0.00
+0.05
−0.00 -33
+4
−4
J093202.1-083428 0.20 +0.20
−0.05 341
+257
−107 0.45
+0.15
−0.25 35
+1
−1
(2019) does not influence our analysis when relatively stringent limits on plog used
to search for SB1 candidates are considered. Gaia DR2 published median value
of RV and its dispersion only for objects judged to have a constant RV during the
22 months of observations. Any objects with a pronounced RV variation or SB2s
were excluded. So we can expect to identify only objects with low amplitudes of
RV variation which are typical for objects with long orbital periods (black solid
line in Figure 7.6 demonstrates that this is indeed the case). Since their orbital
periods are generally much longer than the 22-month span of Gaia observations
it is safe to assume that all Gaia measurements were obtained at a similar orbital
phase. If this was not the case one would have to consider effects of averaging
velocities at different orbital phases which pushes their median close to system
velocity. This effect is ignored in our analysis. It should be noted that by doing so
we may make a moderate underestimate of detected new SB1s, as a measurement
close to system velocity dumps detected amplitudes of RV variation.
Maximum time span between Rave re-observations is 8 years. That puts con-
straints on finding binary systems with periods up to few years. Rave and the Gaia
targets overlap, so we can say that Gaia is a successor of the Rave. Observing the
same objects with Gaia satellite will give more detailed view into radial veloc-
ity variability during larger time span and make it possible to detect long period
systems. It is expected that the following Gaia data releases will contain multiple
RV measurements associated with the precise date of each observation. This will
certainly enable detection of even more binaries, and more precise determination
of their orbital parameters.
This chapter is partialy adapted from Birko et al. (2019)
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Our Galaxy contains more than 100 thousand million stars and has average diam-
eter of 33.6 kpc. Our Sun lies around 8 kpc from the center of the Galaxy and both
Rave and Gaia missions observed stars in the Solar neighborhood. Even so, we
can say these stars cover various types and have origin in the different parts of the
Galaxy. Stars orbit around Galaxy center with different velocities. Suns rotation
period is around 240 Myr, but this differs from star to star. If we look back in the
past, stars that were once born together are now spread in a greater volume. The
other way around, stars that are now in the Solar vicinity come from the differ-
ent parts of the Galaxy. This makes our sample of stars various and reliable for
studying the population of the whole Galaxy in general.
The combination of the Rave and the Gaia surveys increased the number of
binary stars candidates to almost 30,000, which is the largest catalog of binary
candidates so far. High number of objects allowed us to study differences be-
tween single and binary stars populations. First, we check the percentage among
giants and dwarfs binaries, and similarly as in the Chapter 4, how this percentage
changes with the spectral type on the main sequence.
As it was previously described in the Chapter 1, various missions dedicated
to the study of the binary stars, confirmed that the percentage of binarity is much
higher among giant stars in comparison with the main sequence and dwarf stars.
We get the same results if we look at the joined catalog of stars from the Rave
and the Gaia missions. Single stars are almost equally populated with giant and
main sequence star. Giant stars make 58 %, and main sequence 42 % stars. On
the other hand, ratio of binary stars differs a lot. There is 79 % of giant binary
stars, and only 21 % of the main sequence stars. Also, the percentage of single
and binary stars changes with the respect to temperature on the main sequence.
The Rave survey did non contain as many binary object as the combination of
Rave and Gaia, so percentages calculated in the Chapter 4 were not in accordance
with other surveys on binary stars. Repeated calculations for the Rave and Gaia
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Figure 8.1: Percentage of the main sequence single and binary stars for the Rave
and Gaia combination with the respect to temperature.
combination are shown in the Figure 8.1. This difference is also noticeable in the
Figure 8.2, that shows Kiel diagrams of single (left panel) and binary stars (right
panel) with density contours marking 25, 50 and 75 % of objects. The highest
density for both single and binary stars can be seen for red giant objects with
temperatures of around 4800 K and logg 2.0. Also, another noticeable dense area
are red clump stars with temperatures of about 5000 K and logg between 3.0 and
3.5. Main sequence binaries, especially those with lower temperatures are very
rare.
Another comparison of single and binary stars is made by comparing their
metallicity as a function of their distance from the galactic plane. As seen before,
binary stars tend to have lower metalicity than single stars (Figure 8.3). More than
55 % of single stars are ± 500 pc from the galactic plane, while for binary stars
this percentage is around 45 %.
Next we studied spatial distribution of metallicity, temperature and maximum
radial velocity variability for single and binary stars shown in the Figure 8.4.
Metallicity is similar for single and binary stars, more distant stars have lower
metallicity. A significant group of single stars can be noted on the distances about
1 kpc and latitude 0 ◦. It is a population of a hot and metal poor stars, where bi-
nary candidates were not identified. When we look at the temperature distribution
of single and binary stars, we can notice a lot of cool single stars, but not many
of them in the binary stars. These stars are main sequence dwarf, and they can
rarely be found in a multiple systems. Another group of cooler stars with temper-
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Figure 8.2: Kiel diagram for single (left panel) and binary stars(right panel) with
density contours marking 25, 50 and 75 % of objects.
Figure 8.3: Metalicity and distance from the galactic plane relation for single (left
panel) and binary stars (right panel) with density contours marking 25, 50 and 75
% of objects.
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Figure 8.4: Upper panel: distance and galactic latitude relation color coded with
metalicity for single (left) and binary stars (right). Middle panel: distance and
galactic latitude relation color coded with temperatures for single (left) and binary
stars (right). Lower panel: distance and galactic latitude relation color coded with
maximum RV variability for single (left) and binary stars (right).
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Figure 8.5: Left panel: An example of the stellar motion in the z-direction, up and
down from the galactic plane. The change of the zmax, distance from the galactic
plane, is calculated for the object J104302.5-131429 during the next 300 Myr.
Right panel: 3D motion of the same object.
atures of around 4000 - 4500 K makes up a majority of objects on the distances
greater than 1 kpc. Considering that Rave survey is a magnitude limited survey,
outermost observed objects are red giants with mentioned temperatures, and most
of the binary candidates is found among these objects. Lower panel in the Fig-
ure 8.4 shows RV variability for single and binary stars. It is expected that RV
variability for single stars is around 0. On the right panel for binary stars we can
distinguish two groups. Main sequence objects with temperatures ∼ 5500-6000
K and maximum radial variability greater than 10 km s−1 on the distances up to
1 kpc. Further objects, red giant stars, are more massive, their orbital periods are
longer, and maximum RVs are up to 5 km s−1.
8.1 Characteristics of the galactic orbits of the sin-
gle and binary stars
Except for a longer time span and more re-observations of the same object, Gaia
satellite provided us with very precise 6D phase - space coordinates of objects.
The very precise measurements of the parallax (σω/ω ≤ 20%) (Katz et al. 2018)
and velocity (precision of the Gaia RVs is 1.4 and 3.7 km s−1) enable us to in-
vestigate galactic orbits of single and binary stars. Using that data, we are able to
create the first catalog of binary star candidates with their precise position.
The accurate measurements of galactic positions obtained with the Gaia sur-
vey, and astrometric mesurements allow us to make some calculations on galacti-
cal orbits. Like in all spiral galaxies, stars move around the center of the Galaxy.
The Sun is at the distance of 8 kpc from the center of the Galaxy and it moves with
an orbital speed of approximately 220 km s−1 around center and it takes about 230
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million years to make one revolution. Stars in the Galaxy do not only orbit in a cir-
cular orbit, but also wobble up and down from the plane. This is a consequence of
the fact that Galactic potential is not central, as is the case within our Solar system,
but has a substantial contribution from matter which is very close to the Galactic
plane. An example of such motion is shown in the Figure 8.5. From the 3-D
position, proper motion and radial velocity of an object, using galpy procedure,
we can calculate maximum distance, zmax, from the galactic plane, minimum and
maximum radii of orbit. We can compare these values for single stars and binary
candidates. Histogram of the zmax for single and binary candidates is shown on
the Figure 8.6. Both single and binary candidates have maximum of zmax around
0.25 kpc, but the percentage of the single stars is higher for lower values of zmax.
In order to describe the shape of the galactic orbit we introduce two new pa-
rameters, the guiding radius:
RG =
Rmin + Rmax
2
(8.1)
and flattening of the orbit, defined as:
f =
Rmax − Rmin
Rmin + Rmax
(8.2)
where Rmin and Rmax are minimum and maximum distances from the center of
the Galaxy. If we compare values of guiding radii for single and binary stars, it
is around 8 kpc for both of them, but for single stars it is about 0.2 kpc greater
(Figure 8.8) than for binary candidates. So if we put this together, galactic orbits
of the binary stars have statistically shorter radii around galactic center than single
stars, but higher zmax from the galactic plane. Flattening of the orbits shows no
significant difference for single and binary stars.
The Tycho-Gaia Astrometric Solution (TGAS) obtained precise measurements
of position and G magnitude. Figure 8.9. shows the maximum distance from the
galactic plane (zmax) as the function of absolute G magnitude for single stars on
the left panel, and for binary stars on the right panel. The asymmetric shape of
the density contours marking 25, 50 and 75 % of objects (orange lines) reveal
that binaries have lower magnitudes and are scattered to longer distances from the
galactic plane.
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Figure 8.6: Histogram of maximum distance from the galactic plane that star
reaches, zmax, for single and binary stars. Although the shape of the distribution is
similar, single stars have slightly lower values of the zmax.
Figure 8.7: Histograms of guiding radii for single and binary star. It is noticeable
that binary stars tend to have shorter guiding radii than population of the single
stars.
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Figure 8.8: The flattening of the galactic orbit is defined as ratio (Rmax - Rmin) /
(Rmax + Rmin). It does not show any evident difference for these two groups of the
stars.
Figure 8.9: The maximum distance from the galactic plane (zmax) as the func-
tion of absolute G magnitude for single (left panel) and binary stars (right panel).
Orange lines are density contours marking 25, 50 and 75 % of objects.
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Conclusion
Final Rave DR6 presents results of observations of 451,788 stars. It reports values
of their radial velocity and atmospheric parameters determined after a 10-year
observing campaign. Out of the 451,788 stars, only 47,360 of them, or 9,1 %
have repeated measurements. These stars were analysed here in order to check if
they are candidates for binary stars.
Using LLE morphological classification of the Rave spectra, only stars whose
spectra were flagged as normal single stars were selected. Also, all spectra with
SNR < 20 were discarded. These selections cleaned our sample, and narrowed the
number of targets from 47,360 to the 37,661, which is still large enough to make
statistics for the SB1 candidates.
Using the probability function described in Matijevič et al. (2011) from 37,661
star with repeated observations, 3838 single lined spectroscopic binary candidates
were identified. This almost triples the number of candidates known so far in
the Rave data set and corresponds to ∼ 10 % of the all normal stars observed
multiple times by Rave. Most of the primary stars of these systems belong to
main-sequence dwarfs with temperatures around 6000 K and masses around 1 -
1.2 M,and red giant stars with temperatures 4500 - 5000 K and masses larger than
1.5 M. It can be noted that metallicity of binaries is slightly lower in comparison
with the total Rave population. Secondary star contributes only a small fraction of
the total light from a SB1 candidate. Still, spectral lines in the combined spectrum
are somewhat shallower, so this may be the reason why SB1 candidates appear to
be more metal poor than the general Rave population.
Masses of the main sequence primary stars can be derived from their spectro-
scopically determined effective temperature and its assumed position on the main
sequence. Out of 3838 SB1 candidates, 406 stars are main sequence sub dwarfs
with at least 4 measurements of RVs. These stars were picked for further analysis
of SB1 candidates. For most of the objects, Rave provided us with only few re-
peated observations of the same object, only minority of objects have up to 13 re-
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observations. Still, it is possible to make estimation on orbital parameters. A grid
of orbital parameters was built following constraints by Raghavan et al. (2010).
With the comparison of measured velocities with calculated ones at the same time
spans, we found best values of parameters from the grid. The results are reported
for orbital period, mass ratio, eccentricity and system velocity. Being limited by
the time span between re-observations, results showed that most systems have an
orbital period shorter than one year, and only few of them have orbital periods of
around three years. Stars for this calculation were divided in four groups accord-
ing to their derivative of RV measurement. The purpose of these groups was to
put some limits on possible values for periods. Time span of RV measurements of
the stars in the group with at least three changes of derivative is obviously longer
than a single orbital period time. This way, we wanted to check if the dispersion
around estimated period depends on constraints on orbital period. It was con-
firmed that the dispersion around median value of period is around 0.5 of period
values for more than 50 % of objects, and more than 80 % of objects have disper-
sion around median value smaller than the most probable value of period. Besides
orbital period, this method obtained values of eccentricity, mass ratio and system
velocity. Considering that the number of orbital parameters is similar or larger
that the number of re-observations, we could not calculate precise values of or-
bital parameters, but only estimate and put some limits on their values. Values of
other orbital elements: inclination, longitude of the periastron and initial orbital
phase depend strongly on uncertainties of other parameters. Therefore, their val-
ues were not reported in this work. The results showed that discussed systems are
detached binaries with Solar like masses. Time span between the first and the last
measurement allows to detect binaries with orbital periods up to a few years, but
most of the discovered systems have orbital periods of few months and separations
between components smaller than 1 AU.
This method was evaluated using data from The Ninth Catalogue of Spectro-
scopic Binary (S B9) by Pourbaix et al. (2004). We selected the counterpart dwarf
stars for the Rave candidates, matching the effective temperature. With known
orbital parameters from the catalogue, we calculated radial velocities at the same
time-offsets as in the actual Rave observations. The results of this test showed that
periods for the 50 % of objects are calculated within 40 % of dispersion around
its true value, while 90 % of objects have periods determined within a factor of
2. Considering that our objects have only a handful of RV measurements, these
results are acceptable. But we noted that derived period values tend to be overes-
timated for the short period binaries from the S B9 catalogue, and underestimated
for the longer period binaries. Additionally, we checked if there is any relation
between period accuracy and temperature of the primary star or the number of
the re-observations. Both of these checks have shown that these quantities are
unrelated.
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Although our sample of SB1 candidates includes stars morphologically clas-
sified as normal single stars, at least in some cases one could hope to identify a
contribution of the secondary component to the total light of the system. Boxiness
and asymmetry were introduced to describe shapes of the most prominent spectral
lines in the Rave spectra, Calcium triplet lines. (λ λ = 8498, 8542, 8662 Å) The
advantage of this choice is that spectra of objects with various temperatures in the
range from 3500 - 8000 K have strong Calcium triplet lines. On the other hand,
these lines are wide and it is hard to resolve two spectral sets, unless RVs of both
components differ enough. Visual inspection of spectra with unusual values of
boxiness and asymmetry of Calcium triplet lines yielded 8 SB2 candidate stars.
A visual inspection of their spectra revealed some compelling cases with a mass
ratio around 0.8. We also checked the magnitude of the single stars, single and
double lined binary candidates and noted that both SB1 and SB2 candidates tend
to be 0.2 magnitudes brighter then their single-star counterparts. This is consistent
with a contribution of light from a secondary component.
The Gaia survey started its observations after the Rave observations were al-
ready concluded. The crossmatch of these two surveys contains 450,646 stars.
The benefit of the combined data set of the Rave and the Gaia surveys is not only
the additional RV measurement of the objects, but also a larger time-span of to 12
years and with a median of 7 years. This will be of special importance when fu-
ture Gaia DR will be published. So far, Gaia published only median values of RV
measurements for the stars with non variable values of RV. Having the additional
RV measurement, re-analysis of combined datasets allowed us to identify 27,716
stars as single lined binary candidates, which presents an order of magnitude in-
crease over Rave only study.
Orbital and physical properties of these systems are similar to the ones from
the Rave-only dataset, but an accurate knowledge of their spatial-position and
velocity vectors provided by Gaia DR2 allows calculation of their Galactic orbits
and further characterization of their physical parameters.
This study of SB1 binaries resulted in a binary star catalogue with 27,716 en-
tries when Rave and Gaia datasets are put together. We calculated masses for 406
main sequence primaries from the RAVE survey data only, and obtained estima-
tion of their orbital parameters. This study can be of a great interest for Gaia DR
3, because it points out which stars have variable RVs. This is so far the most
extensive catalogue of SB1 binaries. Future Gaia data releases will contain mul-
tiple RV measurements of these stars and we can expect that for majority of these
systems it will be possible to derive orbital parameters.
In the agreement with other missions, we showed that percentage of binary
stars is higher among red giant stars (79 %) than among main sequence stars (21
%). Also, the percentage of binaries changes with the respect to temperature, it is
higher for hotter main sequence stars.
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Using precise measurements of the Gaia positions, proper motions and par-
allaxes, we studied the galactic orbits of single and SB1 stars. Galactic orbits of
binary stars are somewhat closer to the center of the Galaxy as ones of single stars,
but they go further from the galactic plane.
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Appendix A
Appendix A contain full table of the estimated values of mass of the primary
star (M1), mass ratio (q), orbital period (P) in days, eccentricity (e), and system
velocity (γ) in km s−1, with lower and upper quartile limits, for main sequence
single lined binary candidates in the Rave survey.
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Object M1/M q P e γ
J143128.8-292205 1.17 0.35 +0.25
−0.1 139
+166
−74 0.65
+0.1
−0.15 0
+0
−1
J101329.8-200252 0.98 0.5 +0.25
−0.15 477
+300
−172 0.3
+0.2
−0.2 0
+0
−1
J101211.5-200052 1.05 0.25 +0.15
−0.1 272
+205
−128 0.7
+0.1
−0.15 50
+1
−1
J162232.0-063353 1.27 0.15 +0.1
−0.05 134
+27
−19 0.55
+0.15
−0.2 -7
+0
−1
J100305.0-111032 1.05 0.3 +0.15
−0.2 149
+294
−46 0.65
+0.1
−0.2 -3
+1
−1
J143206.2-302751 0.97 0.25 +0.25
−0.1 837
+335
−360 0.6
+0.15
−0.2 30
+1
−1
J093202.1-083428 1.05 0.2 +0.15
−0.05 534
+160
−262 0.35
+0.2
−0.2 30
+1
−0
J093337.4-050533 1.27 0.6 +0.2
−0.25 972
+669
−195 0.65
+0.15
−0.4 31
+1
−2
J101058.6-203819 0.78 0.25 +0.15
−0.1 124
+56
−21 0.65
+0.1
−0.1 -30
+0
−1
J160517.4-505041 1.51 0.3 +0.15
−0.15 262
+105
−128 0.25
+0.25
−0.15 -22
+2
−1
J160531.1-494755 1.1 0.45 +0.2
−0.05 70
+124
−47 0.45
+0.2
−0.25 19
+3
−5
J155637.1-510920 1.1 0.5 +0.15
−0.15 144
+109
−117 0.4
+0.2
−0.2 -1
+2
−2
J161146.9-470551 1.0 0.6 +0.2
−0.2 253
+143
−44 0.35
+0.25
−0.25 -19
+1
−2
J093054.8-104939 1.45 0.2 +0.15
−0.1 124
+391
−29 0.6
+0.15
−0.25 3
+1
−1
J092855.2-092153 1.29 0.2 +0.15
−0.05 209
+411
−75 0.55
+0.2
−0.25 14
+0
−1
J094238.9-080709 0.95 0.25 +0.1
−0.1 139
+10
−69 0.4
+0.2
−0.25 25
+0
−1
J022802.0-385302 1.0 0.3 +0.15
−0.15 806
+282
−112 0.35
+0.25
−0.25 31
+1
−0
J100703.8-140411 1.1 0.25 +0.15
−0.05 234
+38
−54 0.2
+0.25
−0.2 9
+1
−0
J101545.7-125356 1.16 0.25 +0.1
−0.1 139
+55
−47 0.55
+0.15
−0.2 14
+2
−0
J131320.0-335830 1.03 0.8 +0.0
−0.2 27
+416
−21 0.1
+0.45
−0.1 40
+8
−4
J131020.0-350648 1.07 0.8 +0.0
−0.1 354
+89
−266 0.15
+0.45
−0.15 36
+3
−2
J113429.2-322757 1.05 0.8 +0.0
−0.15 460
+317
−132 0.2
+0.35
−0.2 2
+2
−1
J113256.6-322132 0.98 0.75 +0.05
−0.25 305
+155
−71 0.15
+0.25
−0.1 34
+1
−2
J115125.6-310223 0.97 0.4 +0.25
−0.2 341
+174
−139 0.5
+0.15
−0.3 -12
+1
−2
J130540.5-255725 1.11 0.15 +0.15
−0.05 115
+24
−27 0.6
+0.15
−0.35 -13
+0
−1
J120125.4-194015 1.1 0.3 +0.1
−0.15 209
+132
−106 0.55
+0.15
−0.3 -3
+1
−1
J120240.8-193836 1.1 0.15 +0.1
−0.05 293
+61
−144 0.25
+0.3
−0.2 -11
+1
−1
J134558.0-062711 1.1 0.35 +0.25
−0.1 748
+188
−54 0.45
+0.25
−0.4 -12
+0
−1
J161419.0-100301 1.19 0.55 +0.25
−0.15 972
+495
−512 0.45
+0.2
−0.3 -35
+0
−1
J092606.1-093825 1.17 0.3 +0.15
−0.15 111
+332
−12 0.45
+0.2
−0.3 9
+1
−1
J093830.8-071543 1.03 0.2 +0.15
−0.05 161
+65
−42 0.2
+0.25
−0.2 17
+1
−1
J093551.5-171019 0.95 0.15 +0.15
−0.05 107
+8
−19 0.5
+0.15
−0.35 46
+1
−0
J114223.1-250660 1.12 0.45 +0.0
−0.3 30
+232
−29 0.0
+0.3
−0.0 24
+3
−2
J132111.9-244536 0.98 0.4 +0.25
−0.15 748
+381
−193 0.3
+0.25
−0.25 -2
+1
−1
J143601.2-205516 1.1 0.2 +0.15
−0.1 144
+50
−37 0.55
+0.15
−0.5 -32
+1
−1
J160417.1-134610 1.4 0.6 +0.15
−0.25 187
+194
−68 0.5
+0.2
−0.45 -10
+4
−1
J114037.8-260605 1.3 0.1 +0.25
−0.0 134
+171
−31 0.65
+0.1
−0.35 50
+1
−1
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J114053.8-265556 0.85 0.35 +0.1
−0.25 272
+283
−260 0.05
+0.5
−0.05 34
+2
−1
J161752.0-075756 1.2 0.2 +0.15
−0.1 217
+88
−110 0.3
+0.25
−0.25 29
+1
−1
J131002.2-330249 1.22 0.7 +0.1
−0.25 427
+379
−165 0.3
+0.25
−0.2 5
+2
−2
J113847.2-282312 0.9 0.65 +0.15
−0.2 1048
+721
−637 0.2
+0.4
−0.15 10
+1
−1
J143326.6-325140 1.32 0.3 +0.15
−0.15 107
+48
−49 0.55
+0.15
−0.2 -8
+1
−1
J143153.5-311202 0.89 0.8 +0.0
−0.2 694
+278
−251 0.3
+0.3
−0.25 -52
+1
−1
J144019.7-302455 1.35 0.3 +0.1
−0.2 103
+159
−56 0.55
+0.2
−0.25 -15
+1
−1
J143846.5-301804 1.27 0.2 +0.1
−0.1 161
+82
−46 0.55
+0.1
−0.2 -17
+1
−1
J144549.3-294206 0.9 0.25 +0.25
−0.1 644
+485
−277 0.65
+0.15
−0.3 -1
+1
−1
J120432.1-203723 1.27 0.35 +0.15
−0.15 65
+84
−40 0.6
+0.15
−0.25 1
+1
−1
J090701.4-142256 1.14 0.50 +0.10
−0.30 82
+57
−14 0.4
+0.15
−0.10 2
+2
−1
J120036.5-201613 0.9 0.25 +0.15
−0.15 149
+113
−50 0.5
+0.2
−0.3 20
+1
−2
J120225.4-191723 0.97 0.35 +0.15
−0.15 253
+243
−79 0.3
+0.25
−0.25 30
+1
−2
J134933.0-081509 1.35 0.8 +0.0
−0.1 1263
+643
−361 0.35
+0.35
−0.3 1
+2
−1
J134258.2-071818 1.15 0.3 +0.15
−0.2 167
+229
−124 0.65
+0.15
−0.3 2
+2
−2
J095310.1-104037 1.2 0.3 +0.1
−0.15 134
+75
−27 0.4
+0.2
−0.25 21
+1
−2
J094951.3-101428 1.11 0.2 +0.15
−0.1 107
+17
−4 0.45
+0.2
−0.35 52
+1
−1
J095009.7-092816 1.1 0.3 +0.2
−0.15 253
+207
−104 0.4
+0.2
−0.2 20
+2
−1
J094929.5-091151 0.98 0.4 +0.15
−0.15 149
+31
−34 0.25
+0.25
−0.25 8
+1
−2
J132448.4-282736 1.0 0.7 +0.1
−0.2 869
+260
−689 0.6
+0.2
−0.3 28
+2
−1
J153340.6-103257 1.09 0.25 +0.15
−0.1 144
+65
−111 0.6
+0.1
−0.3 -2
+1
−2
J120851.0-342855 1.1 0.45 +0.15
−0.15 52
+82
−19 0.55
+0.1
−0.25 8
+2
−2
J124935.6-372432 1.4 0.5 +0.2
−0.15 226
+128
−87 0.55
+0.15
−0.35 -16
+1
−2
J142848.5-245814 1.05 0.2 +0.15
−0.05 134
+46
−27 0.55
+0.15
−0.25 -28
+0
−1
J142543.6-234359 1.2 0.3 +0.15
−0.15 111
+142
−32 0.4
+0.3
−0.3 -17
+1
−1
J142718.3-230632 1.07 0.6 +0.2
−0.25 644
+328
−495 0.4
+0.25
−0.25 -36
+1
−1
J143529.7-220052 0.97 0.4 +0.3
−0.15 806
+457
−695 0.35
+0.25
−0.3 -20
+1
−1
J143005.3-234542 1.05 0.4 +0.2
−0.15 396
+202
−170 0.3
+0.2
−0.25 8
+1
−1
J100341.8-123311 0.84 0.7 +0.1
−0.15 209
+132
−42 0.25
+0.35
−0.25 103
+1
−2
J101228.7-130232 1.1 0.35 +0.2
−0.15 272
+95
−63 0.35
+0.3
−0.3 -1
+1
−1
J115432.2-145837 1.12 0.15 +0.15
−0.05 180
+103
−36 0.4
+0.25
−0.35 -2
+1
−0
J115739.7-134420 1.09 0.35 +0.1
−0.2 139
+202
−122 0.45
+0.2
−0.4 15
+1
−2
J000611.8-680938 0.85 0.5 +0.25
−0.15 234
+94
−152 0.35
+0.3
−0.25 3
+1
−2
J153731.2-042549 1.06 0.7 +0.1
−0.2 354
+57
−167 0.2
+0.2
−0.2 -33
+1
−2
J102446.6-112547 1.1 0.45 +0.2
−0.15 139
+48
−15 0.4
+0.3
−0.35 19
+2
−1
J094855.1-104354 1.05 0.4 +0.15
−0.1 76
+31
−56 0.6
+0.1
−0.3 16
+3
−3
J142702.8-185930 1.1 0.35 +0.15
−0.15 134
+128
−104 0.4
+0.2
−0.25 -14
+1
−3
J142807.1-184052 1.05 0.25 +0.15
−0.1 1217
+46
−281 0.25
+0.35
−0.2 -42
+1
−1
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Object M1/M q P e γ
J142259.7-175726 1.0 0.6 +0.2
−0.2 902
+511
−855 0.65
+0.15
−0.35 31
+1
−2
J153821.2-115023 1.05 0.35 +0.1
−0.05 17
+78
−2 0.55
+0.15
−0.3 -36
+5
−2
J153137.3-120038 1.0 0.45 +0.2
−0.15 243
+234
−128 0.7
+0.1
−0.35 9
+2
−3
J153521.4-120055 0.9 0.35 +0.15
−0.05 115
+933
−98 0.6
+0.15
−0.25 33
+2
−3
J101833.2-215027 0.99 0.4 +0.15
−0.1 92
+37
−42 0.55
+0.15
−0.3 4
+1
−2
J101314.4-200951 1.05 0.3 +0.2
−0.1 129
+80
−5 0.45
+0.25
−0.3 27
+2
−2
J143656.5-231025 1.05 0.7 +0.1
−0.2 52
+289
−35 0.4
+0.25
−0.3 10
+3
−2
J093058.2-031241 0.96 0.45 +0.15
−0.15 85
+817
−64 0.6
+0.15
−0.3 10
+2
−3
J094048.9-031702 1.17 0.45 +0.2
−0.15 115
+138
−50 0.55
+0.15
−0.25 3
+3
−1
J094940.7-160808 1.11 0.7 +0.1
−0.2 305
+271
−213 0.3
+0.3
−0.25 3
+2
−1
J161751.3-060415 0.97 0.6 +0.15
−0.15 36
+43
−6 0.25
+0.25
−0.2 24
+2
−3
J091056.5-140450 0.96 0.35 +0.15
−0.15 103
+41
−21 0.5
+0.15
−0.25 15
+1
−2
J142745.1-295859 1.42 0.45 +0.2
−0.15 180
+125
−137 0.4
+0.25
−0.3 0
+1
−1
J120049.1-202615 1.27 0.45 +0.15
−0.1 24
+68
−10 0.2
+0.3
−0.2 0
+2
−4
J120739.9-181147 1.08 0.35 +0.15
−0.1 107
+60
−86 0.3
+0.25
−0.25 -19
+3
−2
J092253.4-073813 1.27 0.25 +0.2
−0.15 155
+117
−90 0.1
+0.45
−0.1 10
+1
−2
J091819.0-044217 0.98 0.3 +0.1
−0.15 92
+52
−61 0.55
+0.15
−0.3 0
+2
−0
J092706.5-051851 1.12 0.5 +0.25
−0.15 39
+34
−20 0.5
+0.2
−0.4 13
+3
−3
J142310.6-265444 0.94 0.3 +0.15
−0.1 124
+129
−88 0.2
+0.3
−0.2 20
+2
−1
J095539.8-095017 1.05 0.3 +0.2
−0.1 111
+151
−35 0.2
+0.35
−0.2 44
+1
−2
J100304.3-102140 1.17 0.25 +0.15
−0.15 103
+131
−24 0.25
+0.3
−0.2 -13
+2
−2
J095936.8-110405 1.12 0.4 +0.15
−0.1 76
+43
−43 0.5
+0.15
−0.35 18
+4
−2
J115256.0-161542 0.98 0.4 +0.15
−0.2 134
+171
−84 0.2
+0.4
−0.2 -1
+1
−2
J161301.0-130342 1.19 0.35 +0.15
−0.2 902
+315
−384 0.60
+0.15
−0.25 -2
+1
−2
J133253.8-190256 1.05 0.7 +0.1
−0.2 42
+102
−27 0.65
+0.1
−0.6 -24
+4
−2
J123005.0-101042 1.15 0.5 +0.2
−0.15 32
+117
−17 0.25
+0.25
−0.2 -7
+3
−4
J123119.0-094746 1.0 0.4 +0.15
−0.15 103
+52
−89 0.25
+0.3
−0.25 16
+2
−3
J160925.6-072507 1.0 0.6 +0.2
−0.2 24
+4
−12 0.1
+0.35
−0.1 4
+2
−4
J161405.5-115133 1.27 0.35 +0.15
−0.15 65
+42
−31 0.5
+0.15
−0.35 -34
+1
−3
J000451.1-532059 0.95 0.4 +0.15
−0.15 111
+91
−97 0.55
+0.15
−0.3 0
+1
−1
J120926.8-175120 0.85 0.5 +0.2
−0.15 354
+423
−306 0.55
+0.2
−0.3 -4
+2
−1
J133818.3-064754 1.1 0.6 +0.2
−0.15 61
+0
−37 0.3
+0.25
−0.2 -18
+3
−5
J133218.0-063413 0.97 0.7 +0.1
−0.2 22
+12
−9 0.2
+0.25
−0.2 -11
+4
−3
J130300.6-201050 1.1 0.4 +0.25
−0.2 411
+233
−168 0.4
+0.2
−0.25 12
+2
−1
J151229.9-140347 0.95 0.75 +0.05
−0.25 902
+146
−368 0.3
+0.25
−0.25 -29
+1
−1
J161631.9-075137 1.38 0.4 +0.15
−0.1 50
+212
−20 0.3
+0.25
−0.2 36
+3
−2
J001759.2-672946 1.09 0.65 +0.15
−0.15 111
+205
−55 0.3
+0.25
−0.3 21
+0
−1
J093345.0-074203 1.3 0.3 +0.1
−0.15 115
+87
−45 0.6
+0.15
−0.3 -3
+2
−1
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Object M1/M q P e γ
J113851.5-284049 1.09 0.65 +0.15
−0.15 25
+25
−13 0.2
+0.4
−0.2 -4
+3
−3
J130342.0-250456 1.11 0.3 +0.1
−0.1 134
+21
−31 0.1
+0.3
−0.1 -16
+0
−1
J161334.5-151305 0.9 0.8 +0.0
−0.0 2
+10
−1 0.0
+0.1
−0.0 38
+6
−5
J092400.9-075222 1.0 0.75 +0.05
−0.15 316
+127
−107 0.25
+0.3
−0.2 -10
+1
−1
J144308.2-240346 1.11 0.35 +0.1
−0.05 50
+20
−27 0.55
+0.15
−0.25 -25
+2
−2
J113523.7-243414 1.09 0.65 +0.15
−0.15 28
+45
−15 0.05
+0.6
−0.05 0
+2
−1
J161122.8-122618 1.1 0.6 +0.2
−0.15 40
+67
−27 0.5
+0.2
−0.25 -25
+3
−2
J003118.8-701934 1.07 0.65 +0.15
−0.15 111
+182
−43 0.25
+0.3
−0.2 -5
+2
−2
J112628.2-251735 1.0 0.45 +0.1
−0.15 45
+84
−18 0.15
+0.4
−0.15 9
+1
−1
J113607.6-242918 1.02 0.4 +0.1
−0.1 70
+74
−39 0.25
+0.35
−0.25 17
+1
−1
J022810.9-393818 1.27 0.45 +0.15
−0.15 243
+929
−196 0.35
+0.3
−0.25 19
+1
−2
J094615.1-042123 1.05 0.4 +0.1
−0.1 56
+88
−31 0.4
+0.25
−0.3 22
+2
−1
J120938.6-185603 1.38 0.45 +0.1
−0.15 61
+73
−30 0.6
+0.15
−0.25 19
+3
−2
J100235.9-093818 1.27 0.8 +0.0
−0.1 253
+128
−129 0.5
+0.15
−0.4 -29
+1
−2
J125113.4-202156 1.6 0.4 +0.15
−0.1 56
+47
−26 0.55
+0.15
−0.25 -17
+2
−2
J121104.5-354818 1.27 0.45 +0.1
−0.1 61
+68
−42 0.25
+0.35
−0.25 21
+2
−2
J161349.6-015939 1.0 0.35 +0.15
−0.05 31
+11
−12 0.45
+0.25
−0.35 -6
+3
−3
J100135.1-124820 1.11 0.45 +0.2
−0.1 243
+73
−63 0.2
+0.25
−0.2 1
+1
−1
J101454.5-132800 1.24 0.75 +0.05
−0.2 16
+8
−7 0.1
+0.45
−0.1 18
+4
−3
J151213.2-150750 1.12 0.8 +0.0
−0.15 18
+2
−13 0.05
+0.25
−0.05 -12
+3
−3
J154304.9-122933 1.4 0.8 +0.0
−0.15 76
+48
−59 0.25
+0.35
−0.25 8
+4
−2
J124800.2-350050 0.95 0.6 +0.15
−0.15 34
+20
−17 0.25
+0.35
−0.25 -24
+2
−3
J093143.4-045341 1.0 0.8 +0.0
−0.15 3
+29
−1 0.0
+0.1
−0.0 -7
+4
−3
J094700.7-153924 0.9 0.65 +0.15
−0.15 19
+7
−12 0.2
+0.4
−0.2 -34
+4
−3
J113845.5-245832 1.15 0.65 +0.15
−0.1 26
+141
−21 0.0
+0.55
−0.0 13
+4
−2
J120354.5-163618 0.9 0.65 +0.15
−0.15 19
+23
−8 0.1
+0.3
−0.1 28
+2
−4
J121915.0-285324 1.65 0.45 +0.2
−0.05 15
+9
−11 0.05
+0.2
−0.05 12
+6
−4
J153741.4-132520 1.1 0.65 +0.15
−0.15 23
+13
−8 0.1
+0.35
−0.1 6
+1
−3
J154029.7-125856 0.8 0.65 +0.15
−0.15 42
+50
−23 0.4
+0.25
−0.35 -36
+2
−2
J133236.3-085140 1.27 0.7 +0.1
−0.1 14
+25
−11 0.15
+0.5
−0.15 -7
+5
−5
J160741.3-004309 1.15 0.75 +0.05
−0.15 7
+17
−5 0.05
+0.2
−0.05 -48
+3
−3
J093417.9-110210 1.05 0.45 +0.15
−0.15 88
+27
−32 0.15
+0.2
−0.15 34
+1
−1
J131932.6-240719 1.25 0.35 +0.1
−0.05 70
+41
−9 0.15
+0.3
−0.15 10
+1
−2
J120937.6-173437 1.19 0.45 +0.2
−0.15 144
+5
−25 0.25
+0.25
−0.25 9
+1
−2
J153114.5-052758 1.22 0.75 +0.05
−0.15 82
+47
−48 0.2
+0.25
−0.2 -22
+1
−3
J101558.0-200649 0.95 0.75 +0.05
−0.15 26
+8
−9 0.15
+0.25
−0.15 18
+3
−1
J021532.1-363260 1.2 0.65 +0.15
−0.15 48
+15
−29 0.15
+0.3
−0.15 39
+3
−2
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Object M1/M q P e γ
J094547.4-151350 1.07 0.45 +0.15
−0.05 7
+9
−3 0.0
+0.1
−0.0 30
+5
−2
J142501.1-290222 1.3 0.8 +0.0
−0.15 4
+4
−2 0.0
+0.05
−0.0 -26
+3
−3
J000936.3-514413 1.35 0.5 +0.15
−0.2 174
+180
−150 0.4
+0.25
−0.25 2
+1
−2
J001049.0-683250 1.61 0.45 +0.15
−0.1 20
+5
−9 0.0
+0.15
−0.0 13
+1
−3
J021242.1-382454 0.85 0.6 +0.15
−0.1 42
+28
−34 0.1
+0.45
−0.1 15
+4
−3
J022133.4-360330 1.2 0.7 +0.1
−0.15 40
+39
−15 0.2
+0.3
−0.2 -1
+2
−2
J022830.9-361205 1.05 0.7 +0.1
−0.2 88
+279
−45 0.2
+0.3
−0.2 15
+3
−2
J064453.1-445307 0.87 0.5 +0.2
−0.15 293
+150
−182 0.2
+0.25
−0.2 -15
+1
−2
J065157.9-431728 0.85 0.65 +0.15
−0.15 47
+56
−30 0.25
+0.4
−0.25 52
+2
−2
J071105.3-493907 0.75 0.45 +0.15
−0.15 107
+48
−67 0.55
+0.15
−0.35 20
+2
−1
J071501.1-522850 0.8 0.45 +0.15
−0.2 155
+128
−52 0.3
+0.3
−0.25 -10
+2
−0
J080404.4-472620 1.2 0.65 +0.15
−0.2 20
+206
−5 0.25
+0.25
−0.2 124
+4
−2
J083451.0-062658 0.9 0.45 +0.2
−0.2 149
+205
−67 0.55
+0.15
−0.3 34
+2
−1
J090841.1-244411 1.19 0.4 +0.15
−0.1 65
+59
−50 0.25
+0.3
−0.25 23
+3
−2
J091056.4-140450 0.95 0.3 +0.15
−0.15 103
+46
−21 0.45
+0.15
−0.25 14
+2
−1
J091824.1-055252 1.61 0.75 +0.05
−0.2 17
+3
−14 0.1
+0.3
−0.1 -2
+4
−6
J092152.6-033306 1.35 0.7 +0.1
−0.15 15
+13
−5 0.05
+0.45
−0.05 27
+4
−5
J092200.1-201607 1.02 0.55 +0.25
−0.2 1048
+313
−354 0.2
+0.3
−0.15 25
+2
−1
J092357.9-071542 1.3 0.5 +0.25
−0.1 19
+20
−6 0.2
+0.35
−0.2 24
+4
−6
J092457.1-170716 0.81 0.35 +0.15
−0.15 107
+146
−90 0.6
+0.1
−0.2 50
+2
−3
J092642.2-220603 0.9 0.25 +0.2
−0.1 226
+155
−77 0.3
+0.25
−0.3 14
+1
−1
J092642.7-100452 1.0 0.15 +0.15
−0.05 253
+174
−150 0.65
+0.1
−0.2 -13
+1
−1
J092753.2-015527 1.02 0.45 +0.15
−0.15 111
+791
−72 0.65
+0.15
−0.35 13
+2
−2
J092842.9-082724 0.75 0.15 +0.15
−0.05 119
+61
−4 0.65
+0.1
−0.4 -11
+0
−1
J093046.4-044710 0.95 0.4 +0.2
−0.1 88
+19
−32 0.25
+0.4
−0.25 19
+2
−1
J093106.1-021003 1.02 0.45 +0.15
−0.15 155
+1108
−116 0.4
+0.3
−0.3 26
+3
−1
J093235.6-054139 1.59 0.3 +0.1
−0.15 70
+64
−34 0.55
+0.15
−0.4 -2
+1
−1
J093251.1-073245 0.9 0.2 +0.1
−0.1 111
+44
−48 0.45
+0.25
−0.4 31
+1
−0
J093338.7-100412 1.2 0.5 +0.15
−0.15 36
+14
−14 0.6
+0.15
−0.35 -3
+3
−2
J093408.2-161738 0.97 0.75 +0.05
−0.15 25
+12
−6 0.2
+0.35
−0.2 34
+3
−4
J093410.4-162625 1.25 0.6 +0.2
−0.2 1172
+295
−955 0.3
+0.3
−0.25 4
+1
−2
J093528.1-111506 0.9 0.35 +0.15
−0.1 107
+110
−44 0.5
+0.2
−0.35 8
+2
−1
J093532.9-163801 1.07 0.45 +0.25
−0.1 30
+13
−4 0.05
+0.2
−0.05 12
+2
−1
J093608.1-051122 0.97 0.55 +0.25
−0.1 669
+200
−502 0.35
+0.3
−0.35 31
+1
−1
J093850.8-073019 1.05 0.65 +0.15
−0.2 644
+404
−576 0.3
+0.35
−0.25 20
+2
−2
J093943.9-045658 0.95 0.45 +0.2
−0.1 17
+5
−3 0.15
+0.35
−0.15 24
+4
−5
J094030.6-084654 1.27 0.3 +0.25
−0.15 396
+64
−42 0.25
+0.25
−0.2 -12
+1
−1
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Object M1/M q P e γ
J095404.4-081312 1.19 0.45 +0.2
−0.1 15
+11
−9 0.05
+0.2
−0.05 36
+2
−3
J095515.2-074115 1.0 0.15 +0.2
−0.05 111
+18
−19 0.4
+0.2
−0.35 120
+1
−1
J095525.3-115120 1.0 0.45 +0.15
−0.1 33
+23
−0 0.15
+0.2
−0.15 39
+3
−2
J095539.9-095017 1.07 0.25 +0.15
−0.1 124
+56
−21 0.45
+0.2
−0.3 47
+1
−2
J095717.3-092542 1.05 0.2 +0.25
−0.05 174
+28
−55 0.25
+0.4
−0.2 0
+0
−1
J095919.4-175620 1.05 0.4 +0.25
−0.15 115
+168
−61 0.65
+0.1
−0.2 43
+2
−2
J095936.9-110405 1.02 0.4 +0.15
−0.15 95
+29
−56 0.5
+0.15
−0.25 19
+1
−2
J100107.4-073659 0.8 0.65 +0.15
−0.25 460
+512
−207 0.55
+0.15
−0.35 45
+1
−2
J100124.3-110012 1.27 0.2 +0.15
−0.1 107
+27
−22 0.65
+0.1
−0.2 21
+1
−1
J100130.9-112035 1.07 0.25 +0.2
−0.1 144
+11
−15 0.15
+0.2
−0.15 -2
+0
−1
J100304.4-102139 1.1 0.15 +0.2
−0.05 115
+65
−33 0.6
+0.15
−0.3 -12
+1
−1
J100317.3-114453 0.81 0.8 +0.0
−0.25 460
+476
−321 0.55
+0.25
−0.35 62
+2
−2
J100335.6-105915 1.02 0.25 +0.2
−0.15 1129
+777
−876 0.75
+0.15
−0.25 47
+1
−2
J100344.4-082419 0.75 0.4 +0.15
−0.15 103
+16
−18 0.25
+0.25
−0.2 19
+1
−3
J100359.9-195411 1.19 0.4 +0.25
−0.2 620
+597
−253 0.65
+0.15
−0.35 -5
+2
−2
J100423.8-181720 0.97 0.8 +0.0
−0.05 443
+305
−150 0.25
+0.4
−0.25 35
+2
−2
J100442.9-132343 0.95 0.35 +0.25
−0.15 367
+188
−84 0.2
+0.3
−0.2 7
+2
−0
J100539.6-170512 0.95 0.7 +0.1
−0.15 45
+9
−32 0.2
+0.45
−0.2 5
+4
−3
J100612.3-082330 1.2 0.15 +0.05
−0.05 115
+4
−8 0.2
+0.35
−0.2 0
+0
−1
J100633.7-192542 0.95 0.3 +0.2
−0.15 107
+54
−55 0.6
+0.2
−0.4 8
+2
−3
J101058.0-195725 0.97 0.6 +0.2
−0.25 217
+179
−62 0.3
+0.3
−0.2 12
+2
−1
J101058.6-203820 0.9 0.2 +0.15
−0.1 149
+60
−20 0.45
+0.15
−0.3 -31
+0
−1
J101136.7-220141 0.87 0.45 +0.2
−0.05 19
+33
−6 0.4
+0.25
−0.35 14
+3
−3
J101207.8-202906 1.25 0.2 +0.15
−0.1 139
+55
−60 0.65
+0.15
−0.1 3
+0
−1
J101329.7-200252 1.27 0.55 +0.25
−0.2 837
+474
−565 0.65
+0.15
−0.25 0
+1
−2
J102006.4-124201 0.9 0.45 +0.2
−0.15 73
+6
−42 0.4
+0.25
−0.3 -15
+2
−2
J102019.6-130050 1.27 0.15 +0.2
−0.05 124
+15
−21 0.6
+0.15
−0.25 -14
+2
−1
J102023.6-122359 0.81 0.8 +0.0
−0.2 316
+199
−209 0.3
+0.3
−0.25 37
+3
−1
J102603.6-214842 0.75 0.6 +0.2
−0.15 34
+27
−20 0.1
+0.25
−0.1 25
+2
−1
J102652.2-135244 1.25 0.7 +0.1
−0.2 70
+407
−53 0.3
+0.35
−0.25 -9
+2
−3
J104405.8-271919 0.9 0.5 +0.15
−0.15 129
+124
−87 0.3
+0.3
−0.25 5
+1
−1
J104935.6-032258 1.32 0.75 +0.05
−0.15 3
+13
−2 0.0
+0.1
−0.0 -16
+4
−1
J112351.6-253052 1.55 0.55 +0.2
−0.1 27
+20
−14 0.1
+0.55
−0.1 -6
+2
−2
J112503.5-261251 1.4 0.65 +0.15
−0.2 25
+20
−12 0.1
+0.45
−0.1 15
+2
−2
J112535.1-182348 1.07 0.6 +0.2
−0.15 47
+179
−22 0.3
+0.4
−0.3 32
+1
−2
J112626.5-264858 0.55 0.7 +0.1
−0.15 9
+14
−7 0.0
+0.55
−0.0 4
+4
−2
J112627.9-245818 0.7 0.15 +0.1
−0.05 139
+35
−15 0.65
+0.1
−0.5 1
+1
−1
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J112647.0-244954 0.75 0.75 +0.05
−0.15 13
+12
−12 0.05
+0.55
−0.05 9
+3
−4
J112653.4-252646 0.85 0.7 +0.1
−0.2 22
+21
−13 0.05
+0.6
−0.05 19
+4
−2
J112840.0-235810 0.81 0.8 +0.0
−0.1 3
+10
−2 0.0
+0.05
−0.0 9
+5
−3
J113024.1-240019 0.87 0.3 +0.1
−0.15 103
+31
−24 0.3
+0.35
−0.3 10
+2
−1
J113108.3-282045 0.45 0.2 +0.2
−0.1 103
+58
−79 0.5
+0.2
−0.3 35
+1
−1
J113113.3-274824 0.9 0.8 +0.0
−0.0 1
+3
−0 0.0
+0.05
−0.0 48
+8
−5
J113127.7-251319 1.6 0.5 +0.2
−0.15 40
+42
−19 0.25
+0.4
−0.25 15
+3
−3
J113134.6-281726 1.05 0.45 +0.2
−0.1 24
+24
−2 0.15
+0.4
−0.15 18
+1
−2
J113342.6-253426 1.05 0.45 +0.2
−0.1 42
+65
−22 0.55
+0.2
−0.3 3
+3
−2
J113428.9-313356 1.25 0.7 +0.1
−0.15 316
+127
−129 0.2
+0.4
−0.2 1
+2
−1
J113503.8-325634 1.35 0.75 +0.05
−0.2 226
+155
−194 0.6
+0.15
−0.4 92
+2
−2
J113520.3-234959 0.87 0.6 +0.15
−0.1 17
+14
−13 0.1
+0.4
−0.1 10
+4
−2
J113658.6-261036 1.56 0.45 +0.2
−0.1 43
+42
−18 0.2
+0.35
−0.2 -5
+4
−2
J113802.6-293728 1.02 0.8 +0.0
−0.15 869
+442
−249 0.25
+0.4
−0.25 5
+2
−1
J113825.6-234040 0.85 0.15 +0.1
−0.05 144
+99
−37 0.45
+0.25
−0.3 -5
+1
−0
J113910.5-311904 1.61 0.35 +0.1
−0.1 47
+97
−28 0.6
+0.15
−0.3 -5
+2
−1
J113941.5-240156 1.02 0.45 +0.1
−0.1 14
+147
−2 0.1
+0.4
−0.1 18
+5
−2
J114010.6-314708 1.25 0.35 +0.3
−0.2 354
+266
−199 0.3
+0.3
−0.25 -14
+2
−2
J114047.7-255618 1.02 0.3 +0.15
−0.2 47
+269
−46 0.15
+0.5
−0.15 4
+2
−1
J114053.7-265555 1.0 0.15 +0.1
−0.05 396
+119
−124 0.65
+0.1
−0.25 34
+1
−0
J114100.0-292028 1.32 0.75 +0.05
−0.1 12
+21
−8 0.05
+0.35
−0.05 11
+3
−4
J114155.8-235143 0.87 0.55 +0.25
−0.1 3
+10
−2 0.0
+0.2
−0.0 16
+8
−3
J115052.7-133630 1.05 0.5 +0.25
−0.15 32
+92
−17 0.45
+0.25
−0.35 4
+5
−1
J115125.5-310223 1.07 0.4 +0.35
−0.2 515
+421
−88 0.35
+0.2
−0.3 -12
+1
−1
J115256.0-161543 1.2 0.25 +0.1
−0.1 226
+79
−39 0.2
+0.2
−0.2 0
+1
−0
J115457.8-165758 1.19 0.65 +0.15
−0.2 460
+317
−155 0.3
+0.2
−0.25 -1
+1
−1
J115524.1-354551 1.1 0.45 +0.25
−0.2 555
+533
−463 0.55
+0.2
−0.3 6
+2
−2
J115718.7-155517 0.87 0.4 +0.1
−0.1 155
+288
−92 0.55
+0.15
−0.25 2
+2
−1
J115739.6-134420 1.19 0.65 +0.15
−0.25 477
+143
−268 0.25
+0.3
−0.2 21
+2
−1
J115748.6-335556 1.19 0.65 +0.15
−0.15 27
+1
−6 0.15
+0.4
−0.15 12
+2
−4
J115943.8-194658 1.07 0.4 +0.2
−0.2 174
+222
−141 0.4
+0.25
−0.25 16
+2
−2
J120049.2-202614 1.25 0.5 +0.25
−0.1 85
+449
−67 0.3
+0.3
−0.25 2
+2
−2
J120109.2-162739 0.87 0.2 +0.15
−0.1 134
+138
−27 0.6
+0.2
−0.5 -20
+0
−1
J120212.9-172502 0.7 0.8 +0.0
−0.2 16
+20
−1 0.2
+0.45
−0.2 -12
+4
−4
J120354.6-163617 0.9 0.65 +0.15
−0.15 19
+23
−10 0.05
+0.35
−0.05 29
+2
−4
J120355.3-131612 1.2 0.55 +0.2
−0.1 15
+12
−9 0.05
+0.45
−0.05 -3
+3
−3
J120457.6-192235 1.38 0.6 +0.2
−0.15 50
+53
−17 0.25
+0.35
−0.25 -3
+2
−2
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Object M1/M q P e γ
J120509.4-210354 0.97 0.35 +0.1
−0.15 107
+95
−85 0.25
+0.35
−0.25 16
+1
−2
J120619.8-355523 0.9 0.3 +0.15
−0.1 124
+20
−98 0.2
+0.35
−0.2 -16
+0
−2
J120656.1-202810 1.05 0.45 +0.15
−0.1 40
+89
−17 0.5
+0.2
−0.25 -9
+3
−3
J120937.5-173437 1.3 0.4 +0.2
−0.1 139
+10
−24 0.2
+0.3
−0.2 9
+1
−2
J120949.5-200246 1.1 0.35 +0.1
−0.15 139
+10
−15 0.25
+0.3
−0.2 23
+2
−0
J121054.5-365045 1.1 0.6 +0.2
−0.2 50
+20
−33 0.25
+0.3
−0.25 -1
+2
−3
J121540.6-212353 1.35 0.5 +0.2
−0.15 515
+83
−433 0.4
+0.3
−0.35 -15
+1
−2
J122425.7-302426 1.05 0.45 +0.15
−0.1 26
+30
−9 0.2
+0.4
−0.2 23
+3
−2
J122527.0-264838 0.9 0.3 +0.05
−0.2 88
+31
−18 0.65
+0.1
−0.25 -29
+1
−1
J122756.7-283104 0.7 0.3 +0.1
−0.2 79
+50
−18 0.6
+0.15
−0.35 103
+1
−1
J124148.2-085408 1.2 0.25 +0.2
−0.15 103
+26
−64 0.4
+0.25
−0.35 8
+0
−1
J124203.6-371217 1.19 0.75 +0.05
−0.2 82
+42
−28 0.15
+0.35
−0.15 23
+3
−3
J124400.5-062543 1.35 0.75 +0.05
−0.15 2
+2
−1 0.0
+0.05
−0.0 -36
+4
−4
J124506.1-093735 1.2 0.65 +0.15
−0.2 4
+4
−1 0.0
+0.1
−0.0 -24
+9
−8
J124629.8-095120 1.15 0.75 +0.05
−0.15 2
+6
−1 0.0
+0.05
−0.0 -16
+4
−5
J124935.6-372431 1.32 0.5 +0.2
−0.15 305
+229
−125 0.4
+0.25
−0.3 -17
+2
−2
J125437.1-374253 0.85 0.6 +0.15
−0.15 576
+326
−271 0.35
+0.3
−0.25 13
+2
−1
J125531.4-352334 1.3 0.45 +0.2
−0.15 48
+81
−17 0.5
+0.2
−0.35 41
+3
−3
J125602.3-200104 0.97 0.8 +0.0
−0.25 23
+671
−13 0.2
+0.3
−0.2 6
+5
−2
J130110.9-195341 0.95 0.75 +0.05
−0.2 21
+26
−18 0.05
+0.35
−0.05 7
+3
−3
J130145.1-250640 1.15 0.55 +0.25
−0.2 869
+544
−314 0.6
+0.2
−0.45 23
+1
−1
J130220.3-255257 0.81 0.15 +0.2
−0.05 124
+159
−42 0.7
+0.1
−0.25 -20
+0
−2
J130229.9-200739 1.07 0.75 +0.05
−0.2 155
+1108
−118 0.3
+0.2
−0.25 -21
+2
−2
J130342.0-250455 1.02 0.3 +0.15
−0.1 134
+27
−27 0.15
+0.25
−0.15 -16
+1
−1
J130344.3-255006 1.19 0.6 +0.2
−0.2 111
+23
−50 0.25
+0.25
−0.25 -26
+2
−1
J130509.2-323637 1.07 0.35 +0.2
−0.15 161
+101
−58 0.5
+0.2
−0.25 -3
+2
−1
J130745.6-210024 1.19 0.6 +0.15
−0.1 28
+83
−16 0.15
+0.3
−0.15 -11
+3
−2
J130942.5-221133 1.19 0.45 +0.15
−0.15 88
+36
−54 0.25
+0.35
−0.25 -7
+2
−2
J131019.4-332115 1.27 0.45 +0.2
−0.1 63
+76
−7 0.25
+0.3
−0.2 -5
+2
−1
J131111.6-230928 0.9 0.8 +0.0
−0.1 14
+7
−5 0.05
+0.5
−0.05 -56
+4
−4
J131527.7-251931 0.9 0.3 +0.15
−0.15 1048
+124
−652 0.7
+0.1
−0.3 8
+0
−1
J131702.8-262644 1.07 0.1 +0.0
−0.0 217
+831
−78 0.75
+0.05
−0.05 -30
+1
−0
J131734.1-285240 1.19 0.3 +0.3
−0.1 293
+484
−190 0.65
+0.1
−0.25 -4
+1
−2
J131900.6-263746 1.19 0.15 +0.15
−0.05 139
+41
−32 0.6
+0.15
−0.35 -16
+1
−0
J132057.4-254401 1.02 0.35 +0.15
−0.05 63
+98
−13 0.7
+0.1
−0.2 -14
+2
−0
J132059.9-272615 0.97 0.2 +0.1
−0.05 111
+8
−8 0.1
+0.45
−0.1 -8
+1
−0
J132154.3-063037 0.6 0.8 +0.0
−0.05 2
+11
−1 0.0
+0.65
−0.0 -18
+9
−5
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Object M1/M q P e γ
J132250.4-343526 1.05 0.75 +0.05
−0.2 460
+549
−188 0.3
+0.3
−0.25 -1
+1
−2
J132320.4-084354 1.05 0.75 +0.05
−0.05 3
+11
−2 0.05
+0.6
−0.05 -35
+8
−5
J132327.6-265810 0.81 0.35 +0.15
−0.1 70
+69
−46 0.6
+0.15
−0.25 -8
+3
−1
J132432.1-280344 1.05 0.4 +0.1
−0.1 37
+36
−20 0.6
+0.1
−0.25 -10
+3
−2
J132541.3-305058 1.05 0.15 +0.25
−0.05 103
+64
−79 0.6
+0.15
−0.4 12
+1
−1
J132638.6-270827 1.35 0.8 +0.0
−0.1 3
+21
−1 0.0
+0.1
−0.0 27
+3
−2
J132703.9-212345 1.02 0.75 +0.05
−0.1 13
+6
−10 0.1
+0.55
−0.1 -32
+5
−5
J132811.4-194859 1.3 0.75 +0.05
−0.2 4
+13
−3 0.0
+0.2
−0.0 19
+3
−5
J132815.9-273323 0.97 0.8 +0.0
−0.15 234
+226
−73 0.25
+0.35
−0.25 -14
+1
−2
J132820.3-073956 1.32 0.8 +0.0
−0.1 2
+11
−1 0.05
+0.6
−0.05 -10
+9
−7
J132853.0-191017 0.81 0.55 +0.25
−0.1 14
+59
−4 0.05
+0.3
−0.05 76
+2
−4
J132921.3-283006 1.05 0.35 +0.15
−0.15 107
+48
−59 0.6
+0.1
−0.25 4
+2
−2
J132934.2-181533 1.02 0.45 +0.2
−0.1 30
+28
−11 0.25
+0.3
−0.25 -10
+4
−3
J133153.6-092432 1.07 0.75 +0.05
−0.15 15
+6
−13 0.05
+0.5
−0.05 2
+6
−4
J133224.0-211407 0.95 0.3 +0.15
−0.2 58
+76
−37 0.45
+0.25
−0.3 -7
+2
−1
J133224.2-212649 0.97 0.25 +0.2
−0.15 119
+75
−105 0.5
+0.2
−0.3 -14
+0
−1
J133252.5-194808 1.07 0.75 +0.05
−0.15 13
+6
−8 0.0
+0.35
−0.0 30
+1
−3
J133320.9-081010 0.8 0.75 +0.05
−0.1 10
+13
−9 0.05
+0.65
−0.05 -10
+6
−4
J133345.8-091239 0.8 0.7 +0.1
−0.1 14
+25
−12 0.1
+0.4
−0.1 -20
+4
−5
J133353.2-283610 0.87 0.35 +0.15
−0.1 103
+31
−51 0.4
+0.2
−0.25 24
+1
−2
J133439.0-073620 1.1 0.8 +0.0
−0.05 2
+2
−1 0.0
+0.1
−0.0 -6
+8
−8
J134035.8-061628 1.25 0.5 +0.25
−0.15 50
+291
−30 0.3
+0.25
−0.25 -17
+4
−3
J134057.3-072104 1.2 0.5 +0.2
−0.1 15
+6
−3 0.25
+0.3
−0.2 -33
+6
−5
J134400.7-194524 1.15 0.5 +0.1
−0.15 26
+35
−13 0.3
+0.25
−0.25 -10
+2
−3
J134554.7-074738 1.3 0.4 +0.15
−0.2 149
+232
−97 0.6
+0.15
−0.35 4
+2
−2
J142050.2-291231 1.07 0.5 +0.15
−0.1 17
+19
−10 0.05
+0.2
−0.05 -22
+4
−2
J142202.3-272426 0.9 0.45 +0.15
−0.15 39
+105
−14 0.3
+0.25
−0.3 12
+2
−2
J142704.9-224316 0.81 0.4 +0.25
−0.15 217
+66
−37 0.15
+0.3
−0.15 0
+1
−0
J142737.2-204838 1.38 0.65 +0.15
−0.15 32
+2
−0 0.05
+0.2
−0.05 -17
+1
−1
J142829.8-225829 1.1 0.15 +0.1
−0.05 936
+236
−440 0.4
+0.25
−0.3 16
+1
−1
J142839.1-204460 1.35 0.7 +0.1
−0.2 17
+8
−5 0.65
+0.1
−0.35 36
+2
−3
J142907.8-294414 1.19 0.25 +0.1
−0.05 107
+8
−8 0.15
+0.2
−0.15 17
+0
−0
J142912.0-262738 1.15 0.4 +0.1
−0.2 63
+40
−43 0.25
+0.3
−0.25 -14
+2
−3
J142915.2-202119 1.27 0.6 +0.2
−0.15 32
+63
−21 0.15
+0.35
−0.15 -21
+3
−2
J143006.5-160336 0.8 0.45 +0.15
−0.15 34
+77
−15 0.4
+0.25
−0.3 13
+1
−2
J143020.7-303252 1.07 0.2 +0.15
−0.05 111
+63
−38 0.65
+0.1
−0.15 -102
+0
−1
J143101.1-295621 0.97 0.4 +0.2
−0.1 167
+187
−91 0.45
+0.2
−0.25 5
+2
−2
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J143118.3-251921 1.05 0.75 +0.05
−0.25 1088
+325
−367 0.3
+0.3
−0.25 -21
+2
−1
J143119.4-312637 1.27 0.35 +0.15
−0.1 56
+47
−25 0.6
+0.15
−0.35 1
+1
−1
J143326.6-325139 1.25 0.3 +0.15
−0.15 107
+37
−51 0.55
+0.15
−0.2 -8
+2
−1
J143735.9-200033 1.3 0.6 +0.15
−0.15 36
+43
−19 0.25
+0.35
−0.25 15
+2
−2
J143910.5-200705 1.3 0.2 +0.25
−0.1 202
+165
−139 0.4
+0.25
−0.25 -9
+1
−2
J143911.6-191451 1.35 0.8 +0.0
−0.25 52
+289
−27 0.25
+0.25
−0.2 -19
+2
−3
J144205.9-162710 0.87 0.7 +0.1
−0.15 33
+66
−14 0.1
+0.35
−0.1 32
+3
−1
J144416.9-294135 0.95 0.3 +0.25
−0.1 620
+389
−209 0.2
+0.25
−0.15 -7
+2
−0
J145026.3-305626 1.61 0.45 +0.15
−0.1 70
+15
−5 0.15
+0.25
−0.15 -6
+3
−3
J150152.8-134602 1.07 0.45 +0.25
−0.1 73
+76
−23 0.45
+0.25
−0.3 30
+1
−2
J150721.2-173643 0.9 0.8 +0.0
−0.1 669
+548
−635 0.25
+0.3
−0.2 1
+2
−1
J151008.0-183001 1.19 0.35 +0.15
−0.15 32
+112
−11 0.55
+0.15
−0.3 -11
+4
−2
J151248.5-183519 1.25 0.4 +0.1
−0.15 54
+85
−18 0.4
+0.25
−0.25 -4
+3
−1
J152740.8-052147 1.05 0.45 +0.2
−0.05 48
+646
−33 0.4
+0.25
−0.35 -34
+1
−2
J153114.5-052757 1.2 0.75 +0.05
−0.15 65
+54
−52 0.15
+0.3
−0.15 -22
+2
−2
J153144.5-073536 1.15 0.5 +0.15
−0.05 5
+8
−1 0.0
+0.15
−0.0 -26
+8
−7
J153342.8-101745 0.87 0.45 +0.25
−0.15 115
+79
−97 0.25
+0.3
−0.2 -8
+2
−3
J153423.9-033746 1.19 0.6 +0.2
−0.15 21
+35
−10 0.2
+0.4
−0.2 22
+5
−5
J153501.2-045312 0.9 0.5 +0.2
−0.15 262
+198
−242 0.25
+0.3
−0.2 20
+3
−1
J153549.9-044713 1.02 0.2 +0.2
−0.1 129
+105
−81 0.25
+0.4
−0.2 -35
+2
−1
J153660.0-091105 1.4 0.8 +0.0
−0.15 16
+1
−14 0.05
+0.25
−0.05 -4
+4
−4
J153719.0-103647 1.3 0.7 +0.1
−0.25 16
+16
−2 0.45
+0.25
−0.4 13
+3
−3
J153731.3-042549 1.07 0.35 +0.15
−0.1 180
+113
−51 0.2
+0.25
−0.15 -31
+0
−1
J153735.0-124242 1.61 0.6 +0.2
−0.15 20
+4
−2 0.1
+0.25
−0.1 -33
+2
−2
J153741.4-132519 1.25 0.6 +0.2
−0.15 33
+4
−5 0.1
+0.35
−0.1 13
+3
−1
J153851.0-070817 1.07 0.5 +0.3
−0.15 24
+19
−9 0.25
+0.25
−0.25 -44
+4
−3
J153949.1-093223 0.87 0.45 +0.15
−0.15 17
+255
−2 0.3
+0.3
−0.25 -45
+3
−4
J154029.7-125855 0.87 0.65 +0.15
−0.15 47
+92
−28 0.15
+0.4
−0.15 -36
+3
−2
J154129.4-054448 1.07 0.25 +0.1
−0.15 209
+187
−90 0.45
+0.25
−0.35 -43
+1
−1
J154421.2-054950 1.38 0.3 +0.25
−0.15 283
+194
−96 0.2
+0.25
−0.15 -13
+1
−2
J154429.1-121321 1.0 0.25 +0.2
−0.1 194
+160
−55 0.45
+0.2
−0.25 -9
+1
−0
J154439.2-053319 0.75 0.65 +0.1
−0.2 79
+615
−54 0.35
+0.3
−0.25 41
+2
−2
J155424.3-113828 1.1 0.5 +0.2
−0.15 24
+52
−3 0.15
+0.35
−0.15 -2
+3
−3
J155918.2-492159 1.27 0.35 +0.25
−0.15 161
+155
−100 0.3
+0.25
−0.2 -2
+2
−2
J160126.8-013521 1.27 0.8 +0.0
−0.0 1
+1
−0 0.0
+0.0
−0.0 -61
+4
−7
J160138.6+002944 1.1 0.35 +0.15
−0.1 39
+90
−8 0.65
+0.1
−0.2 -12
+2
−2
J160236.9-123027 1.2 0.45 +0.15
−0.1 24
+32
−19 0.05
+0.4
−0.05 6
+5
−4
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J160259.0-500046 0.8 0.45 +0.15
−0.2 139
+123
−81 0.4
+0.25
−0.25 -20
+3
−3
J160741.3+004309 1.2 0.75 +0.05
−0.15 7
+17
−5 0.0
+0.2
−0.0 -48
+4
−3
J160803.7-130011 1.25 0.15 +0.15
−0.05 283
+765
−139 0.45
+0.2
−0.3 -19
+1
−1
J160903.9-051741 1.07 0.8 +0.0
−0.2 936
+477
−829 0.6
+0.25
−0.35 2
+2
−1
J160920.5-082239 1.02 0.35 +0.3
−0.15 272
+283
−169 0.45
+0.2
−0.3 -34
+2
−2
J160925.7-072507 1.02 0.65 +0.15
−0.2 19
+5
−6 0.1
+0.25
−0.1 -1
+1
−4
J160931.8-122752 1.61 0.35 +0.3
−0.15 272
+95
−85 0.15
+0.25
−0.15 -31
+3
−1
J161326.4-135136 1.27 0.65 +0.15
−0.25 669
+379
−397 0.65
+0.1
−0.3 -20
+1
−1
J161332.5-065404 1.27 0.8 +0.0
−0.1 30
+43
−24 0.1
+0.45
−0.1 9
+3
−3
J161351.5-474520 1.35 0.6 +0.2
−0.15 92
+57
−62 0.4
+0.25
−0.25 1
+2
−3
J161405.6-115133 1.2 0.25 +0.15
−0.1 111
+23
−32 0.45
+0.2
−0.35 -36
+1
−0
J161413.7-480225 1.2 0.45 +0.15
−0.2 328
+168
−179 0.6
+0.15
−0.3 2
+2
−1
J161438.8-061604 1.07 0.25 +0.3
−0.1 496
+676
−262 0.7
+0.15
−0.3 60
+1
−2
J161535.6-022304 0.81 0.3 +0.1
−0.2 111
+56
−66 0.45
+0.25
−0.4 -22
+1
−0
J161652.5-024455 1.32 0.35 +0.15
−0.1 134
+128
−110 0.7
+0.1
−0.2 -6
+1
−1
J161909.1-105659 0.8 0.45 +0.2
−0.1 30
+40
−15 0.45
+0.25
−0.4 -28
+2
−2
J161919.4-091503 1.27 0.6 +0.15
−0.15 40
+75
−23 0.2
+0.35
−0.15 0
+3
−3
J161926.6+004219 1.35 0.65 +0.15
−0.15 17
+7
−10 0.2
+0.4
−0.2 -29
+4
−4
J161936.3-023855 0.87 0.3 +0.15
−0.15 139
+228
−107 0.65
+0.1
−0.15 8
+1
−2
J162052.5-033718 1.02 0.4 +0.1
−0.1 40
+52
−4 0.55
+0.15
−0.2 -42
+2
−2
J162142.1-492840 1.05 0.55 +0.15
−0.2 134
+83
−64 0.4
+0.25
−0.2 -44
+3
−3
J162558.4-042443 1.15 0.25 +0.2
−0.1 209
+287
−179 0.45
+0.2
−0.25 41
+1
−1
J162732.4-020327 1.27 0.6 +0.2
−0.1 28
+11
−12 0.15
+0.5
−0.15 -14
+3
−3
J170739.4-444160 1.35 0.75 +0.05
−0.1 34
+27
−21 0.15
+0.25
−0.15 -5
+5
−3
J170805.2-411521 0.95 0.65 +0.1
−0.2 50
+15
−33 0.2
+0.3
−0.2 -6
+4
−4
J172030.4-435220 1.35 0.5 +0.2
−0.15 95
+114
−48 0.45
+0.25
−0.35 -9
+2
−3
J194443.4-742254 1.42 0.5 +0.2
−0.1 95
+198
−64 0.4
+0.3
−0.25 -15
+4
−3
J210400.0-331658 1.05 0.6 +0.15
−0.15 39
+37
−16 0.25
+0.4
−0.25 17
+2
−3
J210856.6-590438 1.3 0.75 +0.05
−0.15 2
+1
−1 0.0
+0.05
−0.0 7
+5
−7
J215407.2-634859 1.27 0.6 +0.2
−0.2 262
+165
−243 0.2
+0.3
−0.15 21
+1
−2
J220209.9-540144 1.25 0.65 +0.15
−0.2 194
+78
−106 0.15
+0.3
−0.15 -7
+1
−1
J220842.2-631830 1.07 0.5 +0.15
−0.1 644
+133
−621 0.55
+0.2
−0.45 -10
+1
−2
J222533.4-550513 1.07 0.35 +0.2
−0.15 209
+63
−75 0.5
+0.25
−0.4 13
+1
−2
J222831.1-241935 1.2 0.7 +0.1
−0.15 20
+32
−7 0.25
+0.4
−0.25 6
+3
−3
J223752.9-185815 0.75 0.6 +0.15
−0.2 111
+142
−79 0.45
+0.25
−0.25 -47
+2
−2
J223919.2-060559 0.55 0.6 +0.2
−0.15 28
+37
−11 0.25
+0.25
−0.2 3
+5
−2
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Appendix B contains full table of estimated values of mass ratio (q), orbital period
(P) in days, eccentricity (e), and system velocity (γ) in km s−1 with lower and
upper quartile limits for the main sequence single lined binary candidates obtained
with the combination of the Rave and the Gaia surveys.
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Object q P e γ
J101329.8-200252 0.6 +0.2
−0.2 477
+244
−172 0.25
+0.25
−0.2 1
+1
−1
J101211.5-200052 0.2 +0.15
−0.05 253
+262
−104 0.7
+0.1
−0.15 50
+1
−1
J162232.0-063353 0.15 +0.1
−0.05 134
+33
−19 0.5
+0.15
−0.15 -7
+0
−1
J100305.0-111032 0.3 +0.15
−0.2 149
+294
−46 0.6
+0.1
−0.15 -3
+1
−1
J143206.2-302751 0.25 +0.25
−0.1 721
+288
−261 0.6
+0.15
−0.25 30
+1
−1
J093202.1-083428 0.2 +0.2
−0.05 341
+257
−107 0.45
+0.15
−0.25 30
+1
−1
J093337.4-050533 0.55 +0.25
−0.25 1088
+616
−282 0.65
+0.15
−0.4 31
+1
−1
J101058.6-203819 0.25 +0.2
−0.1 124
+56
−25 0.65
+0.1
−0.1 -30
+1
−1
J160517.4-505041 0.3 +0.15
−0.15 262
+119
−118 0.25
+0.25
−0.15 -22
+2
−1
J160531.1-494755 0.45 +0.15
−0.1 58
+129
−35 0.45
+0.2
−0.2 19
+3
−5
J155637.1-510920 0.55 +0.15
−0.15 144
+109
−113 0.35
+0.2
−0.25 -1
+1
−3
J161146.9-470551 0.55 +0.2
−0.2 253
+174
−27 0.35
+0.25
−0.25 -19
+2
−2
J092855.2-092153 0.2 +0.15
−0.1 226
+443
−92 0.55
+0.2
−0.25 8
+0
−0
J022802.0-385302 0.25 +0.15
−0.1 837
+380
−116 0.35
+0.25
−0.25 27
+0
−0
J100703.8-140411 0.3 +0.1
−0.1 234
+38
−54 0.2
+0.25
−0.2 9
+1
−1
J101545.7-125356 0.25 +0.15
−0.1 149
+45
−57 0.5
+0.15
−0.2 15
+1
−2
J131320.0-335830 0.8 +0.0
−0.15 27
+416
−21 0.1
+0.45
−0.1 40
+7
−4
J131020.0-350648 0.8 +0.0
−0.15 354
+73
−266 0.2
+0.35
−0.2 36
+3
−2
J113429.2-322757 0.8 +0.0
−0.15 460
+409
−132 0.3
+0.25
−0.25 3
+1
−2
J113256.6-322132 0.7 +0.1
−0.2 293
+103
−59 0.15
+0.25
−0.15 34
+1
−2
J115125.6-310223 0.35 +0.25
−0.15 316
+199
−129 0.45
+0.2
−0.25 -12
+1
−1
J120125.4-194015 0.25 +0.15
−0.1 209
+145
−106 0.4
+0.25
−0.25 -9
+1
−0
J120240.8-193836 0.15 +0.15
−0.05 293
+61
−144 0.25
+0.3
−0.2 -11
+1
−0
J134558.0-062711 0.4 +0.25
−0.15 777
+352
−83 0.6
+0.15
−0.35 -12
+1
−1
J161419.0-100301 0.6 +0.2
−0.25 620
+691
−177 0.45
+0.2
−0.3 -35
+0
−1
J092606.1-093825 0.3 +0.15
−0.15 107
+336
−34 0.45
+0.2
−0.3 9
+1
−1
J093830.8-071543 0.25 +0.1
−0.1 174
+60
−55 0.2
+0.25
−0.2 17
+1
−1
J093551.5-171019 0.1 +0.15
−0.0 107
+8
−19 0.55
+0.15
−0.3 46
+1
−0
J114223.1-250660 0.45 +0.0
−0.25 15
+228
−14 0.0
+0.3
−0.0 24
+3
−3
J114037.8-260605 0.1 +0.25
−0.0 134
+194
−31 0.7
+0.1
−0.35 0
+0
−0
J161752.0-075756 0.2 +0.15
−0.1 217
+55
−83 0.25
+0.25
−0.2 32
+0
−1
J131002.2-330249 0.7 +0.1
−0.25 443
+363
−181 0.3
+0.25
−0.2 5
+1
−2
J113847.2-282312 0.65 +0.15
−0.2 1048
+721
−605 0.25
+0.45
−0.2 10
+1
−1
J143326.6-325140 0.3 +0.1
−0.15 107
+37
−51 0.55
+0.1
−0.25 -8
+1
−1
J143153.5-311202 0.8 +0.0
−0.2 694
+278
−251 0.3
+0.3
−0.25 -52
+2
−1
J144019.7-302455 0.3 +0.15
−0.15 92
+161
−45 0.55
+0.15
−0.25 -15
+2
−1
J143846.5-301804 0.2 +0.15
−0.1 149
+77
−38 0.55
+0.1
−0.15 -17
+0
−1
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Object q P e γ
J144549.3-294206 0.25 +0.25
−0.1 576
+553
−209 0.65
+0.1
−0.5 -1
+1
−1
J120036.5-201613 0.25 +0.2
−0.15 149
+144
−54 0.55
+0.15
−0.25 10
+1
−1
J120225.4-191723 0.3 +0.15
−0.1 253
+243
−73 0.3
+0.2
−0.25 30
+1
−2
J095310.1-104037 0.25 +0.15
−0.1 134
+92
−27 0.3
+0.2
−0.25 7
+0
−0
J094929.5-091151 0.4 +0.15
−0.1 149
+60
−34 0.4
+0.2
−0.35 26
+1
−0
J132448.4-282736 0.7 +0.1
−0.2 869
+140
−714 0.55
+0.25
−0.35 28
+2
−2
J153340.6-103257 0.3 +0.1
−0.15 139
+70
−112 0.6
+0.15
−0.3 -3
+2
−1
J120851.0-342855 0.4 +0.15
−0.1 54
+65
−21 0.5
+0.15
−0.25 8
+2
−1
J124935.6-372432 0.5 +0.2
−0.15 217
+150
−78 0.4
+0.25
−0.35 -16
+2
−2
J142848.5-245814 0.25 +0.15
−0.1 134
+46
−23 0.6
+0.15
−0.25 -28
+1
−1
J142543.6-234359 0.3 +0.1
−0.15 107
+127
−31 0.45
+0.25
−0.4 -17
+1
−1
J142718.3-230632 0.55 +0.25
−0.2 644
+328
−489 0.55
+0.2
−0.25 -36
+1
−1
J143529.7-220052 0.4 +0.3
−0.1 837
+474
−730 0.35
+0.3
−0.25 -20
+1
−1
J143005.3-234542 0.4 +0.25
−0.15 341
+235
−139 0.2
+0.3
−0.2 8
+1
−2
J100341.8-123311 0.75 +0.05
−0.2 217
+243
−163 0.35
+0.3
−0.35 103
+1
−3
J101228.7-130232 0.35 +0.15
−0.15 272
+95
−46 0.25
+0.35
−0.25 -1
+1
−1
J115432.2-145837 0.15 +0.1
−0.05 180
+113
−36 0.4
+0.25
−0.3 -2
+1
−0
J115739.7-134420 0.35 +0.1
−0.2 139
+202
−123 0.25
+0.4
−0.25 16
+1
−3
J153731.2-042549 0.7 +0.1
−0.2 341
+55
−154 0.2
+0.2
−0.2 -12
+1
−1
J102446.6-112547 0.45 +0.2
−0.15 144
+50
−15 0.45
+0.25
−0.45 19
+2
−1
J094855.1-104354 0.4 +0.2
−0.05 76
+31
−50 0.55
+0.15
−0.3 16
+2
−3
J142702.8-185930 0.35 +0.2
−0.15 149
+113
−121 0.4
+0.2
−0.2 -14
+1
−2
J142807.1-184052 0.2 +0.25
−0.1 1217
+46
−523 0.35
+0.3
−0.25 -42
+0
−1
J142259.7-175726 0.5 +0.25
−0.15 1009
+514
−961 0.65
+0.15
−0.25 31
+1
−2
J153821.2-115023 0.35 +0.1
−0.05 17
+78
−2 0.55
+0.15
−0.3 -35
+4
−3
J153137.3-120038 0.45 +0.2
−0.15 194
+302
−118 0.7
+0.1
−0.35 9
+2
−3
J153521.4-120055 0.35 +0.15
−0.05 115
+894
−98 0.6
+0.15
−0.25 33
+2
−2
J101833.2-215027 0.35 +0.15
−0.1 92
+37
−31 0.4
+0.25
−0.3 3
+2
−2
J101314.4-200951 0.3 +0.15
−0.1 129
+38
−10 0.4
+0.25
−0.35 27
+1
−2
J143656.5-231025 0.7 +0.1
−0.2 42
+312
−25 0.35
+0.3
−0.3 10
+2
−2
J093058.2-031241 0.45 +0.2
−0.1 79
+823
−57 0.6
+0.2
−0.25 9
+2
−2
J094048.9-031702 0.4 +0.2
−0.1 115
+138
−50 0.55
+0.15
−0.25 4
+2
−2
J094940.7-160808 0.7 +0.1
−0.2 305
+250
−206 0.3
+0.3
−0.2 4
+1
−2
J161751.3-060415 0.6 +0.2
−0.15 36
+49
−6 0.25
+0.25
−0.2 24
+2
−3
J091056.5-140450 0.35 +0.15
−0.2 107
+42
−31 0.45
+0.15
−0.25 15
+2
−2
J120049.1-202615 0.5 +0.2
−0.1 30
+62
−15 0.3
+0.2
−0.25 -2
+2
−3
J092253.4-073813 0.2 +0.25
−0.1 149
+156
−46 0.1
+0.35
−0.1 -2
+0
−1
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J091819.0-044217 0.3 +0.1
−0.15 88
+51
−57 0.6
+0.1
−0.3 0
+2
−0
J092706.5-051851 0.5 +0.3
−0.1 43
+81
−24 0.3
+0.3
−0.3 13
+3
−3
J142310.6-265444 0.3 +0.1
−0.15 124
+119
−88 0.2
+0.35
−0.2 20
+2
−1
J095539.8-095017 0.35 +0.15
−0.1 99
+127
−59 0.35
+0.25
−0.35 43
+2
−1
J100304.3-102140 0.2 +0.2
−0.1 103
+150
−24 0.25
+0.3
−0.2 -13
+1
−1
J095936.8-110405 0.45 +0.15
−0.15 76
+85
−44 0.5
+0.2
−0.35 19
+3
−3
J133253.8-190256 0.7 +0.1
−0.15 42
+107
−27 0.55
+0.2
−0.5 -11
+1
−2
J123119.0-094746 0.35 +0.2
−0.05 70
+74
−56 0.4
+0.25
−0.3 7
+1
−1
J160925.6-072507 0.55 +0.25
−0.15 24
+3
−11 0.1
+0.3
−0.1 3
+3
−2
J161405.5-115133 0.35 +0.15
−0.1 58
+49
−24 0.45
+0.2
−0.4 -34
+1
−3
J000451.1-532059 0.4 +0.15
−0.15 103
+114
−91 0.55
+0.15
−0.35 0
+1
−1
J120926.8-175120 0.5 +0.2
−0.15 443
+459
−361 0.55
+0.2
−0.3 -4
+2
−1
J133818.3-064754 0.65 +0.15
−0.2 61
+0
−41 0.3
+0.25
−0.25 -19
+4
−4
J133218.0-063413 0.65 +0.15
−0.15 20
+12
−8 0.15
+0.25
−0.15 -11
+5
−3
J130300.6-201050 0.4 +0.25
−0.2 460
+209
−144 0.3
+0.25
−0.2 12
+2
−0
J151229.9-140347 0.75 +0.05
−0.25 936
+152
−242 0.25
+0.3
−0.2 -29
+1
−1
J161631.9-075137 0.45 +0.15
−0.15 33
+193
−13 0.25
+0.3
−0.2 36
+3
−3
J001759.2-672946 0.65 +0.15
−0.15 124
+257
−68 0.3
+0.3
−0.25 21
+0
−1
J113851.5-284049 0.7 +0.1
−0.2 26
+24
−14 0.25
+0.4
−0.25 -4
+2
−1
J130342.0-250456 0.3 +0.15
−0.1 134
+27
−31 0.15
+0.2
−0.15 -16
+0
−1
J161334.5-151305 0.8 +0.0
−0.05 2
+4
−1 0.0
+0.1
−0.0 38
+9
−6
J092400.9-075222 0.75 +0.05
−0.15 305
+122
−111 0.25
+0.35
−0.2 -10
+1
−1
J144308.2-240346 0.35 +0.1
−0.05 56
+63
−33 0.55
+0.15
−0.2 -25
+2
−2
J113523.7-243414 0.7 +0.1
−0.25 27
+16
−14 0.1
+0.55
−0.1 0
+3
−1
J161122.8-122618 0.5 +0.2
−0.15 42
+69
−23 0.4
+0.25
−0.25 -24
+2
−2
J003118.8-701934 0.65 +0.15
−0.2 111
+194
−43 0.3
+0.3
−0.25 -5
+2
−2
J112628.2-251735 0.4 +0.15
−0.05 43
+86
−16 0.15
+0.4
−0.15 9
+2
−1
J113607.6-242918 0.4 +0.1
−0.1 73
+66
−43 0.3
+0.3
−0.3 17
+1
−1
J022810.9-393818 0.45 +0.15
−0.15 253
+919
−205 0.3
+0.25
−0.25 18
+2
−1
J094615.1-042123 0.4 +0.15
−0.1 43
+72
−18 0.35
+0.3
−0.3 23
+1
−3
J120938.6-185603 0.4 +0.15
−0.1 58
+66
−27 0.6
+0.1
−0.25 20
+2
−2
J100235.9-093818 0.8 +0.0
−0.1 253
+128
−114 0.5
+0.15
−0.35 -29
+1
−2
J121104.5-354818 0.45 +0.15
−0.1 92
+52
−73 0.25
+0.35
−0.25 3
+1
−2
J101454.5-132800 0.75 +0.05
−0.2 16
+8
−6 0.15
+0.4
−0.15 7
+2
−2
J151213.2-150750 0.8 +0.0
−0.1 19
+5
−14 0.05
+0.3
−0.05 -12
+2
−2
J154304.9-122933 0.8 +0.0
−0.15 76
+48
−59 0.4
+0.25
−0.35 8
+4
−3
J124800.2-350050 0.6 +0.15
−0.15 30
+26
−13 0.4
+0.3
−0.3 -24
+3
−3
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J093143.4-045341 0.8 +0.0
−0.15 3
+29
−1 0.0
+0.15
−0.0 -7
+5
−3
J094700.7-153924 0.65 +0.15
−0.15 20
+6
−8 0.15
+0.45
−0.15 -34
+4
−4
J113845.5-245832 0.6 +0.15
−0.1 26
+148
−21 0.0
+0.5
−0.0 12
+4
−2
J120354.5-163618 0.7 +0.1
−0.15 19
+21
−7 0.05
+0.4
−0.05 28
+2
−3
J153741.4-132520 0.6 +0.15
−0.15 22
+14
−7 0.1
+0.35
−0.1 13
+1
−2
J154029.7-125856 0.65 +0.15
−0.15 48
+67
−29 0.2
+0.35
−0.2 -36
+2
−2
J133236.3-085140 0.7 +0.05
−0.15 14
+20
−12 0.2
+0.4
−0.2 -6
+4
−6
J160741.3-004309 0.75 +0.05
−0.1 14
+11
−11 0.0
+0.3
−0.0 -48
+2
−4
J093417.9-110210 0.45 +0.2
−0.15 111
+4
−26 0.15
+0.2
−0.15 34
+1
−1
J131932.6-240719 0.35 +0.15
−0.05 70
+41
−9 0.2
+0.3
−0.2 10
+1
−1
J120937.6-173437 0.45 +0.15
−0.15 144
+5
−25 0.25
+0.2
−0.25 9
+1
−2
J153114.5-052758 0.75 +0.05
−0.15 76
+43
−43 0.1
+0.35
−0.1 -22
+2
−2
J101558.0-200649 0.8 +0.0
−0.2 25
+9
−9 0.1
+0.3
−0.1 19
+2
−2
J021532.1-363260 0.65 +0.15
−0.15 48
+15
−29 0.15
+0.25
−0.15 40
+2
−2
J094547.4-151350 0.5 +0.15
−0.1 7
+9
−3 0.0
+0.15
−0.0 31
+4
−3
J142501.1-290222 0.8 +0.0
−0.15 4
+4
−2 0.0
+0.05
−0.0 -26
+4
−3
J000936.3-514413 0.5 +0.15
−0.2 174
+180
−150 0.4
+0.25
−0.25 2
+1
−2
J001049.0-683250 0.45 +0.2
−0.1 20
+7
−9 0.0
+0.15
−0.0 13
+1
−3
J021242.1-382454 0.6 +0.2
−0.1 39
+31
−31 0.1
+0.45
−0.1 15
+4
−2
J022133.4-360330 0.7 +0.1
−0.15 40
+39
−13 0.2
+0.35
−0.2 -1
+3
−2
J022830.9-361205 0.7 +0.1
−0.2 88
+279
−45 0.2
+0.35
−0.2 15
+4
−2
J064453.1-445307 0.5 +0.2
−0.15 293
+150
−119 0.2
+0.25
−0.2 -15
+1
−1
J065157.9-431728 0.65 +0.15
−0.15 42
+57
−25 0.25
+0.4
−0.25 52
+2
−2
J071105.3-493907 0.45 +0.15
−0.15 107
+48
−65 0.55
+0.15
−0.3 20
+2
−1
J071501.1-522850 0.4 +0.2
−0.15 155
+128
−48 0.3
+0.3
−0.25 -10
+3
−0
J080404.4-472620 0.65 +0.15
−0.2 20
+206
−4 0.3
+0.2
−0.25 124
+4
−2
J083451.0-062658 0.45 +0.2
−0.2 144
+210
−62 0.55
+0.15
−0.3 34
+2
−1
J090841.1-244411 0.4 +0.2
−0.1 65
+59
−50 0.25
+0.3
−0.25 23
+3
−2
J091056.4-140450 0.3 +0.15
−0.15 103
+52
−21 0.45
+0.15
−0.25 14
+2
−1
J091824.1-055252 0.75 +0.05
−0.2 17
+3
−12 0.05
+0.4
−0.05 -2
+4
−5
J092152.6-033306 0.7 +0.1
−0.15 14
+13
−4 0.05
+0.45
−0.05 27
+4
−5
J092200.1-201607 0.55 +0.25
−0.2 1048
+263
−354 0.2
+0.3
−0.15 25
+2
−1
J092357.9-071542 0.5 +0.25
−0.1 19
+21
−6 0.2
+0.35
−0.2 24
+4
−6
J092457.1-170716 0.35 +0.15
−0.15 107
+155
−90 0.6
+0.1
−0.2 50
+2
−3
J092642.2-220603 0.25 +0.2
−0.1 226
+155
−77 0.25
+0.3
−0.25 14
+1
−1
J092642.7-100452 0.15 +0.15
−0.05 253
+174
−146 0.65
+0.1
−0.15 -13
+1
−1
J092753.2-015527 0.45 +0.2
−0.15 107
+795
−67 0.6
+0.2
−0.3 13
+2
−2
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Object q P e γ
J092842.9-082724 0.15 +0.15
−0.05 119
+61
−4 0.65
+0.15
−0.35 -11
+0
−1
J093046.4-044710 0.4 +0.2
−0.1 88
+19
−32 0.25
+0.4
−0.25 19
+2
−1
J093106.1-021003 0.45 +0.15
−0.15 149
+1162
−109 0.4
+0.3
−0.25 26
+3
−1
J093235.6-054139 0.3 +0.1
−0.15 70
+69
−33 0.55
+0.2
−0.4 -2
+1
−1
J093251.1-073245 0.2 +0.1
−0.1 111
+50
−46 0.45
+0.25
−0.4 31
+1
−0
J093338.7-100412 0.5 +0.15
−0.15 36
+16
−14 0.6
+0.15
−0.35 -3
+3
−2
J093408.2-161738 0.75 +0.05
−0.15 25
+12
−5 0.2
+0.35
−0.2 34
+3
−3
J093410.4-162625 0.5 +0.3
−0.15 1217
+306
−863 0.3
+0.35
−0.25 4
+2
−1
J093528.1-111506 0.35 +0.15
−0.1 107
+110
−44 0.55
+0.2
−0.35 8
+2
−1
J093532.9-163801 0.45 +0.25
−0.1 30
+13
−4 0.05
+0.2
−0.05 12
+2
−1
J093608.1-051122 0.55 +0.25
−0.1 669
+200
−435 0.4
+0.25
−0.35 31
+1
−1
J093850.8-073019 0.65 +0.15
−0.2 644
+444
−574 0.3
+0.35
−0.25 20
+2
−2
J093943.9-045658 0.45 +0.2
−0.1 17
+11
−3 0.2
+0.3
−0.2 24
+4
−5
J094030.6-084654 0.3 +0.25
−0.15 396
+64
−42 0.25
+0.25
−0.2 -12
+1
−1
J095404.4-081312 0.5 +0.15
−0.15 15
+11
−7 0.05
+0.2
−0.05 36
+2
−3
J095515.2-074115 0.15 +0.2
−0.05 111
+18
−12 0.35
+0.25
−0.3 120
+1
−1
J095525.3-115120 0.45 +0.2
−0.1 33
+23
−0 0.15
+0.25
−0.15 39
+3
−2
J095539.9-095017 0.25 +0.15
−0.1 124
+56
−17 0.45
+0.2
−0.25 47
+1
−1
J095717.3-092542 0.25 +0.2
−0.1 174
+28
−55 0.25
+0.4
−0.2 0
+0
−1
J095919.4-175620 0.4 +0.25
−0.15 115
+168
−59 0.65
+0.15
−0.15 43
+2
−2
J095936.9-110405 0.35 +0.2
−0.1 95
+34
−50 0.5
+0.15
−0.25 19
+1
−2
J100107.4-073659 0.65 +0.15
−0.25 460
+512
−207 0.55
+0.2
−0.35 45
+1
−1
J100124.3-110012 0.2 +0.15
−0.1 107
+32
−22 0.65
+0.1
−0.2 21
+1
−1
J100130.9-112035 0.25 +0.2
−0.1 144
+11
−15 0.1
+0.25
−0.1 -2
+0
−1
J100304.4-102139 0.15 +0.2
−0.05 115
+72
−33 0.6
+0.15
−0.25 -12
+1
−1
J100317.3-114453 0.8 +0.0
−0.2 460
+476
−299 0.55
+0.25
−0.3 62
+2
−2
J100335.6-105915 0.25 +0.2
−0.15 1129
+850
−876 0.75
+0.15
−0.25 47
+1
−2
J100344.4-082419 0.4 +0.15
−0.15 103
+16
−15 0.25
+0.25
−0.2 19
+1
−3
J100359.9-195411 0.4 +0.25
−0.2 620
+597
−224 0.65
+0.15
−0.35 -5
+2
−1
J100423.8-181720 0.8 +0.0
−0.05 443
+334
−138 0.25
+0.4
−0.25 35
+2
−2
J100442.9-132343 0.35 +0.25
−0.15 367
+209
−84 0.15
+0.35
−0.15 7
+2
−0
J100539.6-170512 0.7 +0.1
−0.15 45
+9
−32 0.15
+0.5
−0.15 5
+4
−3
J100612.3-082330 0.15 +0.1
−0.05 115
+4
−8 0.2
+0.35
−0.2 0
+0
−1
J100633.7-192542 0.3 +0.2
−0.15 107
+60
−55 0.6
+0.2
−0.35 8
+2
−2
J101058.0-195725 0.6 +0.2
−0.25 217
+194
−62 0.25
+0.35
−0.15 12
+2
−1
J101058.6-203820 0.2 +0.15
−0.1 149
+60
−15 0.45
+0.2
−0.2 -31
+0
−1
J101136.7-220141 0.45 +0.2
−0.05 19
+33
−6 0.3
+0.3
−0.3 14
+3
−3
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Object q P e γ
J101207.8-202906 0.2 +0.15
−0.1 139
+55
−60 0.65
+0.15
−0.1 3
+0
−1
J101329.7-200252 0.55 +0.25
−0.2 837
+474
−565 0.65
+0.15
−0.25 0
+1
−2
J102006.4-124201 0.45 +0.2
−0.15 73
+6
−42 0.4
+0.25
−0.3 -15
+2
−2
J102019.6-130050 0.15 +0.2
−0.05 124
+15
−21 0.65
+0.1
−0.3 -13
+1
−2
J102023.6-122359 0.8 +0.0
−0.2 316
+199
−205 0.3
+0.3
−0.25 37
+3
−1
J102603.6-214842 0.6 +0.2
−0.15 34
+27
−20 0.1
+0.25
−0.1 26
+1
−2
J102652.2-135244 0.7 +0.1
−0.2 70
+445
−53 0.3
+0.35
−0.25 -10
+4
−2
J104405.8-271919 0.5 +0.15
−0.15 129
+133
−86 0.3
+0.3
−0.25 5
+1
−1
J104935.6-032258 0.75 +0.05
−0.15 3
+10
−2 0.0
+0.1
−0.0 -16
+4
−1
J112351.6-253052 0.55 +0.2
−0.1 27
+52
−14 0.1
+0.55
−0.1 -6
+2
−2
J112503.5-261251 0.65 +0.15
−0.15 25
+20
−12 0.1
+0.45
−0.1 15
+2
−2
J112535.1-182348 0.6 +0.2
−0.15 47
+196
−16 0.3
+0.4
−0.3 32
+1
−2
J112626.5-264858 0.7 +0.1
−0.15 9
+14
−7 0.0
+0.6
−0.0 4
+4
−2
J112627.9-245818 0.15 +0.1
−0.05 139
+35
−15 0.65
+0.1
−0.45 1
+1
−1
J112647.0-244954 0.75 +0.05
−0.15 13
+12
−12 0.05
+0.55
−0.05 9
+3
−3
J112653.4-252646 0.7 +0.1
−0.15 22
+21
−13 0.05
+0.6
−0.05 19
+4
−2
J112840.0-235810 0.8 +0.0
−0.1 3
+10
−2 0.0
+0.05
−0.0 10
+5
−3
J113024.1-240019 0.3 +0.1
−0.15 103
+36
−24 0.3
+0.35
−0.3 10
+2
−1
J113108.3-282045 0.2 +0.2
−0.1 103
+64
−79 0.5
+0.2
−0.25 35
+1
−1
J113113.3-274824 0.8 +0.0
−0.0 1
+3
−0 0.0
+0.05
−0.0 48
+8
−5
J113127.7-251319 0.5 +0.2
−0.15 40
+42
−18 0.25
+0.4
−0.25 16
+2
−3
J113134.6-281726 0.45 +0.2
−0.1 24
+24
−2 0.15
+0.4
−0.15 18
+2
−2
J113342.6-253426 0.45 +0.2
−0.1 42
+65
−22 0.55
+0.2
−0.3 3
+3
−2
J113428.9-313356 0.7 +0.1
−0.15 316
+144
−107 0.2
+0.4
−0.2 2
+1
−2
J113503.8-325634 0.75 +0.05
−0.15 234
+147
−166 0.6
+0.15
−0.35 92
+3
−2
J113520.3-234959 0.6 +0.15
−0.1 17
+14
−13 0.1
+0.4
−0.1 10
+4
−2
J113658.6-261036 0.45 +0.2
−0.1 43
+42
−18 0.2
+0.35
−0.15 -5
+4
−2
J113802.6-293728 0.8 +0.0
−0.1 869
+492
−249 0.25
+0.4
−0.2 5
+2
−1
J113825.6-234040 0.15 +0.1
−0.05 144
+99
−37 0.45
+0.25
−0.25 -5
+1
−0
J113910.5-311904 0.35 +0.1
−0.1 47
+97
−27 0.6
+0.15
−0.3 -5
+2
−1
J113941.5-240156 0.45 +0.15
−0.1 14
+153
−2 0.1
+0.4
−0.1 18
+5
−2
J114010.6-314708 0.35 +0.3
−0.15 354
+266
−180 0.25
+0.35
−0.2 -14
+2
−2
J114047.7-255618 0.3 +0.15
−0.2 47
+281
−46 0.1
+0.55
−0.1 4
+2
−1
J114053.7-265555 0.15 +0.1
−0.05 396
+119
−124 0.65
+0.1
−0.2 34
+1
−0
J114100.0-292028 0.75 +0.05
−0.1 12
+22
−8 0.05
+0.35
−0.05 11
+3
−4
J114155.8-235143 0.55 +0.25
−0.1 3
+10
−2 0.0
+0.2
−0.0 16
+8
−3
J115052.7-133630 0.55 +0.2
−0.2 32
+92
−17 0.5
+0.25
−0.35 5
+4
−2
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Object q P e γ
J115125.5-310223 0.4 +0.4
−0.2 515
+457
−72 0.35
+0.2
−0.3 -12
+1
−1
J115256.0-161543 0.25 +0.1
−0.1 226
+79
−32 0.2
+0.2
−0.2 0
+1
−0
J115457.8-165758 0.65 +0.15
−0.2 443
+363
−138 0.3
+0.2
−0.25 -1
+1
−1
J115524.1-354551 0.45 +0.25
−0.15 496
+592
−404 0.55
+0.2
−0.3 6
+2
−2
J115718.7-155517 0.4 +0.1
−0.1 155
+379
−92 0.6
+0.15
−0.25 2
+2
−1
J115739.6-134420 0.65 +0.15
−0.2 477
+143
−184 0.25
+0.3
−0.2 21
+2
−1
J115748.6-335556 0.65 +0.15
−0.1 27
+1
−6 0.1
+0.45
−0.1 12
+2
−3
J115943.8-194658 0.4 +0.2
−0.2 174
+222
−131 0.4
+0.25
−0.25 16
+2
−2
J120049.2-202614 0.55 +0.25
−0.1 85
+491
−67 0.3
+0.3
−0.25 2
+2
−2
J120109.2-162739 0.2 +0.15
−0.1 139
+133
−28 0.6
+0.2
−0.45 -20
+0
−1
J120212.9-172502 0.8 +0.0
−0.15 16
+20
−1 0.2
+0.45
−0.2 -13
+5
−3
J120354.6-163617 0.65 +0.15
−0.15 19
+23
−10 0.05
+0.35
−0.05 29
+2
−3
J120355.3-131612 0.55 +0.2
−0.1 15
+12
−8 0.05
+0.45
−0.05 -3
+3
−3
J120457.6-192235 0.6 +0.2
−0.15 50
+53
−17 0.25
+0.35
−0.25 -3
+2
−2
J120509.4-210354 0.35 +0.1
−0.15 107
+102
−76 0.25
+0.4
−0.25 16
+2
−2
J120619.8-355523 0.3 +0.15
−0.1 124
+20
−96 0.2
+0.35
−0.2 -16
+0
−2
J120656.1-202810 0.45 +0.15
−0.1 40
+89
−17 0.5
+0.2
−0.25 -9
+3
−3
J120937.5-173437 0.4 +0.2
−0.1 139
+10
−24 0.2
+0.3
−0.2 9
+1
−2
J120949.5-200246 0.35 +0.1
−0.15 139
+10
−15 0.25
+0.3
−0.2 23
+3
−0
J121054.5-365045 0.6 +0.2
−0.2 42
+28
−25 0.25
+0.3
−0.25 -1
+2
−3
J121540.6-212353 0.5 +0.2
−0.1 534
+110
−419 0.4
+0.3
−0.3 -15
+1
−2
J122425.7-302426 0.45 +0.15
−0.1 24
+32
−7 0.2
+0.4
−0.2 23
+3
−2
J122527.0-264838 0.3 +0.1
−0.2 88
+36
−18 0.65
+0.1
−0.2 -29
+1
−1
J122756.7-283104 0.3 +0.1
−0.2 76
+53
−15 0.6
+0.15
−0.3 103
+1
−1
J124148.2-085408 0.25 +0.2
−0.15 103
+26
−64 0.4
+0.25
−0.35 8
+1
−1
J124203.6-371217 0.75 +0.05
−0.2 82
+42
−28 0.15
+0.35
−0.15 23
+3
−2
J124400.5-062543 0.75 +0.05
−0.15 2
+2
−1 0.0
+0.05
−0.0 -36
+4
−4
J124506.1-093735 0.65 +0.15
−0.2 4
+4
−1 0.0
+0.1
−0.0 -24
+10
−7
J124629.8-095120 0.75 +0.05
−0.15 2
+6
−1 0.0
+0.05
−0.0 -16
+5
−5
J124935.6-372431 0.5 +0.2
−0.15 293
+241
−113 0.45
+0.2
−0.3 -17
+2
−2
J125437.1-374253 0.6 +0.15
−0.15 576
+326
−271 0.35
+0.3
−0.25 13
+2
−1
J125531.4-352334 0.45 +0.2
−0.15 48
+81
−17 0.5
+0.2
−0.35 41
+4
−3
J125602.3-200104 0.8 +0.0
−0.25 23
+671
−13 0.15
+0.35
−0.15 6
+5
−2
J130110.9-195341 0.75 +0.05
−0.2 21
+27
−18 0.05
+0.4
−0.05 7
+3
−3
J130145.1-250640 0.55 +0.25
−0.2 837
+576
−282 0.65
+0.15
−0.45 23
+1
−1
J130220.3-255257 0.15 +0.2
−0.05 119
+164
−31 0.7
+0.1
−0.2 -20
+0
−2
J130229.9-200739 0.75 +0.05
−0.2 111
+1152
−74 0.3
+0.2
−0.2 -21
+2
−2
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J130342.0-250455 0.3 +0.15
−0.1 134
+27
−23 0.15
+0.25
−0.15 -16
+1
−1
J130344.3-255006 0.6 +0.2
−0.2 111
+28
−50 0.2
+0.3
−0.2 -26
+2
−1
J130509.2-323637 0.35 +0.2
−0.15 161
+111
−50 0.5
+0.2
−0.25 -3
+2
−1
J130745.6-210024 0.6 +0.15
−0.1 28
+83
−16 0.1
+0.4
−0.1 -11
+3
−2
J130942.5-221133 0.45 +0.15
−0.15 88
+36
−54 0.25
+0.35
−0.25 -7
+2
−2
J131019.4-332115 0.45 +0.25
−0.1 63
+81
−7 0.25
+0.3
−0.2 -5
+2
−1
J131111.6-230928 0.8 +0.0
−0.05 14
+9
−5 0.05
+0.5
−0.05 -56
+4
−4
J131527.7-251931 0.3 +0.2
−0.15 1048
+124
−493 0.7
+0.1
−0.3 8
+0
−1
J131702.8-262644 0.1 +0.0
−0.0 217
+831
−78 0.75
+0.05
−0.05 -30
+1
−0
J131734.1-285240 0.3 +0.3
−0.1 293
+484
−169 0.65
+0.1
−0.2 -4
+1
−2
J131900.6-263746 0.15 +0.15
−0.05 139
+41
−32 0.6
+0.15
−0.35 -16
+1
−0
J132057.4-254401 0.35 +0.15
−0.05 61
+106
−11 0.7
+0.1
−0.15 -14
+2
−0
J132059.9-272615 0.2 +0.1
−0.05 111
+8
−8 0.1
+0.45
−0.1 -8
+1
−0
J132154.3-063037 0.8 +0.0
−0.05 2
+12
−1 0.0
+0.65
−0.0 -18
+9
−5
J132250.4-343526 0.75 +0.05
−0.2 460
+549
−188 0.3
+0.3
−0.25 -1
+1
−2
J132320.4-084354 0.75 +0.05
−0.05 3
+11
−2 0.05
+0.6
−0.05 -35
+9
−5
J132327.6-265810 0.35 +0.15
−0.1 70
+69
−46 0.6
+0.15
−0.25 -8
+4
−1
J132432.1-280344 0.4 +0.1
−0.1 37
+36
−20 0.6
+0.15
−0.25 -10
+3
−2
J132541.3-305058 0.15 +0.3
−0.05 103
+64
−79 0.6
+0.15
−0.4 12
+2
−1
J132638.6-270827 0.8 +0.0
−0.1 3
+22
−1 0.0
+0.1
−0.0 27
+3
−2
J132703.9-212345 0.75 +0.05
−0.1 13
+6
−9 0.1
+0.55
−0.1 -32
+5
−5
J132811.4-194859 0.75 +0.05
−0.15 3
+14
−2 0.0
+0.3
−0.0 19
+3
−5
J132815.9-273323 0.8 +0.0
−0.15 234
+226
−73 0.25
+0.35
−0.2 -15
+3
−1
J132820.3-073956 0.8 +0.0
−0.1 2
+12
−1 0.05
+0.65
−0.05 -10
+10
−7
J132853.0-191017 0.55 +0.25
−0.1 17
+59
−7 0.05
+0.3
−0.05 76
+3
−4
J132921.3-283006 0.35 +0.15
−0.15 107
+48
−59 0.6
+0.15
−0.25 4
+2
−2
J132934.2-181533 0.45 +0.2
−0.1 30
+28
−11 0.2
+0.35
−0.15 -10
+3
−3
J133153.6-092432 0.75 +0.05
−0.15 14
+7
−12 0.05
+0.55
−0.05 2
+7
−4
J133224.0-211407 0.3 +0.15
−0.15 58
+76
−31 0.45
+0.25
−0.3 -7
+2
−1
J133224.2-212649 0.2 +0.25
−0.1 124
+70
−110 0.5
+0.2
−0.3 -14
+0
−1
J133252.5-194808 0.75 +0.05
−0.15 13
+6
−8 0.0
+0.35
−0.0 30
+2
−3
J133320.9-081010 0.75 +0.05
−0.1 10
+14
−9 0.05
+0.65
−0.05 -9
+5
−4
J133345.8-091239 0.7 +0.1
−0.1 14
+25
−11 0.1
+0.45
−0.1 -20
+4
−5
J133353.2-283610 0.35 +0.15
−0.05 103
+31
−51 0.4
+0.2
−0.25 24
+1
−1
J133439.0-073620 0.8 +0.0
−0.05 1
+3
−0 0.0
+0.1
−0.0 -6
+9
−8
J134035.8-061628 0.5 +0.25
−0.15 50
+291
−30 0.25
+0.3
−0.2 -17
+4
−3
J134057.3-072104 0.5 +0.2
−0.1 15
+9
−3 0.25
+0.3
−0.2 -33
+6
−4
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J134400.7-194524 0.45 +0.15
−0.05 25
+36
−11 0.3
+0.25
−0.25 -10
+2
−3
J134554.7-074738 0.4 +0.15
−0.2 149
+232
−97 0.6
+0.15
−0.3 4
+2
−2
J142050.2-291231 0.5 +0.15
−0.1 17
+19
−10 0.05
+0.25
−0.05 -22
+4
−2
J142202.3-272426 0.45 +0.15
−0.1 39
+105
−13 0.3
+0.25
−0.3 12
+3
−2
J142704.9-224316 0.4 +0.25
−0.15 217
+66
−37 0.15
+0.3
−0.15 0
+1
−0
J142737.2-204838 0.65 +0.15
−0.15 32
+2
−0 0.05
+0.2
−0.05 -17
+1
−1
J142829.8-225829 0.1 +0.15
−0.0 936
+236
−440 0.35
+0.3
−0.25 16
+1
−1
J142839.1-204460 0.7 +0.1
−0.2 17
+10
−5 0.65
+0.1
−0.3 36
+2
−3
J142907.8-294414 0.25 +0.1
−0.05 107
+12
−8 0.15
+0.25
−0.15 17
+0
−0
J142912.0-262738 0.4 +0.15
−0.2 63
+40
−42 0.25
+0.3
−0.2 -14
+2
−3
J142915.2-202119 0.6 +0.2
−0.15 32
+63
−21 0.15
+0.35
−0.15 -21
+3
−1
J143006.5-160336 0.45 +0.15
−0.15 34
+77
−15 0.45
+0.2
−0.35 13
+1
−2
J143020.7-303252 0.2 +0.15
−0.05 115
+65
−39 0.65
+0.1
−0.15 -102
+0
−1
J143101.1-295621 0.4 +0.2
−0.1 167
+187
−91 0.45
+0.2
−0.2 5
+2
−2
J143118.3-251921 0.75 +0.05
−0.2 1129
+284
−381 0.35
+0.25
−0.3 -21
+2
−1
J143119.4-312637 0.35 +0.15
−0.1 56
+47
−25 0.6
+0.15
−0.35 1
+1
−1
J143326.6-325139 0.3 +0.15
−0.15 107
+37
−51 0.55
+0.15
−0.2 -8
+2
−1
J143735.9-200033 0.55 +0.25
−0.1 36
+43
−19 0.25
+0.35
−0.25 15
+2
−2
J143910.5-200705 0.2 +0.25
−0.1 187
+180
−114 0.4
+0.25
−0.2 -9
+1
−2
J143911.6-191451 0.8 +0.0
−0.2 52
+302
−27 0.25
+0.3
−0.2 -19
+2
−3
J144205.9-162710 0.7 +0.1
−0.15 33
+66
−14 0.1
+0.35
−0.1 32
+3
−1
J144416.9-294135 0.3 +0.25
−0.1 620
+428
−209 0.2
+0.25
−0.15 -7
+2
−0
J145026.3-305626 0.45 +0.15
−0.1 70
+15
−5 0.1
+0.35
−0.1 -6
+3
−3
J150152.8-134602 0.45 +0.25
−0.1 73
+76
−21 0.45
+0.25
−0.3 30
+2
−2
J150721.2-173643 0.8 +0.0
−0.1 669
+548
−635 0.25
+0.3
−0.2 1
+2
−1
J151008.0-183001 0.35 +0.15
−0.15 32
+112
−11 0.55
+0.2
−0.3 -11
+4
−2
J151248.5-183519 0.4 +0.15
−0.15 54
+85
−18 0.4
+0.25
−0.25 -4
+3
−1
J152740.8-052147 0.45 +0.2
−0.05 42
+652
−26 0.4
+0.25
−0.35 -34
+2
−2
J153114.5-052757 0.75 +0.05
−0.15 65
+59
−48 0.15
+0.3
−0.15 -22
+2
−2
J153144.5-073536 0.55 +0.15
−0.1 5
+8
−1 0.0
+0.2
−0.0 -27
+9
−6
J153342.8-101745 0.45 +0.25
−0.15 107
+87
−88 0.3
+0.25
−0.25 -8
+2
−3
J153423.9-033746 0.6 +0.2
−0.15 20
+36
−9 0.15
+0.45
−0.15 23
+4
−6
J153501.2-045312 0.5 +0.25
−0.15 272
+205
−250 0.25
+0.3
−0.2 20
+3
−1
J153549.9-044713 0.2 +0.2
−0.1 124
+110
−76 0.25
+0.4
−0.2 -35
+2
−1
J153660.0-091105 0.8 +0.0
−0.15 16
+1
−14 0.05
+0.3
−0.05 -4
+4
−4
J153719.0-103647 0.7 +0.1
−0.2 16
+16
−2 0.45
+0.25
−0.4 13
+3
−2
J153731.3-042549 0.35 +0.15
−0.1 180
+113
−51 0.2
+0.25
−0.15 -31
+1
−1
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J153735.0-124242 0.6 +0.2
−0.15 20
+4
−2 0.1
+0.3
−0.1 -33
+2
−2
J153741.4-132519 0.6 +0.2
−0.15 33
+6
−5 0.1
+0.4
−0.1 13
+3
−1
J153851.0-070817 0.45 +0.2
−0.15 24
+19
−9 0.25
+0.3
−0.25 -44
+4
−3
J153949.1-093223 0.4 +0.2
−0.1 17
+255
−2 0.3
+0.3
−0.25 -45
+3
−4
J154029.7-125855 0.65 +0.15
−0.15 47
+92
−28 0.15
+0.4
−0.15 -36
+3
−2
J154129.4-054448 0.25 +0.15
−0.15 209
+202
−90 0.45
+0.25
−0.3 -43
+1
−1
J154421.2-054950 0.3 +0.3
−0.15 283
+194
−96 0.2
+0.25
−0.15 -13
+1
−2
J154429.1-121321 0.25 +0.2
−0.1 194
+160
−55 0.45
+0.25
−0.25 -9
+2
−0
J154439.2-053319 0.65 +0.15
−0.15 79
+615
−54 0.35
+0.3
−0.25 41
+2
−2
J155424.3-113828 0.45 +0.25
−0.1 24
+55
−3 0.15
+0.35
−0.15 -2
+4
−3
J155918.2-492159 0.35 +0.25
−0.15 155
+161
−94 0.3
+0.25
−0.2 -2
+2
−2
J160126.8-013521 0.8 +0.0
−0.0 1
+1
−0 0.0
+0.05
−0.0 -61
+4
−7
J160138.6+002944 0.35 +0.15
−0.1 39
+90
−7 0.65
+0.1
−0.2 -12
+2
−2
J160236.9-123027 0.45 +0.15
−0.1 24
+32
−18 0.05
+0.4
−0.05 6
+5
−4
J160259.0-500046 0.45 +0.15
−0.2 139
+123
−69 0.4
+0.25
−0.25 -20
+3
−3
J160741.3+004309 0.75 +0.05
−0.1 7
+18
−5 0.0
+0.25
−0.0 -48
+4
−3
J160803.7-130011 0.15 +0.15
−0.05 283
+805
−139 0.4
+0.25
−0.3 -19
+1
−1
J160903.9-051741 0.8 +0.0
−0.15 936
+477
−817 0.6
+0.25
−0.3 2
+2
−1
J160920.5-082239 0.35 +0.3
−0.15 272
+372
−169 0.45
+0.2
−0.3 -34
+2
−2
J160925.7-072507 0.65 +0.15
−0.2 19
+5
−6 0.1
+0.25
−0.1 -1
+1
−3
J160931.8-122752 0.35 +0.3
−0.15 272
+95
−85 0.15
+0.25
−0.15 -31
+3
−1
J161326.4-135136 0.65 +0.15
−0.25 644
+404
−372 0.65
+0.15
−0.3 -20
+1
−1
J161332.5-065404 0.8 +0.0
−0.1 30
+43
−24 0.1
+0.5
−0.1 9
+4
−3
J161351.5-474520 0.6 +0.2
−0.15 95
+54
−64 0.4
+0.25
−0.25 1
+3
−3
J161405.6-115133 0.25 +0.15
−0.1 111
+23
−32 0.45
+0.2
−0.3 -36
+1
−0
J161413.7-480225 0.45 +0.15
−0.2 328
+168
−179 0.6
+0.15
−0.3 2
+2
−1
J161438.8-061604 0.25 +0.3
−0.1 496
+721
−262 0.7
+0.15
−0.3 60
+1
−2
J161535.6-022304 0.3 +0.1
−0.2 111
+56
−64 0.45
+0.25
−0.4 -22
+1
−0
J161652.5-024455 0.35 +0.15
−0.1 139
+133
−115 0.7
+0.1
−0.2 -6
+1
−1
J161909.1-105659 0.45 +0.2
−0.1 30
+43
−15 0.45
+0.25
−0.35 -28
+2
−2
J161919.4-091503 0.6 +0.15
−0.15 40
+75
−23 0.2
+0.35
−0.15 0
+3
−3
J161926.6+004219 0.65 +0.15
−0.15 17
+8
−9 0.2
+0.4
−0.2 -29
+4
−4
J161936.3-023855 0.3 +0.15
−0.15 139
+228
−107 0.65
+0.15
−0.1 7
+2
−1
J162052.5-033718 0.4 +0.1
−0.1 40
+52
−3 0.55
+0.15
−0.2 -42
+2
−1
J162142.1-492840 0.5 +0.2
−0.1 134
+100
−46 0.4
+0.25
−0.2 -44
+4
−3
J162558.4-042443 0.25 +0.2
−0.1 209
+306
−179 0.5
+0.2
−0.3 41
+2
−1
J162732.4-020327 0.6 +0.2
−0.1 27
+12
−11 0.15
+0.5
−0.15 -14
+4
−3
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J170739.4-444160 0.75 +0.05
−0.1 34
+27
−21 0.15
+0.25
−0.15 -5
+5
−3
J170805.2-411521 0.65 +0.1
−0.2 47
+18
−28 0.2
+0.35
−0.15 -6
+4
−4
J172030.4-435220 0.5 +0.2
−0.15 79
+138
−32 0.45
+0.25
−0.35 -9
+2
−3
J194443.4-742254 0.5 +0.2
−0.1 92
+201
−61 0.4
+0.3
−0.25 -15
+4
−3
J210400.0-331658 0.6 +0.15
−0.15 39
+37
−9 0.25
+0.4
−0.25 17
+2
−3
J210856.6-590438 0.75 +0.05
−0.1 2
+2
−1 0.0
+0.05
−0.0 8
+4
−8
J215407.2-634859 0.55 +0.2
−0.2 262
+165
−234 0.2
+0.3
−0.15 21
+2
−2
J220209.9-540144 0.65 +0.15
−0.2 194
+78
−99 0.15
+0.3
−0.15 -7
+1
−1
J220842.2-631830 0.5 +0.15
−0.1 598
+179
−577 0.55
+0.2
−0.4 -10
+1
−2
J222533.4-550513 0.35 +0.2
−0.15 209
+63
−75 0.45
+0.25
−0.35 13
+1
−2
J222831.1-241935 0.75 +0.05
−0.2 20
+32
−7 0.25
+0.4
−0.25 6
+4
−3
J223752.9-185815 0.6 +0.15
−0.2 111
+142
−68 0.45
+0.25
−0.2 -47
+3
−1
J223919.2-060559 0.6 +0.2
−0.15 28
+40
−11 0.25
+0.25
−0.2 3
+5
−2
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Chapter 10
Razširjen povzetek v slovenskem
jeziku
10.1 Uvod
Dvojni zvezdni sistem sestavljata dve gravitacijsko vezani zvezdi, ki sta hkrati
nastali iz istega medzvezdnega oblaka in imata zato enako kemično sestavo. Če
sta zvezdi blizu skupaj, je obhodni čas okoli skupnega težišča kratek, pri zvezdah,
ki sta daleč vsak sebi, pa je lahko tudi več desetletij ali več stoletij.
Dvojne zvezde so pomembne iz več razlogov, poleg enake starosti in kemične
sestave, ki smo ju že omenili, je praktično enaka tudi njuna razdalja do Zemlje,
iz njunega medsebojnega gibanja pa je v srečnih primerih mogoče določiti tudi
njuni masi. Podobno nam izmenično prekrivanje pomaga pri določanju velikosti
in s tem izseva obeh zvezd, kar je ključ za določanje razdalje do dvojnice, ki je
lahko uporaben tudi do zelo velikih razdalj.
V nekaterih sistemih imata zvezdi podoben izsev in sta na veliki medsebo-
jni razdalji, tako da ju lahko ločimo kot dve ločeni zvezdi. Prav tako, lahko
po neravnem gibanju svetlejše zvezde ugotovimo, da mora biti ob njej mnogo
temnejša a spremljevalka. Kot razlagamo v nadaljevanju, pa odkrivanje dvojnih
zvezd ni vedno enostavno. Dvojne zvezde so sicer v vesolju pogoste. Pred 40 leti
je bilo odkrito, da ima več kot 50 % zvezd gravitacijsko vezano spremljevalko.
Torej lahko rečemo, da je naše Sonce posebna zvezda, saj nima spremljevalke. V
primeru bolj masivnih zvezd od našega Sonca je delež dvojnic še večji in se pri
zelo masivnih zvezdah približa 100 %. Ker so tako pogoste in razširjene povsod
po Galaksiji, lahko z njihovim preučevanjem izboljšamo naše razlage o zgradbi
zvezd, ter o evoluciji in nastanku Galaksije.
Astrometrične dvojnice in njihovo naravo ugotovimo z opazovanjem natančnega
spreminjanja položaja zvezde s časom. Ta odraža dejstvo, da se komponenti
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gibljeta okoli skupnega težišča. To periodično gibanje je prisotno le v dvojnem
sistemu, saj se samostojne zvezde skozi prostor gibljejo naravnost. Če sta zvezdi
dovolj daleč med seboj in obenem nista na preveliki razdalji od Zemlje, ju lahko
zaznamo kot ločena objekta. Takim objektom pravimo vizualne dvojnice. Za
take zvezde lahko pridobimo fotometrična opazovanja obeh komponent, opaženo
gibanje projecirano na ravnino neba pa je mogoče tudi deprojecirati in s tem
določiti oblike tirov in masi obeh zvezd. Žal je takih objektov malo, saj lahko
ločimo le dvojnice, ki so blizu Zemlje. Drug primer so dvojni sistemi, ki jih
opazujemo skoraj iz smeri, ki sovpada z njihovo orbitalno ravnino. Tedaj lahko
opazimo mrke, ko ena od zvezd prekrije del ali celoten disk druge zvezde. Zvezdi
sta sicer praviloma predaleč od Zemlje, da bi ju lahko razločili, vendar na obstoj
dvojnice lahko sklepamo po periodičnih zatemnitvah skupnega sija takega sis-
tema. Takšne sisteme imenujemo prekrivalne dvojnice. Takih objektov poznamo
veliko, saj jih lahko odkrijemo tudi na zelo velikih razdaljah od Zemlje, kar je dru-
gače kot pri astrometričnih dvojnicah. Še en način, da odkrijemo dvojnost zvezde
brez tega, da bi kot ločena objekta opazili obe zvezdi, je preučevanje zvezdnih
spektrov. Tako odkrite dvojnice imenujemo spektroskopske. Da opaženi spek-
ter vključuje prispevka dveh zvezd, je navadno najlažje odkriti po periodičnem
premiku spektralnih črt, ki zaradi Dopplerjevega pojava odražajo spreminjanje ra-
dialne hitrosti zvezde, ko se ta giblje okoli težišča dvojnega sistema. Tudi take
dvojnice je mogoče odkriti na zelo velikih razdaljah od Zemlje. Zato moramo
zbrati le dovolj svetlobe, opazovati vsaj približno toliko časa kot je orbitalna pe-
rioda in seveda imeti opravka z dvojno zvezdo, katere ravnina tira ni pravokotna
na smer proti Zemlji. Obstajata dve skupini spektroskopskih dvojnic. Če imata
zvezdi podobno maso in s tem podoben izsev, lahko v njunem skupnem spektru
zaznamo oba seta spektralnih črt, ki pa sta med seboj dopplersko zamaknjena. Tak
sistem imenujemo spektroskopske dvojnice z dvojnimi spektralnimi črtami (SB2).
Vendar ni nujno, da sta prispevka obeh zvezd k skupnemu spektru primerljiva. Iz-
sev zvezde je namreč močno odvisen od njene mase in zato v večini primerov bolj
masivna ter svetlejša zvezda zasenči manj masivno komponento. Zato v spektru
opazimo samo spektralne črte svetlejše zvezde. Taki sisteme so spektroskopske
dvojnice z enojnimi spektralnimi črtami (SB1).
Take dvojnice, ki so v naravi še posebej pogoste, so bile predmet preučevanja
v tej doktorski disertaciji.
Če imamo na razpolago le en sam spekter, ne moremo ugotoviti, ali gre za eno-
jno ali za dvojno zvezdo tipa SB1. Če pa bomo objekt opazovali večkrat, bomo
pri dvojnici opazili spremenljivo radialno hitrost objekta, in pri dovolj opazovan-
jih tudi ugotovili, da se ta periodično spreminja. Za okrivanje SB1 torej potrebu-
jemo vsaj dve spektroskopski opazovanji. Poleg radialne hitrosti lahko iz spektra,
podobno kot pri enojnih zvezdah, določimo efektivno temperaturo, kemično ses-
tavo in okvirno vrednost gravitacijskega pospeška na površini zvezde. Pri objektu
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tipa SB1 se te vrednosti nanašajo na svetlejšo in tudi edino zaznano zvezdo v dvo-
jnem sistemu. Vrednosti je mogoče določiti s primerjanjem opazovanega spek-
tra SB1 s širokim naborom sintetičnih spektrov, ki smo jih izračunali za različne
kombinacije teh parametrov. Ker temnejše in navadno manj masivne komponente
SB1 dvojnice ne moremo zaznati, lahko po določitvi parametrov svetlejše zvezde
sklepamo le na njeno kemično sestavo ter zgornjo mejo izseva. Danes je razdalja
do številnih zvezd, tudi dvojnih, dobro določena z meritvijo paralakse satelita
Gaia. Če ta meritev ni na voljo, pa si lahko včasih pomagamo s predpostavko, da
je svetlejša zvezda v SB1 dvojnici na glavni veji Hertzsprung-Russellovega dia-
grama in iz izmerjene temperature ocenimo njeno velikost in izsev. Če to vrednost
primerjamo z navidezno magnitudo, lahko ocenimo približno oddaljenost objekta
od Zemlje. Z uporabo razmerja med maso in izsevom (MLR), ki velja za zvezde
glavne veje, končno približno določimo še maso svetlejše zvezde v dvojnici tipa
SB1.
Pogostost dvojnih zvezd so v preteklosti raziskovale številne študije, ki so
prišle do podobnih rezultatov. Približno 60 % pritlikavk tipa G najdemo v dvojnih
sistemih, z mediano orbitalne periode 180 let. Delež dvojnih sistemov narašča pri
zvezdah z večjimi masami. Torej je bolj verjetno, da v dvojnem sistemu najdemo
modro zvezdo, kot rdečo in manj masivno zvezdo. Med orjakinjami tipa O in
OB je odstotek dvojnic večji od ∼ 75 %, medtem, ko je samo 10 - 30 % rjavih
pritlikavk gravitacijsko vezanih s še eno zvezdo. Dvojnice s periodami krajšimi
od 11 dni imajo krožne tire, dvojnice z daljšimi periodami pa eliptične tire, s
širokim razponom sploščenosti. Perioda dvojnic je odvisna tudi od razmerja mas
obeh komponent. Dvojnice z majhnim masnim razmerjem imajo navadno kratke
orbitalne periode.
10.2 Geometrija dvojnih sistemov
V večini dvojnih sistemov opazovanih v pregledu neba Rave, je razdalja med kom-
ponentama mnogo večja od premera zvezd. Tako zvezdi, z izjemo medsebojnega
gravitacijskega privlaka, ena na drugo ne vplivata. Spektri zvezd nam razkrivajo
informacije o fizikalnih parametrih zvezd: temperaturo, kovinskost in gravita-
cijski pospešek na površini ter radialno hitrost zvezde. Komponenti dvozvezdij
krožita okoli skupnega težišča, in zato se radialna hitrost periodično spreminja.
Krivulja radialne hitrosti svetlejše, to je primarne zvezde, je opisana z enačbo:
vrad,1 =
2πa1sini
P
√
1 − e2
· [cos(−θ + ω) + ecosω] + γ (10.1)
in
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a1 =
3
√
P2GM1(1 + q)
4π2
·
q
1 + q
(10.2)
kjer je P orbitalna perioda, i naklonski kot med pravokotnico na ravnino tira
in smerjo proti Zemlji, e sploščenost orbite, ω kot med dvižnim vozlom tira in
periastronom, γ hitrost radialna hitrost težišča, a1 razdalja primarne zvezde od
težišča, M1 masa bolj masivne (in navadno tudi svetlejše) komponente, q =M2/M1
razmerje mas in M2 masa manj masivne zvezde.
Več meritev radialne hitrosti svetlejše zvezde nam je omogočilo približno
oceno teh parametrov.
10.3 Pregled neba Rave
Pregled neba Rave je posnel okoli 500 000 spektrov različnih zvezd, pretežno
na južnem nebu. Ker so bile zvezde izbrane le po njihovem navideznem siju, je
vzorec do določene mere naključen in zato predstavlja dobro osnovo za preuče-
vanje dinamike Galaksije, njene zgradbe ter nastanka. S Schmidtovim teleskopom
in instrumentom 6-dF Anglo-avstralskega observatorija v Siding Springu v Avs-
traliji so lahko hkrati opazovali do 150 zvezdnih spektrov. Spektri v valovnih
dolžinah pokrivajo razpon ∼ 385 Å v bližnjem infrardečem območju, to je med
∼ 8420 Å in ∼ 8780 Å.
Kot predhodnik raziskav z instrumentom RVS (radial velocity spectrograph)
satelita Gaia, Rave pokriva enako območje valovnih dolžin, kar nam omogoča, da
meritve pregledov Rave in Gaia združimo v en sam nabor podatkov.
Omenjen razpon valovnih dolžin vsebuje veliko spektralnih črt. Navadno so
najbolj izrazite črte enkrat ioniziranega kalcijevega tripleta (λλ = 8498, 8542,
8662 Å), in nevtralnega železa, pri vročih zvezdah pa tudi črte Paschenove serije
vodika. Črte kalcijevega tripleta so prisotne in vidne tako v spektru orjakinj kot
pritlikavk in to za širok razpon efektivnih temperatur njihovega površja. Tako je
izbrano spektralno območje še posebej primerno za meritve radialne hitrosti.
Pretekla desetletja so zaznamovali številni veliki pregledi neba, katerih cilj
je bil preučevanje strukture in nastanka Galaksije. Večina teh raziskav je bilo
fotometričnih: Hipparcos (Perryman et al. 1997, Hg et al. 2000), 2MASS (Skrut-
skie et al. 2006), APASS (Henden et al. 2012), SDSS (Alam et al. 2015) ali
astrometričnih: Hipparcos (van Leeuwen, 2007), UCAC4 (Zacharias et al. 2013).
Tu Rave predstavlja velik korak naprej, saj je to prvi sistematični spektroskopski
pregled velikega dela neba s ciljem raziskav galaktične arheologije. Tu ni pomem-
bno le veliko število opazovanih zvezd, ampak tudi širina pridobljenih meritev,
iz katerih so poleg radialne hitrosti določili tudi fizikalne parametre opazovane
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zvezde, vključno z informacijo o kemijski sestavi, ter njeno spektrofotometrično
razdaljo.
Tarče pregleda Rave so tako bližnje kot bolje oddaljene zvezde. Tipične raz-
dalje pritlikavk so od 20 do 250 pc, medtem ko so bolj svetle orjakinje opazovane
tudi na razdaljah do 3 kpc. Najbolje oddaljeni objekti so zelo svetle modre spre-
menljivke v Velikem Magellanovem oblaku.
Tarče pregleda neba imajo navidezne magnitude v razponu 9 < I < 12. Z
izjemo območja blizu galaktične ravnine pokrivajo celotno južno hemisfero in
predstavljajo skoraj naključen vzorec (Wojno et al., 2017). V desetih letih opazo-
vanj so s pregledom neba Rave izmerili radialne hitrosti 451.788 zvezd. Večina
zvezd je bila opazovana le enkrat, vendar zadnja, končna objava podatkov vsebuje
37.664 zvezd (8.3 %), ki so označene kot običajne enojne zvezde, ter imajo več
kot eno meritev radialne hitrosti. Večkratna opazovanja iste zvezde so bila oprav-
ljena predvsem zaradi preverjanja kvalitete podatkov ali če v polju ni bilo drugih
neopazovanih objektov višje prioritete.
Kot razlaga Kordopatis et al. (2013) ima 68 % opazovanj napako radialne
hitrosti manjšo od 1,4 km s−1. S primerjavo z drugimi spektroskopskimi refer-
enčnimi seti podatkov lahko zaključimo, da je povprečni zamik izmerjenih hitrosti
RV(rave) − RV(re f ) = 0, 20 km s −1. Radialno hitrost je mogoče izmeriti le za
spektre, ki so podobni tistim v knjižnici sintetičnih spektrov, ki pokriva širok na-
bor neaktivnih zvezd (Munari et al., 2005).
Zaradi velike količine podatkov je nujno avtomatizirano ločevanje med spektri
običajnih zvezd, pri katerih lahko zaupamo v dobljene parametre, in med spektri
aktivnih zvezd, sestavljenimi spektri dvojnih zvezd in drugimi posebnimi primeri,
kjer imajo vrednosti izmerjenih količin velike sistematične napake. Za tako, av-
tomatizirano klasifikacijo Rave spektre ovrednotimo z metodo LLE (Matijevič
et al. 2012), ki kompleksno morfologijo zvezdnega spektra na nelinearen način
projecira na dvodimenzionalni klasifikacijski prostor. Iterativna uporaba omogoča
najprej grobo, nato pa vse bolj podrobno morfološko klasifikacijo opazovalnih po-
datkov. Prednost metode LLE je, da podobne spektre v klasifikacijskem prostoru
umesti blizu skupaj, medtem ko močno različne spektre postavi daleč narazen. Ta
očitno zaželjena lastnost v splošnem pri projekcijskih metodah ni izpolnjena.
Cilji LLE klasifikacije so narediti bazo spektrov običajnih zvezd, identificirati
posebne spektre ter opozoriti na problematične spektre, ki jih je potrebno ponovno
obdelati ali zavreči.
10.4 Katalog kandidatov dvojnih zvezd
Večina spektrov pregleda Rave pripada običajnim enojnim zvezdam. Takih spek-
trov je ∼ 90 - 95 % in za te spektre so bili atmosferski parametri zanesljivo
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določeni. Običajne enojne zvezde so tiste, ki jih je mogoče dobro razložiti s
standardnimi evolucijskimi modeli in za katere je mogoče narediti dober model
zvezdnih atmosfer ter poiskati primernega dvojnika v bazi sintetičnih spektrov.
Ta skupina je razdeljena na dva podrazreda: hladnejše in vroče zvezde, kjer so
vroče zvezde tiste s Te f f & 7000K. Morfološko take spektre spoznamo po rela-
tivno močnih črtah Paschenove serije vodika.
Obstaja tudi precejšnja populacija posebnih zvezd, ki nimajo ustreznega dvoj-
nika v bazi sintetičnih spektrov, zato s preprosto primerjavo ni mogoče določiti
njihovih atmosferskih parametrov. Večina takšnih zvezd so dvojne zvezde z dvoj-
nimi spektralnimi črtami (. 1 %) in kromosfersko aktivne zvezde (med 2 % in
3 %). Ostale skupine posebnih zvezd so še hladne zvezde z izraženimi moleku-
larnimi absorpcijskimi trakovi TiO, posebne skupine orjakinj, ogljikove zvezde in
druge posebne zvezde, ki jih ni mogoče uvrstiti v določeno skupino. Končno so
tu še problematični spektri, ki pogosto odražajo sistematično napako, ki je nastala
med opazovanjem (npr. svetle sledi kozmičnih žarkov, ki so med opazovanjem
prebodli detektor).
Rezultat metode LLE je prečiščen vzorec parametrov, ki jih je izmeril pro-
jekt Rave. Zaradi možnih sistematičnih napak smo izključili vse zvezde z zgoraj
omenjenimi posebnimi tipi spektrov in jih v postopku iskanja dvojnic nismo upo-
števali.
Pri dvojnicah z enojnimi spektralnimi črtami je prispevek svetlobe sekundarne
komponente premajhen, da bi ga bilo mogoče zaznati. Zato spekter sistema iz-
gleda enako kot spekter ene same zvezde s parametri primarne komponente. Če
imamo več spektrov iste dvojnice pričakujemo, da bodo vsi fizikalni parametri
pridobljeni iz teh spektrov v okviru napak enaki, izjema je le radialna hitrost, ki
se s časom spreminja. Da bi lahko ugotovili, ali je zvezda dvojna, potrebujemo
najmanj dva spektra. Ker je bil primarni cilj pregleda neba Rave zajeti čim večji
vzorec zvezd, je delež zvezd, ki so bile opazovane večkrat, omejen.
Kandidate za dvojnice določamo med zvezdami s spremenljivo radialno hitrostjo,
na katero sklepamo iz večkratnih meritev iste zvezde. Končna objava podatkov
Rave vsebuje 451.788 zvezd in 518.392 spektrov. Da bi med njimi zaznali dvo-
jnice, smo najprej postavili nekaj kriterijev izbora. Izločeni so bili vsi spektri, ki
imajo razmerje signal / šum manjše od 20. To merilo je izpolnjeno za 414.637
zvezd (91.8%). Drugi kriterij je morfološka klasifikacija zvezd. Izbrane so bile
le tiste zvezde, ki so bile v klasifikaciji označene kot običajne enojne zvezde. Ta
kriterij je zožil izbor na 395.919 (87,4%) zvezd. Tretji kriterij je bolj selektiven,
čeprav neizogiben pri iskanju kandidatov za dvojnice. V poštev pridejo samo
večkrat opazovane zvezde (9.1%). Nekatere tarče so bile opazovane do 13-krat,
vendar ima večina le dve meritvi radialne hitrosti.
Kot omenjeno morajo imeti kandidati za dvojne zvezde spremenljivo radialno
hitrost. Potrebna je funkcija, ki bo vsakemu paru meritev dodelila oceno spre-
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menljivosti, ter spodnja meja te funkcije, ki bo označevala značilno spremenljivost
in zvezdo uvrstila med kandidate za dvojnice.
Verjetnostno funkcijo smo povzeli po Matijevič et al. (2011):
P(2 > 1) =
1
2
[1 + erf(
RV2 − RV1√
2(σ21 + σ
2
2)
)] (10.3)
kjer sta RV1 in RV2 radialni hitrosti ter σ1 in σ2 napaki hitrosti izmerjeni za
isto zvezdo ob dveh različnih opazovanjih. Vrednosti radialnih hitrosti RV2 in
RV1 lahko izberemo tako, da je RV2 > RV1. Kvadrati RV napak σ2i se lahko
obravnavajo kot odstopanja Gaussove porazdelitve, RVi pa kot srednja vrednost.
Če bi iz vsake od teh porazdelitev izbrali po eno vrednost, P (2> 1) predstavlja
verjetnost, da je izbira iz drugega vzorca večja od izbire iz prvega. Če sta hitrosti
enaki, bo števec funkcije napake nič, verjetnost pa enaka 1/2. Pri paru zelo ra-
zličnih radialnih hitrosti in primerljivo majhnih napak, se funkcija napake približa
1 in posledično je vrednost verjetnostne funkcije enaka 1. Pri zaznavanju dvojnic
iščemo spremenljive radialne hitrosti, kjer je vrednost verjetnostne funkcije skoraj
1, in zato je praktično verjetnost izraziti kot logaritemsko funkcijo:
plog = −log10(1 − P) (10.4)
Vrednost spodnje meje plog, ki označuje statistično pomembno spremenljivost
radialne hitrosti, ob predpostavki enakih napak radialnih hitrosti je bila povzeta
iz Pourbaix (2005), ki je uporabil plog = 2,87. Takšna omejitev plog ustreza vred-
nostima radialnih hitrosti, ki sta 4,24 σi narazen. Podobno plog < 2 ustreza vred-
nostima, manj od 3.3σi narazen, in zato spremenljivost ni zanesljiva. Vrednost
plog < 1 pomeni, da je razlika radialnih hitrosti manjša od 1,8 σi, kar je zelo
verjetno posledica statističnega naključja.
Od 37.661 zvezd z več opazovanji je bilo po zgornjem kriteriju zaznanih 3838
(10,2 %) kandidatov dvojnih zvezd. Med njimi lahko ločimo dve skupini: rdeče
orjakinje s temperaturo ∼ 4500 K in maso večjo od 1,5 M ter pritlikavke glavne
veje s temperaturo ∼ 6000 K in maso ∼ 1 - 1,2 M. Kandidati imajo nekoliko
nižjo kovinskost kot splošna populacija opazovanih zvezd. Razlog je morda ma-
jhen prispevek svetlobe sekundarne komponente, zaradi česar so spektralne črte
nekoliko plitvejše.
Najdaljši časovni razmik med prvim in zadnjim opazovanjem določene zvezde
misije Rave je približno 10 let, zato sistemov z bistveno daljšimi orbitalnimi pe-
riodami ni bilo mogoče zaznati. Večina kandidatov ima orbitalno periodo krajšo
od enega leta, le ∼ 10 % zvezd ima periodo krajšo od 2 let. Največje razlike
radialnih hitrosti ∼ 5 km s −1, ki so na meji plog = 2, 87, ustrezajo meritvam z
napakami ∼ 1, 2 km s −1, kar je tipična vrednost za Rave. Radialna hitrost orjakinj
je določena z večjo natančnostjo, saj so njihove spektralne črte številne in bolj
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ostre. Največje razlike dveh meritev radialne hitrosti lahko dosežejo 60 ali celo
100 km s −1, kar ustreza sistemu dvojnic z majhno razdaljo med komponentami in
s kratkimi orbitalnimi periodami.
10.5 Kandidati dvojnih zvezd z enojnimi spektral-
nimi črtami na glavni veji
Med 3838 kandidati za dvojnice je 1923 zvezd glavne veje. V tem delu smo se os-
redotočili le na tistih 406, ki imajo vsaj 4 opazovanja in približno določili njihove
orbitalne periode ter druge orbitalne parametre. Maso M1 primarne komponente
smo ocenili iz spektroskopsko določene efektivne temperature in položaja zvezde
na izohroni glavne veje. Za značilne temperaturne negotovosti ∼ 100 K so mase
zvezd določene z 10 % natančnostjo.
Vseh šest parametrov iz enačb 10.1 in 10.2 ni bilo mogoče določiti iz majh-
nega števila ponovnih opazovanj zvezd. Toda pri objektih z vsaj 4 meritvami, je
mogoče približno oceniti orbitalno periodo, sploščenost, razmerje mas in radialno
hitrost težišča γ. Vrednosti začetne orbitalne faze, kota periastrona in naklona so
slabo omejene in zato niso bile objavljene v tem delu.
Da bi ocenili zanesljivost uporabljene metode potrebujemo testni vzorec z že
znanimi orbitalnimi parametri. Zato smo bili uporabljeni podatki iz Devetega kat-
aloga spektroskopskih binarnih orbit avtorjev Pourbaix et al. (2004). Katalog je
kompilacija izračunanih spektroskopskih tirnic iz opazovanj z različnimi instru-
menti v zadnjih 50 letih.
Za vsakega Rave kandidata je bil iz kataloga izbran podoben objekt s primerljivo
temperaturo in istega spektralnega tipa. Vsak objekt je bil obdelan na enak način
kot Rave opazovanja, tako da je bilo mogoče ocenjeno orbitalno periodo in os-
tale parametre primerjati z obstoječimi parametri iz kataloga. 50% zvezd ima
razpršenost ocenjenih vrednosti orbitalne periode ±40% okoli prave vrednosti iz
kataloga, medtem ko je perioda 90% vseh objektov določena znotraj faktorja ne-
gotovosti 2. Rezultati niso pokazali odvisnosti od števila opazovanj ali od efek-
tivne temperature primarne zvezde. Razpršenost sploščenosti in mase ima tudi
vrednost ±40% okoli prave vrednosti za ∼ 50% zvezd. Toda, pri sploščenosti
opazimo večjo disperzijo za preostalih 50% objektov. Pri sistemski hitrosti γ je
razpršenost nekoliko manjša, 25% za 50% zvezd.
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10.6 Kandidati dvojnih zvezd z dvojnimi spektral-
nimi črtami
Če imata obe komponenti sistema podobni masi, njuni radialni hitrosti pa se do-
volj razlikujeta, je spekter sestavljen iz dveh ločenih setov spektralnih črt. Spektri
sistemov, kjer je vidna samo ena komponenta, se imenujejo dvojni sistemi z eno-
jnimi spektralnimi črtami, medtem ko so tisti sistemi, pri katerih je mogoče ločiti
oba spektralna seta, sistemi z dvojnimi spektralnimi črtami.
Čeprav so zvezde iz te študije bile prvotno razvrščene med običajne enojne
zvezde, je podrobna študija čokatosti in asimetrij v profilih spektralnih črt kalci-
jevega tripleta v nekaj primerih nakazala prispevek svetlobe spremljevalke. Za
iskanje podpisa sekundarnega seta so najprimernejše najmočnejše črte. V ob-
močju valovnih dolžin spektrov pregleda neba Rave (∼ 8420 Å do ∼ 8780 Å) so
najbolj vidne spektralne črte enkrat ioniziranega kalcijevega tripleta (λ λ = 8498,
8542, 8662 Å). Glavna prednost teh črt je, da so vidne v spektrih zvezd z različn-
imi temperaturami, ki se raztezajo od 3500 do 8000 K. Toda hkrati široke kalcijeve
črte zlahka zakrijejo sekundarno zvezdo, če razlika med hitrostmi ni dovolj velika
ali če ima sekundarna zvezda bivstveno manjši sij. Črte Paschenove serije vodika
in črte nevtralnega železa so bolj ozke in špičaste, zato bi bilo veliko lažje opaz-
iti prisotnost sekundarne zvezde, vendar je glavna pomanjkljivost teh črt, da niso
tako močne in so lahko skrite v šumu.
Vizualni pregled spektrov dvojnic z nenavadnimi vrednostmi čokatosti in asimetrij
v profilih spektralnih črt je potrdil 8 objektov, kjer je hi-kvadrat funkcija z dvema
spektroma dala znatno boljšo rešitev opazovanega spektra kot samo z enim spek-
trom. Seznam kandidatov dvojnic s dvojnimi spektralnimi črtami vsebuje samo 8
predmetov, ki niso bili zaznani s pomočjo avtomatiziranega algoritma morfološke
klasifikacije (Matijevič et al. 2012). Po drugi strani Steinmetz et al. (oddano)
navaja 2861 objektov z nekaterimi spektri v kategoriji dvojnic z dvojnimi spek-
tralnimi črtami. Fizikalne lastnosti 123 od njih so bile že navedene v Matijevič et
al. (2012).
Ocena vrednosti fizikalnih parametrov obeh komponent je pridobljena s primer-
javo posnetega spektra s teoretičnimi sintetičnimi spektri. Najdene dvojnice imajo
krajše orbitalne periode, velikostnega reda nekaj tednov ali mesecev, podobni masi
obeh komponent, kar pomeni podoben izsev, ter večje razlike radialnih hitrosti kot
pri dvojnicah z enojnimi črtami.
10.7 Rave in Gaia
Satelit Gaia je začel z opazovanji julija 2014 (Gaia Collaboration et al. 2016b).
Opazuje objekte magnitude 2 < G < 20,7 in meri položaj, paralakso in lastno
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gibanje za več kot milijardo zvezd ter omogoča določanje radialnih hitrosti za
zvezde z G < 16,2 (Katz et al. 2004; Cropper et al. 2018).
Spektroskopski instrument ima ločljivost R ∼ 11 500, pri čemer pokriva ob-
močje valovnih dolžin 8450 - 7820 Å. Za zvezde spektralnega tipa G in K do
magnitud G = 12− 13 omogoča meritev radialne hitrosti z natančnostjo 1 km s−1.
Spektralno območje je enako kot v pregledu neba Rave in je osredotočeno na
kalcijev triplet.
Do sedaj je misija Gaia objavila dve objavi podatkov. Prva objava po 14 mese-
cih opazovanj vsebuje meritve položaja, paralakse in lastnega gibanja za približno
2,5 milijona zvezd, svetlejših od magnitude V = 11,5. Po 22 mesecih opazovanj
je Gaia poleg paralaks, položaja in lastnega gibanja objavila tudi povprečne vred-
nosti radialnih hitrosti za 7.224.631 zvezd z efektivnimi temperaturami med 3550
in 6900 K.
Objavljene vrednosti radialnih hitrosti so povprečja meritev vsaj dveh opazo-
vanj iste zvezde z efektivno temperaturo v območju 3550-6900 K, pridobljenih v
22 mesecih opazovanja (25. julij 2014 - 23. maj 2016) s tipično negotovostjo od
0,3 do 1,8 km s−1. Meritve radialne hitrosti spektrov, ki so kazali lastnosti spek-
troskopskih dvojnic z dvojnimi črtami, niso bile vključene v izračun povprečja.
Meritve radialnih hitrosti je Gaia dobila po zaključku pregleda neba Rave,
tako da kombiniranje teh dveh podatkovnih baz poveča časovni razpon in tako
omogoča zaznavanje dvojnih sistemov z daljšimi orbitalnimi periodami. Večina
zvezd je bila s pregledom neba Rave opazovana le enkrat, vendar Gaia dodaja
še eno opazovanje in tako omogoča detekcijo spremenljivosti radialnih hitrosti za
večje število zvezd. Pravzaprav je Gaia vsak objekt opazovala večkrat, vendar
bodo vse meritve objavljene šele v eni od naslednjih objav podatkov.
Kombinacija meritev Rave in Gaia vsebuje 450.646 zvezd, med njimi jih ima
kar ∼ 15 % dovolj spremenljivo radialno hitrost, da jih verjetnostna funkcija oz-
nači kot kandidate za dvojne zvezde. Večina zvezd ima vrednost plog < 2,87, kar
pomeni, da zvezde nimajo spremenljivih hitrosti, kar je dodatno potrdilo, da se
meritve radialnih hitrosti v obeh raziskavah dobro ujemajo.
Med zvezdami z več opazovanji v okviru pregleda neba Rave, ki so bile oz-
načene kot enojne zvezde (plog < 2, 87), smo našli skoraj 10 % novih kandidatov,
potem ko smo naboru dodali še hitrosti, izmerjene z Gaio. V vzorcu Rave + Gaia
je bilo identificiranih skupaj 27.716 kandidatov za SB1 dvojnice, kar je skoraj 10-
krat več v primerjavi z 3838 kandidati iz analize, ki je upoštevala zgolj meritve
pregleda neba Rave.
Večina kandidatov za dvojnice, odkritih v okviru projekta Rave, ima največjo
razliko radialnih hitrosti ∼ 5 km s−1 in orbitalno periodo krajšo od 2 let. Daljši
čas med opazovanji omogoča zaznavanje dvojnic z daljšimi periodami. Za veliko
večino objektov so spremembe radialne hitrosti manjše od 5 km s−1, zato lahko
domnevamo, da imajo te zvezde daljše periode in jih ni bilo mogoče zaznati brez
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opazovanj v daljšem časovnem obdobju, kar nam je misija Gaia omogočila.
10.8 Galaktični tiri dvojnih zvezd
Galaksija vsebuje več kot 100 milijard zvezd, ki zavzemajo območje s tipičnim
premerom ∼ 34 kpc. Sonce leži okoli 8 kpc od središča Galaksije. Kljub temu,
da so objekti, ki sta jih oba projekta (Rave in Gaia) večinoma v okolici Sonca,
lahko rečemo, da zvezde pripadajo različnim tipom in izvirajo iz različnih delov
Galaksije. Zvezde namreč krožijo okoli središča Galaksije z različnimi hitrostmi.
Perioda Sonca je približno 240 milijonov let, vendar se ta razlikuje od zvezde
do zvezde. Tudi zvezde, ki so nekoč nastale v istem oblaku, so sedaj razpršene
v širšem prostoru. Podobno velja, če preučujemo zvezde, ki so sedaj v Sončevi
okolici, saj te prihajajo iz različnih delov Galaksije. Torej lahko z našim pros-
torsko omejenim vzorcem preučujemo populacijo zvezd v širšem območju Galak-
sije.
S kombinacijo meritev projektov Rave in Gaia smo odkrili skupno skoraj
30,000 doslej nepoznanih dvojnih zvezd, kar je največji katalog kandidatov za
dvojnice doslej. Veliko število dvojnic nam omogoča, da preverimo, kako se
odstotek dvojnic spreminja s spektralnim tipom zvezd glavne veje. Odstotek bi-
narnosti med orjakinjami (79 %) je precej višji v primerjavi z zvezdami glavne
veje in pritlikavkami (21 %). Odstotek se spreminja tudi glede na temperaturo,
oziroma, spektralni tip primarne komponente, pripadnice glavne veje. Kar lahko
opazimo je, da so dvojnice na nizkotemperaturnem repu glavne veje zelo redke.
Kovinskost enojnih in dvojnih zvezd je podobna, glede prostorske porazdelitve
pa imajo bolj oddaljene zvezde nižjo kovinskost. Na razdalji približno 1 kpc od
Sonca lahko v galaktični ravnini opazimo skupino, ki jo sestavljajo same eno-
jne zvezde. Gre za populacijo vročih zvezd, ki so bile opazovane v kalibracijske
namene in torej ne predstavljajo naključnega nabora. Zvezde glavne veje s tem-
peraturami ∼ 5500-6000 K in največjimi razlikami radialnih hitrosti (večje od 10
km s−1) so na razdaljah do 1 kpc. Najbolj oddaljene zvezde, to so masivne rdeče
orjakinje, imajo dolge orbitalne periode in največje spremembe radialnih hitrosti
do 5 km s−1.
Natančne meritve položaja zvezd, radialne hitrosti in lastnega gibanja nam
omogočajo analizo galaktičnih orbit enojnih in dvojnih zvezd. V vseh spiralnih
galaksijah se zvezde v eliptičnih tirih gibljejo okoli središča Galaksije, in se hkrati
premikajo navzgor in navzdol od galaktične ravnine, saj je del mase zbran v tej
ravnini in s svojim lokalnim privlakom povzroča, da tiri v splošnem niso ravnin-
ski. S pomočjo programskega paketa galpy smo izračunali največjo razdaljo od
galaktične ravnine zmax, ki jo zvezda na svoji galaktični tirnici doseže. Tako eno-
jne kot dvojne zvezde imajo modus zmax okoli 0,25 kpc, vendar je delež enojnih
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zvezd večji za nižje vrednosti zmax.
Poleg največje razdalje od ravnine (zmax) smo preverili tudi vrednosti Rmin
in Rmax, to sta najmanjši in največji razdalji zvezde od središča Galaksije, mer-
jeno v galaktični ravnini. Rezultat si lahko predstavljamo tudi kot razdaljo peri-
in apo-galaktikona. Povprečna vrednost razdalje od galaktičnega središča je za
večino enojnih in dvojnih zvezd približno 8 kpc, pri enojnih zvezdah je za 0,2 kpc
večja kot pri dvojnih. To pomeni, da imajo galaktične orbite dvojnih zvezd krajše
polmere, vendar večje zmax razdalje od galaktične ravnine. Oboje lahko razložimo
s smiselno predpostavko, da so dvojne zvezde zaradi prispevka obeh komponent
nekoliko svetlejše od enojnih zvezd. Ker Rave opazuje pretežno zvezde v no-
tranjem delu Galaksije, je zato velikost tira dvojnih zvezd videti manjša, ker pa se
debelina diska v smeri proti središču Galaksije veča, je tudi absolutna vrednost na-
jvečje razdalje od galaktične ravnine statistično nekoliko večja za dvojne zvezde
v primerjavi z enojnimi. Domnevo smo potrdili z izračunom absolutne magnitude
G za enojne in za dvojne zvezde, pri čemer smo uporabili paralakse izmerjene s
satelitom Gaia. Rezultat je pokazal, da imajo dvojne zvezde v povprečju nižjo
magnitudo, torej so v resnici nekoliko svetlejše, kot smo domnevali.
10.9 Zaključek
V disertaciji smo predstavili seznam dvojnih zvezd z enojnimi spektralnimi čr-
tami, ki sedaj predstavlja rezultate opazovanj s pregledom neba Rave. Zvezde smo
odkrili po znatni spremenljivosti njihove radialne hitrosti, pri čemer smo za opa-
zovanja z enakimi negotovostmi statistično mejo zaznave postavili na vsaj ∼ 4.2σ.
Z verjetnostno funkcijo smo sestavili seznam 3838 verodostojnih kandidatov za
spektroskopske dvojne zvezde. To je trikrat več od doslej znanih takih kandidatov
projekta Rave, in ustreza ∼ 10 % vseh zvezd, ki so bile opazovane večkrat. Večina
primarnih komponent teh sistemov so pritlikavke glavne veje s temperaturo okoli
6000 K in maso približno 1 - 1,2 M, ali rdeče orjakinje s temperaturo 4500 -
5000 K in maso večjo od 1,5 M . Sekundarne komponente prispevajo le majhen
del svetlobe sistema. Spektralne črte dvojnih zvezd so nekoliko plitvejše, saj so
zaradi radialne hitrosti naložene na rob črte druge zvezde ali celo na njen kon-
tinuum. To je najverjetnejši razlog, da imajo naši kandidati za dvojnice nekoliko
nižjo kovinskost od splošne populacije zvezd opazovanih v okviru projekta Rave.
Čeprav smo večino zvezd z večkratnimi opazovanji opazovali le nekajkrat, je
bilo mogoče narediti grobo oceno orbitalnih parametrov za sisteme s primarnimi
komponentami na glavni veji. Izbrali smo sisteme z vsaj 4 opazovanji. Rezul-
tati so bili omejeni s časovnim razponom med ponovljenimi opazovanji. Večina
kandidatov ima orbitalno periodo krajšo od enega leta, nekateri sistemi pa imajo
periodo do največ treh let.
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Vzorec kandidatov za dvojnice vključuje le tiste zvezde, ki so bile morfološko
razvrščene kot običajne enojne zvezde. V nekaterih primerih smo prepoznali
prispevek sekundarne komponente. V spektrih to opazimo po nenavadnih oblikah
spektralnih črt, merjenih z ovrednotenjem čokatosti in asimetrij profilov spektral-
nih črt kalcijevega tripleta. Vizualni pregled njihovih spektrov je odkril 8 primerov
z masnim razmerjem okoli 0,8. Opazili smo, da so kandidati za dvojnice z dvojn-
imi črtami svetlejši od enojnih zvezd.
Podatki misije Gaia dopolnjujejo nabor podatkov Rave z drugim opazovanjem
radialne hitrosti za 450.646 zvezd. Skupni nabor podatkov ima daljše obdobje
opazovanj z maksimumom časovne razlike med opazovanji, ki doseže 12 let in
s povprečjem 7 let. V analizi teh podatkov je bilo identificiranih 27.716 kan-
didatov za dvojnice z enojnimi črtami. Orbitalne in fizikalne lastnosti teh siste-
mov so podobne tistim iz nabora podatkov Rave. Natančno poznavanje njihovega
prostorskega položaja in vektorja hitrosti (v katero smo vključili našo oceno ra-
dialne hitrosti težišča), ki jih vsebuje druga objava podatkov misije Gaia, nam je
omogočilo približni izračun njihovih galaktičnih orbit. Galaktične orbite dvojnih
zvezd so nekoliko bližje središču Galaksije kot enojne zvezde, ob tem pa sežejo
dlje od galaktične ravnine. Oboje lahko pojasnimo z okoliščino, da imajo kandi-
datke za dvojne zvezde zaradi prispevka sekundarne zvezde nekoliko večji skupni
izsev obeh komponent kot enojne zvezde.
Študija dvojnih zvezd iz skupnega kataloga pregleda neba Rave in Gaia je
pomembna tudi za interpretacijo meritev satelita Gaia, ki bodo objavljene čez 2
leti, saj bodo v tej objavi podatkov lahko označene tudi tiste dvojnice z daljšimi
periodami, ki jih ne bi bilo možno odkriti brez meritev iz pregleda neba Rave.
Obenem naš nabor novo odkritih dvojnih zvezd koristi tudi za preverjanje rezulta-
tov satelita Gaia, saj je sedaj že vnaprej jasno, za katero zvezdo pričakujemo, da
ima spremenljivo hitrost, in za katero ne.
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